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THE EMERGENCE,OF PUBLIC SECTOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

INTRODUCTION

_Trade-Union membership_ among employees of
levels Q ovemment fc de,sl, state;lotal-----ex

--lisdenceifiTheriomenaliattof growth-durinOre----
decade of the 1960's. The early. years of the 1970's
show no lessening of this trend. This growth is the
result of many change factors including (1) the nature
and make -up of the American economy, (2) the
growing role of government in our society, (3) the
legal status of public sector unionism, (4) the
attitudes and demographics of public employees,
and (5) new attitudes and techniques on the part
of many unions gnd employee associations. This
paper will relate to and analyze this 'wide-spread,
emergence of public sector collective bargaining.

EARLY HISTORY OF PUBLIC SECTOR

UNIONISM

Union membe'rship and activity among employees of
government is traced to the early days of this
Republic. Employees of Naval Shipyards and Army
Arsenals organized into unions during the early part
of the 19th century. The first recorded evidence of
a government employee work stoppage occured in
1835-36, when employees at the Washington and
Philadelphia Navy Yards strtick for the ten-hour day
and for general redress of their grievances. Organ-

..ization of these workers and other public employeq
during this period was localized and concentrated
primarily among craft employees in the building,
metal, printing, and maritime trades. There, ere
no national unions, as such, during this period;
however, loosely coordinated government em-
ployee job actions, demonstrations, and political
agitation resulted in improved working conditions.
Among these were:

1840 President Van Buren issued gn Executive
Order establishing the 10-hour day for

, Federal employees.
1861 Congreis passed legislation providing

that wages of Navy Yard employees,should
be based on the prevailing rate in private
establishments in the general vicinity of the
Navy Yards.

1868 The 8-hour day with no loss of pay was
established for Federal employees.

1883 Congress passed the Pendleton Act (Civil
Service) establishing the Merit SyslehTin

the-Federal-Service-.

The-last y.ears of the 19th Century and the early ones
of the 20th Century saw the formation of national
unions of public employees. The National
Associition of Letter Carriers was established in
1889 as-tke_first national postal'union. Postal
clerks also Ormed a national union in 1889. In
004, the International Association of Machinists.
formed District No. 44 to administer the affairs of its
Federal employee members. Many craft unions with
public employee'members had participated in the
founding convention of the American,Federation of
Labor (AFL) in 1886, and in 1908 some of these
formed the Metal Trades Department.

In 1906, the United Federation of Postal Clerks
joined the AFL, becoming the first exclusively
Federal union to do so. In 1913, the National
Alliance of Postal Employees (now the National
Alliance of Postal' and Federal Employees) was
organized as an industrial union of postal em-
ployees taking into membership all postal em-

< .
em-

ployees regardless of craft identity.,

In 1917, the AFL chartered the National Federation
of Federal Employees. NFFE was a unique phenom-
enon on &Federal scene at the time because it,

too, was granted an industrial jurisdiction with
the right to accept into membershiliany Federal
government worker, irrespective of craft or occu-
pational speciality. In 1931, NFFE withdrew from
the American Rderation of Labor over a difference `
of opinion concerning the appropriateness of wide-
spread government use of position classification. The

AFL countered by chartering another national
government-wide union, the American Federation of
Government Employees (AFGE) that same year.

On the state and local level, many of the craft unions

`accepted into membership appropriate craft employees.
In 1916, the AFL chartered the American Federation
of Te4hers (APT) and in 1936the American Feder-

ation of State,COunty, and Municipal Employees
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(AFSCME) Government employee associations and
independent unions also were established. Some were
organized as strictly, local organizations; others
functioned on a national basis.

EARLY LEGAL STATUS

Public sector unionism. like its private sector counter--
part---harhistorically had a--difticult and tenuous status

. .

3.

in tTie e es of

organize and bargain collectively," public employees
were excluded frOm its coverage.

Some states permitted public employee union mem-
bership through legislation or Attorneys General
decisions: others prohibited it. During-the formative
growth years of private sector collective bargaining,
no state provided a legal basis and/or administrative

--maehinety-foi publIt sector colteetivetatgaini
all states prohibited striking byrpoblicemployees..by

ft -lavt-ten-Ctingress-amepcled the
treated as "criminal.conspiracies" under Anglo-Saxon
common law. The first break in this doctrine of unions
as criminal conspiracies. per se, occured in 1842 when
the Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled that a union's
legality must be judged on its actions and goals rather
than on its mere existence. Other states' courts
eventually followed this. decision.

During the administrations of Presidents Theodore
Roosevelt and William Howard Taft, a series of
"gag rules" were issued at the Federal level. These
Executive Orders prohibited Federal employees,
either individually, or collectively through their
organizations, from lobbying in Congress regarding
pay, working conditions, or other matters. In
addition, they specified that Federal employees
were not to " ... respond to any request from either
House of Congress except through or as authorized
by the agency head concerned." response to
these "gag rules" Congress enacted be Lloyd-
LaFollette Act in 191.2, granting postal employees
(and, by extension, all Federal employees) the right
to fOrni and join labor organizations, petition or.
lobby Congress for redress of their grievances, and to
furnish information to members of Congress. The
Lloyd -LaFollette Act remains, with the exception of
the laws barring strikes against the government, the
only Federal statute on labor-inanagement relations
with government-wide application to the Federal
Service.

The Mess Act of 1924 established the principle of
collective bargaining over wages for the printing
trades employees of the GovernmenPrinting
Office. Employees of the Alaskan National
Railroad, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and
scattered units of the Department of the Interior
have had collective bargaining rights dating to
the 1930's. However, when Congress enacted the
National Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act) in
1935, establishing for the first time the public
policy that "employees shall have the right to

6
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NLRA in 1947 with the TaftHartley Amendments,
its sole reference to public employees was the
following:

"It shall be unlaivful for any individual employed
by the United States or any agency thereof
including wholly owned Government Corporations
to participate in any strike. Any individualem
ployed by the United States or any such agency,
who strikes, shall not be eligible for reemployment
for three years by the United States or any such
agency."

This ban was codified in 1955 into Title V of US.
Code, and striking against the Federal government
was also made a felony punishable by a finei of $1,000
and imprisonment up to a year.

I

EARLY GOALS

Although denied the legal right to collective bar-
gaining granted to their private sector counterpartt
early public employee organizations surviveand
grew in numbers and influence. Often victims of
political patronage and/or refugees from the iunstable
economic periods of high upemploynient, public
employees and their unions looked to merit system
legislation -as the means to provide a measure of job
security. Patronage dispensers saw unionization of
public employees and the. establishment'of merit
systems as a threat to their control of publip jobs.
With the enactment of civil service merit system
legislation, public employee unions sought;its ex-
tention and refinement. They also sought to
promote and maintain efficiency in the public
service and to advance the interest of public em-
ployees.

Their primary method of operation was lobbying.
Unions in the Federal service, especially the - postal
unions, maintained an effective lobby on Capitol
Hill: They experienced some success in improving

RN



wages, working conditions, pensions, and correcting
inequities in the Federal service. At the same time,

many of these organizations undertook political
action pzogranis to provide the necessary political

support for their legislative activities. Similar methods_
were employed at the state and local levels of

government.

ed iliac

to the union treasury. In the 1950's, many statutes
an.d ordinances were enacted and executive orders
issued which provided "check-off.- Automatic
deduction of dues helped to'stabilize membership
and provided a regular source of needed income.
Regular income helped pay for the staff to organize

more members.

enacfmint-ollneritsystem-law5Avas sufficient to

solve individual eye r and-to define
employee-employer relationships. However, most

-of these laws did not initially provide a methyd for
handling employee grievances and correcting unsatis-
factory conditions of employment. They related
almost exclusively to appointment- and promotions
based on merit and fitness and discharge for cause
with-appeal to a civil service board. They provided
no avenue, no procedure, for the redress of public

employee grievances.

GROWTH_OF P REEMPLOYMENT.

Higher Wages, increased job security and other im-
proved conditions of employment won by private
sector unions had an impact on public employee
organizations..Though merit systems provided a
measurefof job security, public employees dis-
covered that a collective bargaining contract in
industry often provided more security. Others saw'
the trade union movement in.the public sector as
a source of strength in the struggle against the spoils
system. Collective bargaining contracts in industry ,
provided automatic wage increases and also wage
increases' geared to the cost of living. Wages in
the public sector generally lagged behind those paid

for similar jobs in industry and few provisions existed
for increases in the cost of living. 'Private sector
unions` had won premium pay for overtime and
employet-paid fringe benefits. In the public sector,
wage increases were often geared to a forthcoming
election br periodic civil service merit increases.
Additionally, the methods employed by the govern-
ment in improving working conditions were one-
sided. The public-employer unilaterally determined
any change. No system was available for employee
participation in these determinations. To many
public employees, the distinctions between a public
and private employer seemed academic.

.

As the orientation of public employee organizations
changed, their membership grew and so did their.
power. This power was exercised to stabilize union
membership and obtain a measure of security for the,

union. Successful efforts were made to secure pay-
roll deduction of members' dues with direct payment

Public employees were certainly there to be
organized. Beginning after World War II and
accelerating at an ever faster rate, the public sector
of our economy steadily increased its share of total -

employment vis -a -vis the, private. Increasing popu-
lation, increasing affluence amidst lierststent poverty,
increasing demands for new and/or increased ser-
vices coupled with a revolution in traditional
production industries caused by cybernetics con-
tributed to the shift from blue collar production-
oriented employment to white and grey collar
service-oriented jobs. During.the 20 year period from

1951 to.19.71,-ajl levels of public employment in-

creased from just' under six million to approximately
13.3 million. This growth rate of 112 percent can

be compared to a growth rate of only 41% for the
tion-government sector of our economy. Today,
six out of every ten new jobs are government jobs.

Most of this growth has occurred, not in Federal

government employment which grew only 15%

from 1951 to 1971, but in state and local jobs'
which grew by 175% during the twenty year
period.

TH E EXPLOSION OF.PUBLIC SECTOR
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

In the Federal sector, the National Federation or
Eedefal Employees (Ind.) had experienced the
following growth: 1920 38,000; 1935 65,000;

1939 75,000; 1960 r- 53,000. Its AFL-CIO rival

the American Fedjration of Government Empiciyees

, .(AFGE) had experienced a similar pattern: 1956
18,000: 1940 30,000; 1960 70,000. In tact,
by 1961, according to it study by the President's

Task Force on Employee-Management Relations,

Aare were forty labor organizations with member-1

ship among Federal employees-and dealin with
Federal agencies. Included among these in addition

to those already me coned were organ zations

such as-the NatiSal Association of Alcoh and
'Tobacco Tax Field Officers, the National Customs

- 7
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Service Association, the Overseas Education Asso-
ciation, the Organization of Professional Employees
of the Department of Agriculture, the International
Association of Fire Fighters, the AmeriA
Federation of Technical Engineers, the National
Alliance of Postal Employees, the International
Association of Machinists, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the American

Federation-of-Stateutrrity and-Municipal-Em-
ployees the Aix Traffic Controllers Association_

_and the International Printing Pressman and
Assistants' Union of North America. It should be
noted that these organizations cover the spectrum
of various types of employee organizations craft
unions, postal unions, associations. unions based on
occupation or employing agency, and industrial-
type unions. Many were affiliated with AFL.C10,
and others were non-affiliated (independent). It
has been estimated that approximately one -third
of all Federal employees were members of unions
or employee associations at this time.

At the state and local level more notable trends
had developed. By 1959, the American.edeiation
of Teachers (-AFT), AFL-CIO had apprkimately
50,000 members. Increasing numbers of local
transportation systems had become public,
bringing into the public sector large numbers of
members of the transit unions. The American
Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME), AFL-CIO had reached,
the 200,000 member mark by 1962. The
International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF),
AFL-CIO also had a large membership, Non-public
sector AFL-CIO unions had also become increasingly
aware of public employees. As the private sector
economy continued its change, many unions ex-
perienced decreasing rates of growth or actual
losses of membership. Thus, the public sector
came to be looked.upon as a potential area for
growth. Two unions in particular should be cited
iri this regard The Laborers International
Union, AFL-CIO, and the Service Employees
hiternation Union, AFL-CIO. Independent
employee organizations and "professional associ-
ations" shared in this membership growth and

r these organizations were also, obviously, subject
to many of thesame pressures.and conditions faced
by the unions.

[Thus, by the late 1950's and early 1960's, several
" factors which had evolved over the years seemed to

'come'together to form a "critical mass" which needed
only some additional catalyst to ensure the explosion.

That impetus came from three executive and legislative
actions which occurred within a relatively brief
period of time. (1) In 1958, Mayor Robert Wagner
of New York City, (appropriately, the son tif the
author of the National Labor Relations Act which had
granted private sector employees collective bargaining
rights in 1935) issued an executive order prrAtultng
a measure of collective bargaining to the employees

_

of fhit city. (41:1hefonawing_year 1959, sThVf_Fe
state.legislature-pf Wisconsin.enact-provisions-wluch
extended to county and municipal employees of that
state the protection and adtninistrative machinery
of its state Labor Relations Act.

(3) Approximately one-third of all Federal employees
belonged to unions or employee;asmiciations by 1961,
thiethe parties to a labor-management relationship
were there, and to some extent, on a permissive basis,
they were dealing with one another. What was needed
was abridge to span the gap resifting from the absence
of a government-wide system, rights and responsi-
bilities for collective dealing between the.unions and
the employing agencies. This "bridge" was destined
to be President John F. Kennedy's Execu)ive Order

.10988, "Employee Management CdOper tion in
the Federal Servile."

Shortly after his inauguration in 1961, ennedy
appointed a Task Force chaired by Se etary of Labor,
Arthur Goldberg and including John
of the Civil Service Commission. The task Force
collected and analyzed available information on
current practices in labor relations, held hearings in
Washington and six cities at which union leaders and
members of the public presented their views, dis-
tributed questionnaires to agencies and unions and
eviated the responses, and,prepared several reports .

that provided background information for policy
development:

In develOpint its recommendations, the Task Force
looked to experience in the private sector, other publi

tjurisdictidns, and the labor relations systems of
foreign countries. It concluded that while there was

"'much to learn fronyother systems, and particularly
the private sector model, only some of those policies
and practices should immediately be applied.

On November 31, 1961, the Task Force reported it
findings along with specific recommendations. The
findings and recommendations became the basis for
Executive Order.10988 which was issued-January 1/,
1962. Executive Ordei 10988 established a basic
pattern for labor-management relations (called at

8
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that time, "employee-management relations") for

Federal employee labor organizations and Federal

agency management. It provided for three levels

of union recognition: informal, formal, and
exclusive,based on the representative strength of
the union. The concepts of the exclusive bargaining

unit and the negotiated agreement were introduced.

---,- The_rightOf Federal-employees to join or notjoin
ras-affiffned,_A44az

--{placed-on-the negotiationofa union shop arrange-
ment; however, a measure of union security was
introduced with provision for union dues with-
holding. (Application of this recommendation had

to be delayed pending clarification of statutory

authority for such arrangements). The resolution

of impasses was left to the parties; however, the use

of arbitration in interest disputes was barred. The
Department of Labor was assigned responsibilities
to assist in the resolution of representation disputes.
Responsibility for Implementation of the program
was vested in the head of each department and
agency, with the Civil Service Commission given

a leadership role in providing guidance, manage-

ment training, and program evaluation.

These three actions, which occurred in New York

City, Wisconsin, and the Federal sector, considered

together;can be identified as providing the initial
sparks which enabled the public sector collective

bargaining explosion to occur. While it can most
certainly be argued that the explosion would have

occurred'anyway, these executive pronouncements
and legislative enactments established legal prece-

dents and procedureVor collective bargaining in

government.

For the first few years following the issuance or

E. 0. 10988, statistics on Federal union growth

was preponderantly among postal workers, who had
been well organized even before E. 0. 10988.

However, by mid 1963, 180,000 non-post& workers

were in exclusive bargaining units; by 1965, the num-

ber had risen to 320,000; and by 1967, 630,000 non-,

postal.Federal employees were exclusively represented

by unions, 339,000-blue-collar and 291,000 salariet

white collar employees. Combined, they represented

29 percent of all non-postal employees of the exec-

utivepanch of the Federal government:

Following the executive order in New York City and

the legislation in Wisconsin, and especially after

Federal Executive Order, man)) state and local

governments began to respond with some form' of

legal authorization for dealing collectively with

5

employees. The nature of this authorization took
many shapes and forms. Some state and local exec-

utives issued executive orders. Others obtained
favorable AttorneysGeneral, decisions. Other

jurisdictions produced legislative enactments. The

nature and scope of these enactments varied. Some

were comprehensive in terms of classes of employees

covered, scope of bargaining, and administrative
npparatUS. Others wereles,s COm-plehensive-covering,

forinstance., onl}Llocakepployees,only- teachers ,or

only fire fighters. Many provided only permissive'

language, permitting collective bargaining but not
making it mandatory. Some required the parties

to "meet and confer," rather than collectively

bargain.

The public sector unions and the use of collective
bargaining continued to grow. In some cases, this

growth was because of legislation; in other cases

the growth was in spite of inadequate or no legis-

lation. By 1965, the AFT had over 100,000 dues-

paying members; by 1967 AFSCME climbed past

300,000; in 1968, the Fire Fighters totaled over

130,000. This increasing growth of public sector

unions and the demands for collective bargaining

on the part of public employees were both the

results of and causes of significant chliTges.

Faced with increasing demands for improvements

in wages, hours, and other terms and conditions
of employment from the rank and file members,

and often at the same time faced with public

managers unwilling or unable to grant such demands,

public sector unions became increasingly more mili-

tant. In 1958, there were only fifteen work stoppages

of public employees involvihg a loss of 7,520 man

_days. In 1966, there were 142 strikes, a nine-fold

increase involving'105,000 workers and a loss of

455,000 man days. Two years later the number

had almost doubled = to 254 strikes involving 202,000

workers and a loss of one-half million man days. These

disputes occurred despite the fact that no state

allowed its employees the right to strike and some

provided criminal and/or financial penalties fOrdoing

so.

The increase in members and militancy, on the part of

the public sector unions also had tremendous impact

on the traditional public employee associations. Foe

example, the National Education Association, which

counts over a million classroom teachers in its mem-

bership, had existed for over a half-century as a

"professional association." The NEA in its early his-

tory emphasized activities centering on better schools

9
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and improved status for teachers. It frowned upon
any overt activity of state and local affiliates lobbying
for higher teachers' salarieS and shunned contacts
with the labor movement as inconsistent with its
professionalism. However, goaded by.the militant
success of its AFL-CIO rival, the American Federation
of Teachers, first in New York City and then inmost
large urban school systems, the NEA did an about-

'acquired membership stability through dues with-
holding, and obtained representation status for
broad segments of the Federal employee population.

But What was a satisfactory program in the early
1960's became awkward and poorly adapted as the
program moved to maturity. Itbegan to creak under
its own weight. Dissatisfa_ction_with.ihe_provisions

face. 1961-was the first time the_NEA_convention
called7for2Miscussions"--betweeri local sclio-rorboards
arrd-its-luearaffiliates. By 1962, NEA began using
the terms "professional negotiations" and "pro-
fessional sanctions" to back them up. By 1965, NEA
had gone on record in favor of exclusive recognition
and in 1967 replaced its previous disdain of work
stoppages and resolved,to support striking affiliates.
Similar changes in goals, attitudes and methods
occurred within the Aiiterican Nurses Association,
the Fraternal Order of Police as they did in the
many-state and local government employee associ-
ations, such as the New York Civil Service Employees
Association, the California State Employees
Association, the California League of County Em-
ployees Associations, eachwith over 100,000 mem-
bers. Thus, today most employee associations cannot
be significantly differentiated from the traditional
unions in terms of methods, goals or militancy.

The Federal unions also continued their rapid growth
and, in many instances, revealed that they too were
becoming more militant: By late 1969, the final
year that E. 0. 10988 was in force, exclusive union
representation' covered Just under one and a half=
million Federal employees 54% of all executive
branch employees including postal employees. The
six largest non-postal unions in the Federal'government
represented exclusively the following number of em-,
ployees:

American Federation of Government
Employees (AFGE), AFL-CIO 482,357
Metal Trades Couricil (MTC), AFL -C10 75,243
National Federation of Federal Em-
ployees (NFFE), Ind. 58,676
National Association of Government
Employees (NAGE), Ind. 58,239
National Association of Internal Revenue
Employees (NAIRE), Ind.
Interhational Association of Machinists
(IA4 AFL-CIO. 34,139

38,518

Executive Order 10988 was widely praised and well
accepted by unions, agencies, members of Congress and
the public. Under its provisions, unions represehting
Federal employees gained in membership strength,

6

of the Order were expressed by unions and manage-
ment. The dissatisfactions were not the same, but
the problems were common.

Late in President Lyndon B. Johnson's administra-
tion, a review committee was established to look at
the Federal labor management program. The
"Wirtz Committee" thoroughly examined the
Federal program. It found much that was praise.
worthy, but it also found room for improvement.
It held open hearings in Washington, D.C. in late
October 1967, with more than fifty agency and
labor organization representatives and individuals
presenting their views. In addition, more than
fifty other organizations submitted written state-
ments. The Committee considered, among other
matters, proposed changes in levels of recognition,
a central agency to establish policy and interpret
the order, the role of supervisors, the scope of
bargaining, and dispute resolution by independent
third parties.

By late spring of 1968, the CoMmittee had reached
substantial agreement On recommendations tit the
President, and its report arisi recommendations were
substantially completjd. However, no action was
taken under the Johnson Administration.

With the new administration, the question of'
changes in the labor-management relations program
again came up for reconsideration. PresidentNixon
appointed a committee which used as its basi' for
analysis the report of the "Wirt.`4 Committee" and
the testimony of agencies and unions at hearings
which had been conducted by that committee. The
Report and Recommendations of the Interagency
Study Committee were forwarded,with a letter of
transmittal to the President on September10, 1969:
President Nixon accepted the recommendations, and
on October 29, 19694ssued Executive Order') 1491,
"Labor-Mapagentent Relations in the FederalService,"
effective oh January 1, 1970.

Executive Order 11491 retained the basic principles
and objectives of Federal labor-management relations
established in 1962 by Executive Order 10988. It
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was evolutionary in nature, preserving the continuity
of the system of relationship and unfair labor prac-

1
e disputes assigned to the Assistant Secretary of
bor for Labor-Management Relations; the creation

of the Federal Service Impasses Panel to be the
ultimate authority for-the resolution of bargaining
impasses; the elimination of multiple levels of
recognition; and the_clarification of the status of

4i.

1972
D.C. Teachers
IRS --Detroit Service Center
D.C. Jail Guards

The largestrof these strikes, the 1970 postal strike
which involved over 200,000_employees, resulted in
the passage of the Postal Reorganization Act which,

kn. J undt.r le-program: Other - mater -pre
_ _

visions related to extension of coverage; exclusion
of certain categories of security and agency internal
audit personnel; special provisions on recognition
for guards and "professionals"; incorporation of
provisions for binding arbitration of employee
grievances and disputes arising over the.terms of
an agreement; use of official time for negotiation
of an agreement/ changes in procedures for
certification of representation; strengthening of the
standards of conduct and union reporting require-
ments; revisions of the code of fair labor practices;
changes in theilope of negotiation and agreement
approval provisions; and the incorporation of pro-
cedures for the resolution of negotiability disputes.

Under E.O. 11491 union growth continued, as did
union militancy. Today, of major Federal unions,
only the National Federation of Federal Employees
(NFFE) maintains a "no-strike" pledge in its Consti-
tution; ten years ago all Federal unions had them.
Federal employees have done more than just
remove "no- strike" pledges;, they have engaged
in strikes and other job actions. In recent years
the following known strikes have occurred among
Federal employees:.

1968
Hunter's Point Naval Shipyard, San
Francisco (Cafeteria Workers)
St. Elizabeth Hospital, Washington, D.C.
TVA, Athens, Alabama

1969
Kingsbridge Postal Station, Bronx, N.Y.
.Air Controllers, A National Strike, Two
Days

1970
FAA-PATCO
.,Post Office
D.C. Nurses' Association

1971
D.C. Sanitation

1

le II I I I II sy ostal em lo ees

---coverage under E.O. 11491, and extended to-them the
protections and rights of theltRA except foi the
rightto strike and broadened the scope of bargaining
to include wages, hours and all other terms and
conditions of employment except pensions and
union security.

WHERE WE STAND TODAY

At this time unions and'union-like associations repre-
sent more than one-third of all public employees in

exclusive bargaining units. This can be compared with
exclusive union representation of approximately 24
percent of all employees in oun . In the
Federal government, unions repres nted 0 of

the civilian executive branch non-postal work force

as of November 1, 1973; 88% of all postal employees;
84% of all blue collar (wage grade) employees; and

47% of all white collar (General Schedule) employees.
These precentages of representation are even higher

when non-eligibles managers, supervisois, etc.

are factored out.

At the state and local level, at least 38 states have

some type of public employee relations legislation
or executive order covering one or more employee

classes, types or occupations. Many local political

jurisdictions also have similar ordinances or orders.

In those units of government where there is no

legal basis for collective bargaining, de facto
;bargaining does occur because of union political

strength.

Today, AFSCME has over 700,000 dues paying
members and represents in collective bargaining
over 1,000,000 public employees. The Fire Fighters

have more than 160,000 members, a 30% growth
in six yeprs. The Laborers International Union and

4the Service Employees International.Union, both
primarily private sector unions with total member-
ihips in excess of 500,000, today each count over
100,006 public employees among their ranks. The
NEA has over 1.5 million members, while the AFT
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has more than 400,000 members. Similar statistics
could be cited for other unions and associations.

Another phenomenon occurring today is the closing
of ranks and consolidation of union power.in_1971
five postal unions merged to form the American
Postal Workers Union and today the APWU has dis-
cussenner er with

!Tr

I II II I k
America (CWA) which predominantlyrepresents
riv ite sector to p one emp oyees. ie essional

Air Traffic Controllers affiliated with the Marine
Engineers Benevolent Association, AFL-CIO,'a small
but wealthy union that has also recently absorbed
several city and county employee associations. Both

. AFSCME and the SEIU have recently granted char-
ters to formerly independent employee associations
in California, Hawaii, Rhode Island and other local_
tions. AFSCME, the NTEU, and the NEA have also
formed a coalition for political action and lobbying.
At the state and local level several affiliates of NEA
and AFT have merged, the largest of these bringing
nearly 200,000 teachers in New York State intt.6 a
single organization.

A final point on where we stand today is the fact
that seVe,n states Pennsylvania, Hawaii, Montana,
Minnesota, Oregon, Florida, and Alaska - now
permit by law a limited right to strike.

THE FUTURE

It can be anticipated that collective bargaining and
public employee unionism will continue to grow at
all levels of government. Some currently with no
legislation wig either voluntarily or under pressure
pass enabling public sector collective bargaining
legislation. States with current lEws will refine
them, establishing more administrative machinery,
more clearly define roles, bargaining units, and unfair
practices, and grant some right to strike. As unions
continue growing by oiganizing the unorgani2ed and
mergers, they resources and expertise for bargaining
and lobbying will also increase. One of their con -
tinuing goals will be national legislation covering
public employee management relations and the
creation of a NLRB-type Public Employee
Relations Board.

12
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A GLOSSARYOF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING TERMS

AGENCY SHOP

A provision in a-collective agreement which requires
that all employees in the negotiating unit who do not
join the exclusive representative pay a fixed amount
monthly, usually the equivalent of organization dues,
as a condition of employment. Under some,arrange-
ments, the payments are allocated to the organization's
welfare fund or to a recognized charity. An agency
shop may operate in conjunction with a modified
union.shop. (See Union Shop.)

AGREEMENT

See Collective Bargaining. A written agreement
between an employer (or an association of em-
ployers) and an employee organization (or organ-
izations), usually for a definite term, defining
conditions of employment (conditions, etc.),
rights of employees and the employee organization,
and procedures to be followed in settling disputes
or handling issues that arise during the life of the
agreement.

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION (AAA)

A private nonprofit organization established to aid
professional arbitrators in their work through legal
and technical services, and to promote arbitration
as a method of settling commercial and labor dis-
putes. The AAA provides lists of qualified arbitrators
to employee organizations and employers on request.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
(AFLCIO)

A federation of approximately 130 autonomous
national/international unions created by the merger
of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and the
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in
December 1955. More than 80 percent of union
members in the United States are members of unions
affiliated with the AFL-C10. The initials AFLCIO
after the name of a union indicate that the union is

. an affiliate.

ANNUAL IMPROVEMENT FACTOR

Wage increases granted automatically each-contract
year, which are based upon increased employee

productivity.

ARBITRATION (VOLUNTARY, COMPULSORY,
ADVISORY)

Method of settling employment disputes through

recourse to an impartial thirl party, whose decision

is usually final and binding.. Arbitration is voluntary

when.both parties agree to submit disputed issues to

arbitration and compulsory if required by law. A

court order to carry through a voluntary arbitration
agreement is not generally considered as compulsory
arbitration. Advisory arbitration is arbitration
without a final and binding award.

ARBITRATOR (IMPAR111AL CHAIRMAN)

An impartial third party to whom disputing parties

submit their differences ft); decision (award). An
ad hoc arbitrator is one selected to act in a specific

case or a limited group of cases. A permanent
arbitrator is one selected to serve f the life of the
agreement or a stipulated term,,hear g all disputes

that arise during this period.

AUTHORIZATION CARD
tf

A statement-signed by an employee authorizing an

organization to act as his representative in dealings

with the employer, or authorizing the employer to

deduct organization dues from his pay (checkoff).

(See Cafd Check.)

BARGAINING RIGHTS

Legally recognized right to represent employees in

negotiations with employers.

BARGAINING UNIT

Group of employees recognized by the employer or

group of employers, or designated by an authorized

14
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agency as appropriate for representation by, oi
organization fOr purposes of collective negotiations.

BOYCOTT

Effort by an employee organization, usually IA
collaboration with other organizations, to dis-
courage the purthase, handling, or use of 13 r odu,c t s
of an employer with whom the organization is in
dispute. When such action is extended to and ter
employer doing business with the 'employer in,;
volved in the dispute, it is termed a secondary
boycott.

BUMPING (ROLLING)

Practice that allows a senior employee (in seniority
ranking or lengtIrof service) to displace a junior
employee in another job or department during a
layoff or reduction in force. (See Seniority.)

BUSINESS AGENT (UNION REPRESENTATIVE)

Generally, a full-time paid employee or official of
a local union whose duties include dayto-day
dealing with employers and workers, adjustments
of grievances, enforcement of agreements, and
similar activities. (See International representative.)

BUSINESS UNIONISM ("BREAD-AND-BUTTER"
UNIONISM)

Union emphasis on higher wages and better working'
conditions through collective bargaining rather than
political action or radical reform of society. The
term has been widely used to characterize the ob-
jectives of the trade union movement in the United
States.

CALL-IN PAY (CALLBACK PAY)... /

Amount of pay guaranteed to a worker recalled to
work after completing his regular work shift.
Call-in pay is often used as ,a synonym for
reporting pay. (See Reporting Pay.)

CARD CHECK

Procedure whereby signed atithdrization cards:Ire
checked against a list of employees in a prospecilie
negotiating unit to determine if the organizatiokhas
majority status. The employer may recognize tile'
organization on the basis of this check without a
formal election. Card checks are often conducted by
an outside party, e.g., a respected member of thJ
community. (See Authorization card.),

, I

CERTIFICATION

Formal designation by a government agency of 'the;
organization selected by the majority of the
employees in a supervised election to act as exchi:
sive representative for all employees in the bafgaltiing

.unit.

CHECK-OFF (PAYROLL DED6CTION OF fit:1ES)-

.
Practice whereby the employer, by agreementV1111
the emplOyee organization (upon written author-
ization from each employee where required by lay ,

agreement), regularly withholds organizational
dues from employees' salary payments and transmits
these funds to the organization. The check-off i;
a common practice and isnot dependent upon the
existence of a formal organizational security ,clayse,
The check-off arrangement may also provide for
deductions of initiation-fees and assessments.
(See Union security.)

CLOSED SHOP .
^ s

A form of.orgunizationalecurfty provided in an
agreement what binds the employer to hire aricf
retain only organization members in good standing.
The cloied shop it pro rtfrby the Labor Manage-
ment Relations Act of 1947 which applies, horer,
only to employers and employees in industrin,
affecting interstate commerce.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING,

A process Whereby employees4as a group and their
employers make offers and counter-offers in load
faith on the conditions of their 'employment relation-
ship for the purpose of reaching a mutually
acceptable agreement, and the execution of a written



document-incorporating any such agreement if
requesteA by either party. Also, a process whereby
a reprersentative of the employees and 'their em-
ployer jointly determine their conditions of
employment.

COMPANY UNION

An employee organization that is organized,
financed, or dominated by the employer and
is thus suspected of being-an agent of the
employer rather than of the employees. Company
unions are- prohibited under the Labor Manage-
ment Relationsct of 1947. The term also
survives,* a derogatory charge leveled against
an emplpyee organization accused of being

ineffectual. -

'COMP9SORY, ARBITRATION
,

(See Arbiyation.)

CONCILIATION
,

(See MiCliaticiii,)
4

mo,-*

CONSULTATION '

, An obligation/ on the part of employers to consult
'tfie`,"eniployee.organization-on particular issues
'before taking action on them. In general, the
proCess of consultation lies between notification
to the employee organization, which may amount

' siriiply'toproviding information, and negotiation,
:whiettOpilies agreement on the part of the organ-
ization before the action can be taken.

CONTINIJOUS NEG(MATING'COMMMTEES
(INTERIM 'COMMITTEES)

COmmittees established by employers and employee
organizatiotis in a collective negotiating relationship
to keep an-agreement Under constant review, and

1. to disc* possible changes in it long in advance of
its.eatpiration date. The-aitinucius committee
may proxide for third-party participation.

CONTRACT BAR

A denial of a request for a representation election,

based on the existence of a collective agreethent.
Such an electionwill not be conducted by the
National Labor Relations Boardif there is in effect

a written agreement which is`binding upon the
parties, has not been in effect for more than a
"reasonable" time, and its terms are casisfent with

the National Labor Relations Act. "Contract bars"

instate government are established by state laws

and state agencies.

- COOLING -OFF PERIOD

A period of time which must elapse before a strike

or lockout can begin or be resumed by agreement

or by law. The term derives from the hope that

the tensions of unsuccessful negotiation will sub-

side in time so that a work stoppage can be averted.

CRAFT UNION

A labor organdation cyltich limits membership to
workers havingla particular craft or skill Or working

at closely related trad§s. In prectice, manyso-called

craft unions also.:erdoll members outside the craft

field, ana sorgecorhe to resemble Austrial unions
in all inajor respects. The traditional distinction
between craft and industrial unions has been'sub-

stantially blurred: (See Industrial Union.)

CRAFT UNIT ri

A bargaining unit composed solely of workers having

a recognized skill, for example, electricians, machinis

or plumbers.

CREDITED SERVICE

0.Years of employment counted for retirement,
severance pay, seniority. (See Seniority.)

CRISIS BARGAINING

Collective,bargaining taking place underthe shadow
of an imminent strike deadline, as distinguished from

'extended negotiations in which both parties enjoy
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: ample time to present and discuss their positions.
(See Continuous bargaining eoriunittees.) ..;

DECERTIFICATION

Withdrawal by a government agency of an organ-
ization's official recognition as exclusive negotiating
repasentaVie

DISPUTE

"- Anyldisagreement between employers and the em-
ployfe organization which requi're's resolution in
one way or another; e.g., inability to agree on con-
tract term's or untettled grievances.

DOWNGRADING (DEMOTION)

ReaAgnment of workers to tasks or jobs requiring
lower:skills and with lower rates of pay.

DUAL UNIONISM

A charge (usually a punishable offense) leveled at
a union member or officer who seeks or accepts
membership or position in a rival union, or other:
wise attempts to undermine a union by helping its
rival.

DUES DEDUCTION

(See Checkoff.)

ELECTION

(See Representation election.)

ESCALATOR CLAUSE

4

ESCAPE CLAUSE

'General term signifying release from an obligation.
One example is found in maintipance-of-membership
arrangements which give union members an "escape
period' during which they may resin from member-.
ship in the union without forfeiting their jobs.

',
. ENCLUSIVE BARGAINING RrOIS

The right and obligation of an employee organi-
ization designated as majority reipretentative to
negotiate collectively for all emPloyees, including
nonmembers, in the negotiating unit.

FA-CT-FINDING BOARD

A group ofindividuals appointed to investigate,
assemble, and report the'facts in an employment
dispute, sonietinies witNauthority to make
recommendations for settlement.

"FAVORED NATIONS" CL411SE

An agreement provision indicating that one party
to the agreement (employer or union) shall have

, the opportunity io share in more favorable terms ,,
negotiated by the other party,with another em-
ployer or union.

Provision in an agreement stipulating that wages are
to be automatically increased ot reduced periodically
according to a schedule related to changes in the
cost of living, as measured by a designated index, or,
occasionally, to another standard, e.g., an average .

earnings figure. Term may also apply to any tie
between an employee benefit and the cost of living,
as in a pension plan.

- FEDERAL:MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION
SERVICE (FMCS)'

Anandeprnderiffederal-agency which-provides
mediators to assist the parties involved in nego-
t ti a bpi is,p_u It, in, r cub ing ;_settlement;
provides lists of suitable arbitrators on request; and
engages in various types of "preventive mediation." .

Mediatibn services are also provided by several state
agencies.

FREE RIDERS

A derbgaIory term applied to personseho share in
the benefits resultingfrom the activities of an em-
playee organization-but who are not members of,
and pay no dues to, the organization.

1 7,
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. FRINGE BENEFITS '

Generally, supplements to wages or salaries
received by employees at a cost to employers.
The term encompasses a host of practicesfpaid
vacations, pensions, health and insurance plans,
etc.) that usually add to something more than a

-"fringe," and is sometimes applied to a practice
that may constitute a dubious "benefit" to
workers. No agreement prevails as to the list
of practices that should be called "fringe benefits."
Other terms are often substituted for "fringe
benefits" include "wage extras," "hidden pay-
roll," qiionwage labor costs," and "supplementary
wage prabtices." The Bureau of Labor Statistics
uses the phrase "selected supplementary compen-
sation or remuneration practices7which is then
defined for si4rvey purposes.

GRIEVANCE

Any complaint or expressed dissatisfaction by
an employee in connection with his job, pay, or
other aspects of his employment. Whether such
complametm expressed dissatisfaction is formally
recognized and handled as a "grievance" depends
on the scope of the grievance procedure.

GRIEVAN PROCEDURE

Typically a formal plan, specified in a collective
agreement, which pOvides for the adjustment of
grievances thrdugh discussions at progressivebr
higher levels of authority id" management and the
employee organization, usually culminating in

- arbitration if necessary. .Formal plans may also
be found in companies and public agencies in
which there' it no organization to represent em-
ployees'.

.0 f

IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN (UMPIRE)

.An arbitrator employed jointly by an employee
organization and an employer, utually.._on a long-
term basis, to serve as the, impartial party on a tri-
partite arbitration board and 'to decide all disputes
oflpecific kinds of disptosarising,during the life
oC the Contract. The functions of an impartial
chairman often expand with experience and the

- growing confidence of the parties, and he alone
may constitute the arbitration bpard in practice.

, 185

INDUSTRIAL LINION (VERTICAL UNION)

A union that represents all or most of the production,
maintenance and related workers, both skilled and
unskilled, in an industry, or company. Industrial
unions may also include office, sales, and technical
employees of the same companies. (See Craft union.)

INJUNCTION (LABOR INJUNCTION)

Court order restraining one or more persons, corpor-
ations, or 'lumps from performing some act which
the court be6ves would result in irreparable injury
to property or other rights.

INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
(NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, FIELD
REPRESENTATIVE)

Generally, a full-time employee of a national or
international unioiivhose duties include assisting
iii the formation of local unions, dealing with
affiliated local unions on union business, assisting
in negotiations and grievance settlements, settling

disputes within" and between locals, etc. (See
BuSiness age t.)

INTERNATIONAL UNION

A union claiming jurisdiction both within and
outside the United States (usually in Canada).
Sometimes the term is loosely applied-to all
national unions; that is, "international" and
"national" are used interchangeably.

JOB POSTING

Listing of available-jobs, usually on a bulletin
board, so that employees may bid for promotion
or transfer.

JOINT BARGAINING

Process in which two or more unions join forces
in negotiating an agreement with a single employer.
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JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTE

Conflict betweenlwo or more employee organ-
izations over the organization of a particular
establishment or whether a certain type of work
should be performed by members of one organi-
zation or another. A jurisdictional strike is a
work stoppage resulting from a jurisdictional
dispute.

LABOR GRADES .

One of a series of rate steps (single rate or a
range of rates) in the wage structure of an
establishment. Labor grades are typically the
outcome of some form of job evaluation, or of
wage-rate negotiations, by which different occu-
pations are grouped, so that occupations of
approximately equal "value" or "worth" fall
into the same grade and, thus, command the
same rate of pay.

LABOR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS ACT OF'
1947 (TAFT-HARTLEY ACT)

Federal law, amending the Natipnal LabOei Relations
Act (Wagner Act), 1935, which, among other
changes, defined and made illegal a number of
unfair labor practices by unions. It preserved the
guarantee of the right of workers to organbie and
bargain collectively with thet--employers, or to
refrain frog' such activities, and retaifigri the
definition of unfair practices as applied to
employers. The act does not apply to employees in
a business or industry where aabor dispute would
not affect interstate commerce.. Other major
exclusions fre: Employers subject to the Railway
Labor Act, agricultural Workers, government ern-
ployees, nonprofit, hospitals, domestic. servants, and
supervisors. Amended by Labor-Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959., See National
Labor Relaticliis Act, National Labor Relations
Board; Unfairlaboi practices, Section 14 (b)
Labor Management Relations Act of 1947.

LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND
DISCLOSURE ACT OF 1959 (LANDRUM-
GRIFFIN ACT)

A federal lacy designed "to eliminate or prevent
improper practices on the part of labor organizations,

1,4 19
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employers,"etc. Its seven titles include a bill of
rights to protect members in their relations with
unions, regulations of-trusteeships, standards for
elections; and fiduciary responsibility of union
officers. The Labor Management Relations Act
of 1947 was amended in certain .respects by this
act.

MAINTENANCE-OF-MEMBERSHIP CLAOSE

A clause in a collective agreement providing thatr:
employees who are members of the employee
organization at the time the agreement is
negotiated, or who voluntarily join the orgainzation
subsequently, must maintain their membership for
the duration of the agreement, of possibly a
shorter- period, as a condition of continued employ-
ment. See Union security.

MANAGEMENT PREROGATIVES
''V

Rights reserved to-management, which may be=
expressly noted as such in a collective agreement.
Management prerogatives usually iiiciude the
right tb schedule work, to maintain order and
efficiency, to hire, etc:

MASTER AGREEMENT .

A single or uniform collective agreement covering
a number of installations of a single employer or
the members of an employefs' association.
(See -MAW-employer bargaining.)'

MEDIATION (CONCILIATION)

An attempt by a third party to help in negotiations
or in the settlement of an employment dispute
through suggestion, advice, or other ways of stimu
lating agreement, short of dictating its provisions
(a characteristic of arbitrktion). Most of the medi-
ation in the United States in undertaken through
federal and state mediation agencies. A mediator
is a person who undertakes mediation of a dispute.
Conciliation is synonymous with Mediation.
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MERIT INCREASE

An increase in employee compensation given on the
basis of indrIndual efficiency and performance.

MOONLIGHTING

The'simultaneous holding of more than one-gaid
employment by an employee, e.g., a full-time job
and a supplementary job with another employer,
or self-employment.

MULTI-EMPLOYER BARGAINING

Collective bargaining between union or unions
and a group of employers, usually represented by
an employer association, resulting in a uniform.or
master agreement.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT OF 1935

(WAGNER ACT)
f

Basic federal actrguaranteeing employees the right
- to organize andtbargain collectively through repre-

sentatives of their own choosing. The Act also
defined '','unfair labor practices" as regards employers.
It was amended by the Labor Management
Relations Act of 1947 and the Labor-Management
Reportingiind Disclosure Act of 1959.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (NLRB)

Age*, created by the National Labor Relations Act
(19#) and continued through subsequent amendments.
Thidu'nctions of the NLRB are to define appropriate
baf Ming units, to hold elections to determine

Cher amajority of workers want to be represented-
iy aspecific union or no union, to certify unions
itolepresent employees, to interpret and apply the
-Act's provisions prohibiting certain employer and
bunion unfair praCfices, and otherwise to administer
the provisions ofAhe Act. (See Labor Management
Relations Act of 1947):

NATIONAL UNION

Ordinarily, a union composed of a number of
affiliated local unions. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics in its union directory, defines a national

union as one with agreements with different
employers in more than one state, or an affiliate
of the AFL-C10, or a national organization of
government employees. See International union.

NO-STRIKE AND NO-LOCKOUT CLAUSE

Provision in a collective agreement in which the
employee organization agrees not to strike and
the employer agrees not to lockout for the
duration of the contract. These pledges may be
hedged by certain qualifications, e.g., the organ-
ization may strike if the employer violates the
agreement.

OPEN-END AGREEMENT

Collective bargaining agreement with no definite
termination date, usually subject to reopening for
negotiations or to termination at any time upon
proper' notice by either party.

OPEN SHOP

A policy of not recognizing or dealing with a labor .

union, or a place of employment where union mem- '

bership is not a condition of employment. (See
Union security.)

PACKAGE SETTLEMENT

The total money value (usually quoted in cents per
hour) of a change in wages or salaries and supplemen-
tary benefits negotiated by an employee organization
in a contract renewal or reopening.

20

PAST PRACTICE CLAUSE

Existing practices in the unit, sanctioned by use and
acceptance, that are not specifically included in the
collective bargaining agreement, except; perhaps, by
reference to their continuance.

PATTERN BARGAINING

The practice whereby employers and employee
organizations reach collective agreements similar

7 RN 1.2
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to those reached by the leading employed and
employee organizations in,ttie

PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS

Amounts withheld from employees' earnings by
the employer for social security, federal income
taxe:, and other governmental levies; also may
include organization dues, group insurance premiums,
and other authorized assignnlents. (See Check-off.)

PICKETING

Patrolling, usually near the place of employment, by
members of the employee organization to publicize
the existence of a dispute, persuade employees and
the public to support the strike, etc. Organizational
picketing is carried on by an employee organization
for the purpose of persuading employees to join the
organization or authorize it to represent them.
Recognitional picketing is carried on to compel
the employer to recognize the organization as the
exclusive negotiating agent for his employees. Infor-
mational picketing is directed toward advising the
public that an employer does not employ members of,
or have an agreement with, an employee organization.

PREVENTIVE MEDIATION

Procedures designed to anticipate and to study
potential problems of employment relations. These
procedures may involve early entry into employ-
ment disputes before a strike threatens.

PROBATIONARY PERIOD

Usually a stipulated period of time (e.g., 30 days)
during which a -newly hired employee is on trial
prior to establishing seniority or otherwise becoming
a regular employee. Sometimes used in relation to
discipline, e.g., a period during which a regular em-
ploYee, guilty of misbehavior, is on trial. Probationary
employee- a worker in a probationary period, Where
informal probation is the practice, a worker who has
not yet attained the status of regular emjoyee may
be called a temporary employee.

RAIDING (NO-RAIDINGAGREEMENT)

Term applied to an organization's attempt to enroll
members belonging to another organization or
employees already covered by a collective agreement
negotiated by another organization, with the intent .

to usurp the latter's bargaining relationship. A no-
raiding agreement is &written pledge signed by two
or more employee organizations to abstain from
raiding and is applicable only to signatory organ-
izations.

RATIFICATION

_ --Formal approval of a newly negotiated agreement
by vote of the organization members affected.

t!,

REAL WAGES

,

Purchasing power of money wages, or the amount
of goods and services that can be acquired with,
money wages. An index of real wages takes into
account changes over time in earnings levels and
in price levels as measured by an appropriate index,
e.g., the Consumer Price Index.

RECOGNITION

Employer acceptance of an organization as
authorized to negotiate, usually for all members
of a negotiating unit.

itEOPENING CLAUSE

Clause in a collective agreement stating the time or
the circumstances under which negotiations can be
requested, prior to the expiration of the contract.
Reopenings are usually restricted to salaries and
other sRecified economic issues, not to the agree-
ment as a whole.

REPORTING PAY

Minimum pay guaranteed to.a worker who is ,

scheduled to work, reports for work, and finds
no work available, or less work than can be done
in-the guaranteed period (usually 3.or 4 hours.
Sometimes identified as "call-in pay." (See
Call-in pay.) .
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REPRESENTATION ELECTION (ELECTION)

Election conducted to determine whether the
employees in an appropriate unit (See Bargaining
Unit) desire an organization to act as their ex-
clusive representative/

r

RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW

Legislation which prohibits any contractual
requirement that an employee join an organization
ingirder to get or keep a job.

RUNOFF ELECTION

A second election conducted after the first pro-
duces no winner according to the rules. If more
than two options were present in the first election,
the runoff may be limited to the two options
receiving the most votes in the first election.
(See Representation election.)

SENIORITY

Teim used to designate an employee's status
relative to other employees, as in determining
order of promotion, layoff, vacation, etc.
Straight seniority seniority acquired solely
through length of service. :Qualified seniority
other factors such as ability considered with
length of service. Departmental or unit
seniority seniority applicable in a particular
department or agency of the town, rather than in
the entire establishment. Seniority list individua

workers ranked in order of seniority. (See II

SuperseMority.)

SHOP STEWARD (UNION STEWARD,
BUILDING REPRESENTATIVE)

A,local union's representative in a plant or
department elected by union members (or some-
times appointed by the union) to carry out union
duties, adjust grievances, collect dues, and solicit
new members. Shop stewards are usually fellow
employees, and perform duties similar to those
of building representatives in public schools.

STANDARD AGREEMENT (FORM AGREEMENT)

Collective bargaining agreement prepared by a national
or international union for use by, or guidance of, its
local unions, designed to produce standardization of
practices within the union's bargaining relationships.

STRIKE (WILDCAT, OUTLAW, QUICKIE, SLOW-
DOWN, SYMPATHY, SITDOWN, GENERAL)

Temporary stoppage of work by a group of employees
(not necessarily members of a union) to express a
grievance, enforce a demand for changes in the condi-
tions of employment, obtain recognition, or resolve a
dispute with management. Wildcat or outlaw strike
a strike not sanctioned by union and one which violates

a collective agreement. Quickie strike a spontaneous
or unannounced strike. Slowdown a deliberate re-
duction of output without an actual strike in order to
force concessions from an employer Sympathy strike
strike of emplOyees not directly involved in a dispute,
but who wish to demonstrate employee solidarity or
bring additional pressure upon employer involved.
Sitdown strike strike dung which employees re-
main in the workplace, but refuse to work or allow
others to do so: General st ike strike involving all

organized employees in a community or country (rare
in the United States). Walkout 7 same as strike.

STRIKE VOTE

Vote conducted among members of an employee
organization to dethmine whether or not a'strike
should be called.

SUPERSENIORITY

A position on the seniority list ahead Of what the em- .

ployee would acquire solely,.on the basis on length of
service or other general seniority factors. Usually such
favored treatment is reserved to union stewards, or
other workers entitled to special consideration in con-
nection with layoff and recall to work.

SWEETHEART AGREEMENT

A collective agreement exceptionally favorable to a
particular employer, in comparison with other con-
tracts, implying less favorable conditions of

22
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employment than could be obtained under a legitimate
collective bargaining relationship.

TAFT-HARTLEY ACT

(See Labor Management Relations Act of 1947.)

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE

Action by either an employer or employee organiza-
tiontion which violates certain provisions -of tin-Hone] or
state employment relations act, such as asefusal to
bargain in good faith. Unfair labor practices strike
a strike caused, at least in part, by an employer's
unfair labor practice.

UNION SECURITY

PrOtection of a union's status by a provision in the
collective agreement establishing a closed shop, union
shop, agency shop, or maintenance-of-membership
arrangement. In the absence of such provisions, em-
ployees in the bargaining unit are free to join or sup-
port the union at will, and, thus, in union reasoning,
are susceptible to pressures to refrain from supporting
the union or to the inducement of a "free ride."

UNION SHOP

Provision in a collective agreement that requires all
employees to become members of the \union within
a specified time after hiring (typically 30 days), or
after a new provision is negotiated, an i to remain

-members of the union as a condition of continued
employfnent. Modified union shop variations on
the union shop. Certain employees may be exempted
e.g., those already employed "at the time the prov)sion
was negotiated and who had not yet joined the union.

WAGNER ACT

(See National Labor Relations Act of 1935)

WELFARE PLAN (EMPLOYE NEFIT PLAN)

Health and insurance plans and other typepfemplOyee-
benefit plans. The Welfare and Pension Pia isclosure
Act (1958) specifically defines welfare pla ses,

.4

of compliance, but the term is often used loosely in
employee relations.

WHIPSAWING

The tactic of negotiating with one employer at a time,
using each negotiated gain as a lever against the next
employer.

WORK STOPPAGE
3

A temporary halt to work, initiated by workers or em-
ployer, in the form of a strike or lockout. This term
was adopted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to re -_
place "strikes and iockQuts." in aggregate figures,
"work stoppages"'usually means "strikes and lockouts,
if any"; as applied to a single stoppage, it usually means
strike or lockout uhless it is clear that it can only be
one. The difficulties in terminology arise largely from
the inability of the Bureatiof Labor Statistics (and,
often,. the parties) to distinguish betWeen strikes and
lockouts since the initiating party is not always evident.

ZIPPER CLAUSE

An agreement provision specifically barring any at-
tempt to reopen negotiations during the term of the
agreement. (See reopening clause.) .

aC
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.-UNORGANIZED

STAG E

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

I DEVELOP MANAGEMENT POLICY AND PHILOSOPHY

111 REVIEW PERSONNEL POLICIES AND PRACTICES

111 REVIEW WORK RULES AND PRACTICES.

111 DEVELOP EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK

II DEVELOP "MANAGEMENT TEAM" IMO

III DEVELOP SYSTEM OF "INTRA-MANAGEMENT" COMMUNICATION

2 5

.14
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WHAT IS REQUIRED?

ORGANIZING

STAGE

UNDERSTANDING EMPLOYEE RIGHTS Cill

UNDERSTANDliMANAGEMENT RIGHTS/RESPONSIBILITIES

NEUTRALITY

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES IMO

UNDERSTANDING LABOR ORGANIZATION RIGHTS

26
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PEITI1ON

STAG E

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

III EMPLOYEE "SHOW OF INTEREST"

II AN "APPROPRIATE" BARGPiININQ UNIT.

12511

EXCLUSIONS

-*.

IMO

COMMUNITY,OF INTEREST, QTHER,CRITERIA

27
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:ELECTION

STAGE

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

SECRET BALLOT ELECTION

ELECTION AGREEMENT .

GETTING OUT THE VOTE

28
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CERTIFICATION

AND

RECOGNITION

STAGE

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

UNDERSTANDING "EXCLUSIVITY"

LABOR ORGANIZATION BIGHTS /RESPONSIBILITIES

EMPLOYEE RIGHTS/RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS/RESPONSIBILITIES

29
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PREPARATION

FOR

NEGOTIATION

STAGE

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

POSITIVE MANAGEMENT APPROACH EMI

SELECTION OF MANAGEMENT "NEGOTIATING TEAM" MEI

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO NEGOTIATE AND REACH. AGREEMENT

ANTICIPATE UNION PROPOSALS

PREPARE MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS AND COUNTERPROPOSALS

*30



NEGOTIATION

. STAGE

t

WHAT IS REQUIRED?

NEGOTIATE iN "GOOD FAITH"

II MANAGEMENT RIGHTS KEY

MI PRODUCTIVITY AND COSTS

,KEPI

31.
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CONTRACT ca

ADMINISTRATION

STAGE

WHAT ISESUAED?

UNIFORM MANAGEMENT APPLICATION

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 1231

THE MANAGEMENT TEAM

.1i

...Ill!,
8:

EMI
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THE.IMPACT OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ON MANAGEMENT

THE MANAGEMENT TEAM

With the advent of collective bargaining in the public
sector, the responsibility for labor relations rests on
th shoulders of all members of the management

. This team includes those in line management -
Trvisors, middle managers and executive managers.

, Others on the management team are members of the
technical and support staff such as personnel/labor
relations, legal, budget staff.

Throughout the collective bargaining process from
the pre-organizing stage through contract admini-
stration each of these people mast uhderstand and
implement various aspects of the appropriate labor
law or order.. The following chart lists some of
marraement's responsibilities during the phises
of collective bargaining:

I. Pre-Organization Phase

a. Review personnel policies and practices
b. Recommend and make changes
c. Develop a positive labor-management

relations philosophy,.policy, strategy
(including use of agency facilities, bar-
gaining unit size, etc.)

d. Establish and affirm chain of command
or responsibility

e. Establish effective two-way channels of
communications

f. Train management team
g. Assure that employees understand their

rights

2. Organization Phase

a. Implement management strategy and
policy

b. Maintain communication lines
c. Review and train management in "do's

and don'ts"
d. Provide adviceand technical assistance
e: Review union organizational activities
f. Support bargaining unit appropriate

from managemint's point of view
g. Avoid unilir labor practices
h. Prepare for hearings .

i. File petitions, exceptions, appeals,
briefs, etc.

3. Preparation for negotiation phase

a. Anticipate union demands and cost out
b. Communicate with all levels of manage-

ment to prepare management proposals
based on need and cost out

c. Select management bargaining team and
spokesman

d. Distribute and receive information from
management team

e. Develop data for negotiations
f. Provide technical assistance and advice
g. Develop strike contingency plan

J

4. Negotiation phase
t-

a. Establish procedural rules for bargaining
b. Review union proposals and cost out
c. Develop management negotiation posi-

tions
d. Engage in bargaining
e. Provide technical assistance and advice
f. Be involved in communications to and

from all members of management team
g. Develop additional data, if necessary
h. Make decisions regarding:

Use of mediators (Federal Mediation
& Conciliation Service, etc.)
Use of other impasse procedures
Unfair labor practices

i. Cost out and determine final agreement

5. Contract administration period

a, Train management team about meaning
and effect of new contract

b. Administer contract on day to day basis
c. Process grievances
d. Decide about use of arbitration proCedure,

if any
e. Respond to-strikes and militant job actions

or threats
f. Maintain records
g. Maintain intra-management team com-

munications

34
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'6. Contract re-negotiation period

a. Prepare for next negotiations

The chart below illustrates that the collective
bargaining process impacts on all levels of
management throughout its various stages:

CHANGES IN TRADITIONAL PATTERNS OF
MANAGING.

As the chart indicates, collective bargaining means
additional responsibilities for management. It also
means changes in traditional patterns of manage-
ment practices.

Decision-Making

One chahge is evident in the traditional decision-
making process. As soon as there is an exclusively -
recognized union, decisions regarding personnel
policies, practices and working conditions may no
longer be made unilaterally by top management.
At a minimum, management must consult with
the union. Often it must negotiate. No lciiiger
can top management alone make such decisions;_
not even if it bases its decision on what it thinks
the workers want or on what it thinks is best for
the workers. Bilateralism means an end to such
paternalism however well-intentioned. Workers,
through their exclusive labor representatives, now
have a right to share in decision-making.

COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING

PHASE

PRE-ORGANIZATION

ORnANIZATION

UNIT
DETERMINATION

A word of caution: Many public sector collective
'bargaining laws exclude supervisors from represen-
tation by a labor organization and from positions
of leadership in it. If supervisors are to share in
making the decisions which, often, they are charged
with implementing, it must be as members of the
management team. It is incumbent upon middle
and executive managers to involve first and second-
line supervisors so that they are, in fact, made integral
members of the management team.

An aspect of this change i4the pattern of decision'-
making is that the traditional complete and fmal
authority of the agency is din4igished. Many public
sector laws mandate third-party intervention in
certain areas. Many of these bodies are patterned
after those established by the National Labor
Relations-Act governing interstate labor relations
in the private sector.

Lifmmunications

Patterns of communications are also altered by
collective bargaining. Communications systems are

rto-longer used for decision-conveyance but, rather,
are an integral part of the decision-making process.
No longer do communications bring down the word
from above. Instead, they involve a two-way flow
of information and ideas.

With collective bargaining, communications are
more open and-complete, both between manage-

,. meet and the employees through the ele6ted
representative, and among members of management.

FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ON MANAGEMENT TEAM

MANAGEMENT STAFF

IADMINigrRATOR-

STAFF
i.e. labor relations, personnel

LINE
SUPERVISORS

2 85

7,8

COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING

PHASE

NEGOTIATION

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION

ARBITRATION
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However, collective bargaining limits certain aspects
of diiect communications between management
and employees. When there is an exclusively
recognized collective bargaining agent, management
is no longer free to solicit directly from employees

their views regarding personnel policies, practites
and working conditions. Such management actions
may be judged to be:unfair labor practices.
Management must deal through and consult the
exclusive representative.

Most all good collective bargaining agreements
contain a negotiated grievance procedure, though it is

not mandated in some governmental jurisdictions.
The grievance procedure makes the contract ,a

"living" document. ^

Relationships

As is indicated by much ofAkita is said above,
collective. bargaining brings about changes in
relat: .nships. Supervisors who had been close
to employees may be drawn' away by the intervention

of the union representative: Hopefully4the super-
visors will guard against t s but, equally as impor-
tant, become closer to o er rue,mbers of the

management team. The on representative is
no longer just like any o er employee. There are
times when he is an equ , a peer. Finally, patterns

of relationships are alte.ed as the personal is
augmented by the institutional.

ACCOUNTABILITY
I

The impact` of colle ve bargaining can be seen clearly

in a discussion of ac ountability. Traditionally, public

managers have been ccountable to other public

managers and-to so ething called-"the public interest."

Sometimes perso seeing themselves as representatives

of "the public in est" attempt to get involved in
the issue of the accountability of public managers.
Mostly, though, pnblic managers have answered only

to each other.

With collective bargaining, though, public managers
have a new kind of accountability a the employees.
Management retains the right and the responsibility
to manage. Bait now there is a union on the scene

which has the right and responsibility to challenge
management

. 36
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GUIDELINES FOR GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT IN THE

. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF LABOR RELATIONS

I. Management Framework

A. Objective: Develop and issue a clear state-
ment of management policy and
philosophy concerning labor
relations

1. Need for Broad General Polley. As a means
of providing all managers, supervisors and
staff support with overallguidance in col-
lective bargaining, the head of the unit of
government should affirm in writing support
for the jurisdiction's labor relations program
and spell out the philosophy and approach
to be followed in implementing it.
.e.

2. Content of Policy Statement. The statement
should clearly define principles to be observed
in management relations with unions. This
involves such matters as management's com-
mitment in the public interest to modern
and progressive work practices, employee
and union rights and responsibilities, man-
agement rights and responsibilities, high
standards of employee performance,
management's positive approach to third
party resolution of disputes, improved
well-being of employees through maximum
appropriate participation in establishing
personnel policies affecting them on the
job, and the importance of sound labor
relations to mission accomplishment.

3. Interface of Management Framework with
Organization Framework. Management
organization of labor relations activities
should reflect the conviction`that the
growing dimensions of union involvement

in the formulation and implementation of
wages and working conditions affecting
employees they represent must' become
an integral part of the approach to per-
sonnel management in order to maximize
the cooperative and productive benefits of
the relationship. There should be visible,
top level commitment to the total personnel
management program. Specific emphasis
should be given in allocation and utilization

of personnel management resources to the
new dimensions of labor relations which
continue to transform many personnel
decisions from a unilateral to a bilateral
process. Such a total integration of labor
relations responsibilities in personnel man-
agement is reflected4nd iwtended throughout

these Guidelines. 4

B. Objective: Prepare plans and resource esti-

mates required to achieve labor
relations goals

I. Labor relations program plan. Guided by
its identified management policy and
philosophy, each unit of government should
prepare a comprehensive plan for
achieving its labor relations objectives. '
Short-range planning period should cover the

fiscal year about to begin and the subsequent
budget year. Long-range planning period
generally will cover the next five years. These

plans should be the product of two specific

steps, described below.

a. State short-range and long-range labor

relations program objectives. Units of
government should prepare written
program objectives for labor relations
activities. These objectives should be

formulated according to management's
consensus of what are desirable and
practical goals to accomplish through
its labor relations effort with the under-

standing that management is only one
of the parties to a bilateral relationship.

Short-range objectives may, for example,

be (1) reorganizing the personnel staff

at the headquarters to provide more

effective labor relations support for
line staff; or (2) reviewing regulations
relating to matters within- the scope
of bargaining to insure lotus of author-

ity rests at the most effective level for

bilateral dealings between unions and

managers.
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ri Long-range objectives might include (1).
seeking to enlist union support for
general improvements inequality of
public service and implementation of
public policy through such matters as
improved' worker productivity, safe
work conditions and practices or (2)
strengthening line supervisor and mid-
dle management perception and
performance of their role as manage-
:mot representatives.

b. Develop' strategies to achieve desired
labor relations objectives.

The oter necessary step in develop-
ment of labor relations flans is to
establish priorities and methods by
which these objectives are to be
achieved. The short-range strategies
resulting from this process generally
will be more specific and more fully
developed than those applied to the
long-range labor relations objectives.

to the extent that they participate in labor
relations activities.

Other significant costs that are related
directly to the labor relations effort should
be included such as training, expense of
third-party procedures, consulting fees or
staff travel.

C. Objective: Develop a systematic approach
for planning agency labor

, 'relations training.

1. Identify labor'relations training needs. To
determine training needs, the manager
should initially define, in some detail,
the skills required to perform effectively
the various labor relations functions in
the unit of government. That is, with
what degree of skill should the various
levels of supervision and management in
thiorganization be able to comprehend
and pprefte rights and responsibilities of

maEagerbent representatives under the
labor relations policy. After defining
required skills, the manager should in-
ventory abilities possessed by present
personnel as a guide to the magiiitude of
training needs.

2. Develop a resource plan for labor relations
activities for the fiscal year about to begin
and for the subsequent budget year.
Estimates for the personnel management
function should reflect the requirements
necessary to accomplish the labor relations
objectives fofmulated according to the
program planning steps outlined above.
The resource estimates should be used as
a management* tool to guide theagency
in its obligation of manpower and money
toward meeting its current labor relations
plan. Amount of funds appropriated may
require adjustment of resource estimates,
however the full estimate should'serve
as the basis for relating the planned labor
relations activity with the associated
expenditures. Indirect and overhead costs
for this purpose should be included.
Similarly, the portioned salary cost for

' labor relations activities performed by
line managers as part of their normar---------4c
functions should be included.

The budget estimate should include the
annual salary cost of staff personnel
involved in activities related directly to
labor relations. Full-time and part-time
personnel should be included roughly

.
2. Develop %program to meet the training

needs. After training needs have been
identified, alternative methods of meeting
the needs should be considered. With each
Method, whether it be hiring skillecfper-
sonnel, training current personnel internally
or by outside means, or redistributing current
skilled employees, cost estimates should be
devploped so the agency's needs may be
met efficiently and economically with due
consideration to long, as well as short, range
objectives.

These estimates should include all relevant
costs.- 'Internal training, for example, should
include costs of development, facilities,
instructors, and participants.

D. Objective: , Develop a systematic approach for
planning and negotiating agreements

Successful negotiation of agreements requires
systematic planning and high level attention..

39 RN,I.5
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, Major areas of concern include, but are not
limited to: ,

1. Select and train management's negotiating
team.

2. Establish management's bargaining objectives
and develop management proposals where
appropriate. This must involve top and
line management as welt as total personnel .
management input.

3. Anticipate union, proposals.

4. Attempt to merge management's objectives
with anticipated union proposals for
analysis.

5. Estimate impact of each proposal in terms
of cost-benefit ratio, possible problems
in administering it, compliance with the
labor relations policy employee well-being
and performance, management effectiveness
and mission accomplishment.

6. Settle on bargaining strategies and priorities,
involving both line and staff input.

Assign management's negotiating team with
appropriate authority to bind management
to the terms of a labor-management agree-
ment.

8. When mutual agreement is not possible,
determine management position and rep-
resentation in thirdaiparty proceedings.

T
9. Summarize the key negotiation-proceedings

for use in administration of the agreement
and for future negotiation planning.

' E. -Objective: Conduct an,annual review and
evaluation of the Labor
Rtctionslrogram

. Report(prolgress in meeting labor relations
objectives. A system for evaluating progress
should be established at the headquarters
level. Each primar-y-tbdivision should be

(requested to submit an evaluation of its
labor relations activities over the past year
to headquarters. This report should cdver

it progress made toward established program
objectives and should highlight major 4

problems which interfered with achieving
those objectives. It should also discuss
activities which were not included in the
statement of objectives andc analyze the
nature of such activities for possible con-
sideration in future plans: Evaluators
should be careful not to measure program
effectiveness solely against achievement of
planned objectives.

\
Events ma have proved the objective
unwise, ntimely u unobtainable. An
assessme hould e made as to'the
appropriateness of the objectives and
possible redirection. Finally, reports
should discuss the extent to which actual
expenditures exceeded or fell short of the
budgeted expenditures for labor relations
to assist managementin subsequent plan-

ning and budgeting.

2. Evaluate labor relations training output.
Labor relations training- ctivity should be
reviewed annually to evaluate its success
in-fulfilling skill needs. The review should
focus, if possible, on the degree of skills
increase on the part of those involved in
the labor relations function. The revrtion
of trainingsmaterials, the need for further
training or retraining, and the efficiency
of the training function should also be
considered. These qualitative analyses
should be in addition to any reporting of
numbers of persons trained, hours of
training conducted, and other quantitative
output measurements.

3. Review performance in bilateral
negotiation of labor agreements. Using
the record pf negotiation proceedings
.prepared at thconclusion of each
collectivebargaining agreement as out-
lineclabove, management should determine
the extent of its overall success in
achieving the objectives set for its
negotiators. This process should attempt .
to'highlight`strategies which have proved

to be particulaily effective in reaching

agreements consistent with management's
intentions, and to identify woikable trade'.

offs. This process may also reveal areas

in which management caWtake appropriate
permissible unilateral steps,to improve the :
conduct of its operations.

40'
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II. Organization Framework

A. Objective: Insure top management recog-
nition of total personnel
management with special
emphasis on labor relations.
Ensure adequate line and staff
support of the program.

1. Organization of Personnel.Management
function. The management of human
resources, whether represented by labor
organizations or not, requires the personnel
management function, within which labor
relations responsibilities are totally inte-
grated, to hate direct access to the head
or principal deputy of a unit of government..
Policy and program development should
incorporate the total personnel management
input in the formulative stages of that
development.

,

Assign appropriate responsibility and
authority for labor relations matters to
line supervisors/managers. Sound labor
relations is a line management concern.
Since the line supervisor/manager so
deeply affects labor relatidns policy
and in turn is so deeply affected by that .

policy and by the. provisions of negotiate&
labor agreements, management should pro-
vide that sufficient and appropriate
responsibilities and, authority are delegated
to the line supervisor/manager in order_
for him to direct the workforce within
the terms ofa negotiated agreement and
represent higher level management in a
labor relations capacity. ,

Assign appropriate responsibility and
authoritylo the personnel staff for labor
relations activities. As with the duties
and authorities of line supervisors and
managers, the personnel staff at appropriate
levels requires responsibilities and decision-
making authority, as delegated by the
head of a unit of goverhment, to be that
unit's primary interface with labor organ-

........jaations in all aspects of labor relations. It
will normally serve management's best
interests to delegate to this ftinction the
authority to represent the agency M,
dealing with unions, in third-party,
proceedings, and in conjunction with

./ 41
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line management, in preparing and conducting
negotiations with labor organizations and in
implementing and administering.the resulting
agreement.

4. Engage line management in pre-negotiation
planning andn contract administration.
Line management participation' s essential

,Ori effective labor relations. At the super-
Ilsory level, managementhas the:benefit
of frequent, direct contact with rank and
file employees which can help identify
employee needs and concerns and anticipate
union demands. Line managers also can
identify provisions that affect efficiency
and effectiveness of their division's oper-
ations. They know best which provisions
will place undesirable and/or unworkable
limits on the authority needed to meet
their goals and missions.

5. Provide line management at all levels with
labor relations staff support.
The line supervisor's/manager's need for
authoritative technical and policy guidance
on labor relations matters orsignificance
should be furnished by staff support aware
of the supervisor's /manager's specific area
of responsibility and able to interpret the
official position on a particular qUestion of
polidy. Each particular circumstance should
dictate the appropriate pattern.

6. When appropriate, utilize external sources
of labor relations skills for guidance and
assistance.

,The U.S. Civil Service Commission
through its Office of Labor-Management
Relations and its Regional Labor Relations
Officers, will furnish day-to-day technical
advice and guidance to agencies in all -
aspects of state and municipal labor relations.
'rite Commission will stand ready to assist
departments in labor relations training
through its Lab:4 Relations Training Center
and Regional Trainingfacilities. Numerous
academic institutions and experts can also

, offer assistance in specialized areas: '
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SERVICE PHILOSOPHY OF UNION-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

This statement is intended t&provide

7

-- the Service's perceptioffi of the dimen-

sions of the union relationship and of
the values inherent in the relationship,

.the Service's commitment to the program
and its intentions for approaching the
relationship,

a guide for Service managers at all

levels, and

a'conceptual background for the Policy
Statement on union relations.

This statement is also intended (o underscorethe con-
viction that the dimension of union relations must be ,

woven into the fabric of Service management so that the

Service may maximizes the cooperative and productive

benefits of the relationship.

SERVIC.E.COMINITMENT TO PROGRAM

Much of the union relationship sharing the formu-

lation of policy and practice in the personnel
management area, haiing the. actions of management

in this area policed by the union; thi role of third
parties -1 seems like an intrusion on the freedom-to

manage, as indeed it is; an unwarranted intrusion
from an out-dated point of vieW.,.a healthy and

'progressive development from abroader realistic
view of the world around us. The ability, of Service

managers to-adjust to this dimension of Management

is One key to whether the Service and the union can

e the relationship constructive and to.whether

the ervice canntaintain its reputation 'for 'manage-

ment excellence: .

,

yondrithe simple imperative of complying with a
laW,,the SerVice believes in the program. It is

persuadedtby gask concepts of fairnesi and hu,man
dignity, as reflected by our forrn of government and

by the extfeetations of the society of which. the
Service is a part, that employees should have,.if they

'.,properly elect to do'..sp; a part in determining the

employment con ditiOnS by which they are bound,

which directly affecttheir safety and well-being,

perfoimance expectations and opportunities for
advancement and job' fulfillinent. The Servide'
believes that such participation v011 contribute'

to the effiCient accomplishment of the Service't

mission.

Service management officials should be aware of

'the existence of unions in oursociety and the role

they playin the resolution;ot firobier) ainherent-in

the employer-employee refatioriship:

Management itnust'alio understand at the 'same time

that the needs and:inter.esti Of the two parties a4

in sortie respects advers4, thatdifferences are -

\ therefore, ine.vitableandqliat evenwith,entire good

will on both sides these differences may ripen into

disputes that are samingly irreconcilable 'without

resort to-third partlis. s

Management should also be prepared to:press its
convictions on issues 'as Asorottsly as the impor-
tan& of the matter warrants while-conceding to

the uniOn :the le§tirnaey_ofdoing
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'Intadopting this basic posture, the Service doe's so
in light of its perception of the attendant consequences
and limitations as described herein.

EMPLOYEE FREEDOM OF CHOICE

A union derives its rights from the rights of em-
ployees, including the right to participate In the
formulation of personnel policies and practices and
matters affecting working conditions. Employees
_are assured thefreedom to deride whether they
will join unions and, if so, which union:and whether
they-wish a union to represent the bargaining unit
in which they are included, and, if so,.to choose
among any competing unions.

MANAGEMENT NEUTRALITY

To.as?ure employee freedom of choice, Service
management will maintain strict neutrality in
matters of union membership and unit elections
of union representation,

Further, to assure-that unions remain independent
so that employee free choice is meaningfill, manage-
ment officials-will avoid entangleinent in internal,
union affairs, neither aidilig or hindering the union
in this area. Management officiali will take no action
which is deliberately and primarilYiriteriided to impair'
employee loyalty to a union.

While management officials may join unions, when
they do so they exercise their choice as individuals
and not as representatives of management. But;
because they are members of the management teem,
they may not participate activelyin unioliaffairs nor
may they represent the union in any dealings with
Service management. These conditions are imposed
in the mutual'interest of mariagement-and tie
union to avofOonflict of interest, and-to assure
integrity in tile-identification of managenient

'..and the union as separate independent parties.

hiANAGEMENT'AttITUDI yisAvis A
CERTIFIED UNION

()nen unionhas-won the right to represent em-
' plOyeerby majority vote in a secret ballot eleCtion,

management neutrality beyond the matterfdescribed
in not a requirement," -By contiast, at this juncture,-
management officials will make every reasonable
effort to develop arid'maintain a relationship With the,

union characterized by cooperation, constructiveness,
and cordiality, and by recognition of the principle .

that both the Service and the union need the support
of employees for-successful accomplishment of
their legitimate objectives.

PUBLIC INTERESTTSPXRAMOUNT

The onlyleason for the Service to exist is to conduct
publiv:bisiness entrusted to it- bylegisiation. It
follows that in the performance of its mission,
public interest must be the primary consideration.
This principle carries several implications.

It means that Service officials are entrusted with
discretion .

to define the Service's mission within the
parameters of governing legislation;
to determine its budget needs;
to determine its organizational structure;

-- to ditermine the sizes-nature and deployment
of its personnel complement;
to determine the:technique of-performing its
work; arid
tA.deterniine its internal security practices.

fr

.
-_'Constraints on the'discretion of Service officials to

Make these determinations emanate_ from 'sources of
higher authority in specific jurisdictionalareas. the
Legislature, the Governors, and the State Civil Service
Commission.

-

Employees do not have any basic right to participite
in -these determinations. Therefore, since the union
deriveslts rights froM basic employee rights, the

. employees' election 'of a union to represent them
does not confer on the union any credentials to
negotiate on these matters.

At the same time, the provision of;appropriate
arrangements for emPloyees adierselyaffected by
the impact of realigniftent of work fdices;or
technologicil change, as a consequence of any of
_these determinations is considered qcoine within
the scoiebf personnel policy And.pr ctice arid is

. therefoth a proper matter for -negistr don.-

Finally, the public interest must,-be he Rritric.factor
-of:consideration in all neirptiations, th t nion.

*s
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MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

The first area of management rights includes those

determinations described under the heading, "Public
Interest is Paramount."

The second area. The. union right to negotiation
and consultation does not iniply a concept of Co:

management. Many of the decisions enumerated
below are made under systems or programs which
spetify requirements, conditiOns and criteria. Many
aspects of these systems or progrdins come within

the scope of personnel policy and practice'and
working conditions and are therefore negotiable. But,
the day-to-day condUct.of these activities in
accordance with the system or program which in-
corporates applicable laws, and regulations and pro-
visions of any negotiated agreement is the right
and responsibility of management. lit this context,
management officials retain the right

to direct employees;."
,to hire, promote, transfer, assign, and retain
employees within the Service, and to suspend,
demote discharge or take other disciplinary
action against- employees;

- to,relieve-employees from duties because of
lack of work orfor other legitimate reasons;
to maintain the efficiency of the Government
operations entrusted to them; and
to determine the rhethods, means, and per: ----
sonnet -by whiclisuch operation§ are to be
conducted.

The third area. A somewhat different kind of man-
agement right one which flows directly from the
principle that public interest is paramount is a

special reserve clause embbdying the right to take
whatever actions may'bettecessary to carry out
the mission of the Service in situations of emergency.
this includes the right to disregard the proyisions
of'a negotiated agreement to whatever extent may
be warranted by the nature of the emergency. Quite
obviously, therefore, it is an exception which must
not be invoked lightly. In fact, it will be invoked
only by the Commissioner, or by the responsbile
head of a subordinate echelon only when com-
munication with thp Commissioner has been
severed.

4
3

PRECEDENCE OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS
..

Both parties the Service and the union are

constrained by

existing and future applicable laws;
existing and future regulations and policies

off" other government bodies
regulations of echelons within the Service
and the Department higher than the echelon
at which negotiation takes place, which are
in effect at the time an agreement is
approved;
subsequent regulations of higher echelons
which are required by law or by regulations
and policies of external government bodies;
and
provisions of a controlling agreement at a
higher 'level.

A prominent example of precedential law and

regulations is the traditional commitment to merit
principles in the formulation of personnel
policy and practice.

Since neither party, nor both acting in concert, is

vested,with any authority to avoickLdisregard,pr
mpdify such lawiand regulations, these provisions'
are beyond the reach of negotiation and consul-

tation.

LIMITATIONS ON UNION CREDENTIALS

The union derives its5rights from the free election

of employees in a dearly defined bargaining unit.

It follows that the union's rights in negotiation

and consultatibn are confined to employees posi-

tions; and conditions within that bargaining unit.

-

NEGOTIATION

'Negotiation is the very heart of the union-
management relationship to which all other facets,

even eonsultation, are ancillary. It is the process

by which the two parties periodically confront '

each other at equals, to bilaterally formulate per-

sonnel policy and practices and to agree on other

matters affecting working conditions within the

limitations previously described.

The right to negotiate attaches to both the Service

and the union and either party may invoke the right.
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The ObligatiOn to negotiate also extends to both
parties`and, therefore, requires either party to respond
to the motion of the othefparty. Nevertheless,
because of the practical need for reasonable stability
in administration, it is not contemplated that the
parties should engage in continuous negotiations.
To the contrary, it is expected that negotiation will
be conducted at intervals, at Which time both parties
will put forth all their respective proposals-arid, after
agreement on these issues, the agreement will pro-
vide a reasonable term during which negotiation
will not be reopened except as may be provided by
the express terms of the agreement.

This procedure sets up consequences for both
parties. During the term of the-agreement.and
except as may be provided for in the-agreement
itself

the union may not negotiate changes in
agreemetrovisions nor negotiate on
new matters not covered.by the agreement,

management may not alter agreement pro-
visions'or implement new policies or
practices or change existing policy pr
practices on negotiable matters;

except that, whenever law or the regplations
of other government_ bodies require new
policies or practices ofchanges in agreement
provisions, management will consult with
the union on the, implementation of such
changes.

Management must approach the entire relationship
in good faith which means seriously, objectively,
and constructively._ It should first assess every
union proposal with respect to whether it is
negotiable. This judgment requires complete
understanding of the precise terms of the proposal.
If management concludes the proposal is non-"'
negotiable, in whole or in part, it should act
firmly to preserve this principle first by
discussion with the union and ultimately, ifnecessary,
by referral to the appropriate third party.

Even if it is management's position that the' issue is
non-negotiable, the underlying problem should be
attended to and if effedtive correction is instituted;
this fact may satisfy the union and obviate the
need to the question of negotiability to conclusion.

0

If the proposal is negotiable, management's assessment
must take the following facts into account:-

importance, as Viewed by the union and by
management
benefits to employees, the union, and the
Service
adverse effects on efficiency,

-r.) effects on service to taxpayers
economic costs invokred.

After thjs assessment, management will develop its
position which may be assent, compromise, counter
proposal or rejection.

46
4.

Without going into all the nuances of bargaining,
it should be kept in mind that the essential objective
of negotiation is bilateral agreement. To the extent
that impasses on negotiable issues must be referred
to third parties (beyond the process of mediation)
this fact alone, reflects.objectively a failure of the
negotiation process which both parties should seek
conscientiously and intensively to avoid;'

In fact, therefore, the willingness to allow an issue
to be removed from the arena of bargainiiiVetween ,

the two parties and be decided by a third Party should
serve as a test of management's conviction both of
the correctness of its position and whether it has
exhausted all reasonable efforts to find a mutually
agreeable resolution.

ADMINISTERING AND POLICING THE AGREE-
MENT

Next in importance after negadation is the process
of administering and policing the agreement to assure
that the policies and practices formulated biliierally
are in fact implemented and administered in accord
with the understanding and intent of both parties.

In this process, management has the primary re- 1

sponsibility of administering the agreement since
it is entrusted with the direction of employees
towards the accomplishment of the Service's mission.
But promises made by management at the bargaining
table can be empty unless the union can also enforce
the rights it achieved through negotiation. While
good faith is an important attribute, if the admin-
istration _of the agreement depends wholly on this
condition, the union's attainment of benefits for
itself and the employees it represents become a
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matter of management grace rather than union and
employee right.

The union's right to enforce the agreement, there-
fore, is implicit in bilateralism. It requires an
effective. system for chillenging management action
and obtaining redress for management actions which
violite the rights of the union or of employees as
expressed in the agreement. To achieve these pur-
poses, the system must include the following
provisions:

defmtion of the alleged violation,
access to records and/or persons which or who
can establish the relevant facts, and
objective evaluation and disposition by levels
of authority above the immediate parties to .

the disagreement..

In the further interest of fairness, the employee or
the union should have the opportunity for repre-
sentation and the employee and his representative
should be able to present the disagreement on
official duty time.

The matter of whether the system shall include
provision for arbitration is a proper subject for
negotiation.

The first -line supervisor is a key figure in the ad-
ministration of a union-management agreement.
Since he is the principal management contact for
employees he supervises, his actions and attitude
will shape employees' evaluation of the Service's
good faith in relations with the union. First-level
supervisors, therefore, must thoroughly understand
the provisions of the agreement and the context in
which these provisions were.agreed to.

The union will ordinarily appoint representatives
(or stewards) as its primary agents for policing the
agreement. They will be expected by the union to
observe, assess, and report back on how the agreement
is being administered and to represent employees
who allege the agreelnent is being violated. These
union representative's play an important role in the

union-management relationship.

Hence, the supervisor's attitude towards the union
relatiodship, the agreement, the union representative
and the employees will be as important as his
knowledge of the agreement provisions. He must
reflect the Service's commitment to a constructive,
cooperative relationship; view compliance with the

3f

agreement as an integral dimension of his supervisory
responsibility; and make an intensive effort to
establish with the employees and the union repre-
sentative a mature relationship bases on fair, honest,
reasonable, and open dealings with them.

He should respect the union representative's position
and lap him informed, in advance of notifying
employees, of developments affecting them which

are not subject to negotiation or consultation, such
as contemplated overtime, changes in work schedules
and so forth. He needs to develop a working
relationship with higher level management that wi
clarify which matters he will inform the ImMediat
union representative about and which matters will

be discussed at higher management and union levels.

Al the same time, the supervisor must not be ham-
pered in his primary function of securing efficient
work results.' He is entitled to expect from the
union representative the same respect he accords
him and to expect the representative to support the

agreement as written and the principle irf a fair day's

work from each employee.

CONSULTATION

While the union's right to be consulted applies to'the

same subjects that are negotiable, consultation differs

materially from negotiation. Whereas negotiation
contemplates bilateral agreement, consultation
involves making management proposals known to the

union and considering union observations, objections,

and alternate proposals, Ultimately, management
retains the right to decide and proceed.

To maintain an effective relationship, union reac-

tions must receive the same Objective and con-

structive consideration that attends negotiation.
It is furthermore a mark of cooperation, good faith,

and courtesy that management advise the union what

disposition Was made of its objections and alternate-
proposals if they are not accepted and the reasons

therefor.

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

The Service recognizes that the interest of employed
and the union extends naturally to matters that
affect employees directly and significantly but are

beyond the Scope of negotiability. Reasonableness

dictates that suitable provisions be made to accom-

modate this interest.

4!
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Management officials at appropriate levels.Should
plan to exchange such information with the-union,
when practical, regarding Service plans 'and an-
ticipated develdpments. Without imparting to,
such exchanges the character of consultation or
negotiation, management will give such cOnsid-
eration to union reaction as is warrantedy its
merit andby regard for the fact that employees
look on the union as their spokesman.

..

OTHER RIGHTS PRIVILEGES-AND COURTESIES

Flowing directly from the union's right cif negotiat-
ing and policing the agreement is its right to be
represented at formal discussions between manage- -

ment and employees or employee representatives
concerning grievances, personnel policies and
practices or other matters affecting working
conditions of employees in the unit for which the
union holds recognition. Management officials
are responsible for offering the union this op-
portunity.

Applicabilitypf this right in connection with
grievances is accommodated in the Service griev-
ance system and will be covered in any negotiated

. grievance system(s).

The right does not apply to meetings confined to man-
agement personnel nor to meetings of management
personnel with employees outside the bargaining unit
nor to meetings of management with employees in
the bargaining unit on matters beyond the scope of
negotiability. Nor does the right apply to meetings
with individual employees for purposes of work direc-

. tion, performance counselling and so forth.

I

The union has no inherent right to use of official
or Service facilities Wits representatives, but,
within the limits of applicable laws and regulations,
these matters may be negotiated; and, to the
extent agreement is reached, use of official time
and Service facilities thereby becomes a matter
of.right.

Without dictating fixed Service positions on these
matters, Service managers will bear the following
principles in mind:

the union should be viewed as an independent
organization responsible for sustaining itself;

.48
6

a.

the union is entitled to reasonable access to
employees in the unit(s) it represents but
not necessarily on official time;

as an organization representing Service
employees and conducting its external
activities primarily in-house, and with
whom a co rative relationship is high-
ly desirable, the union should beprovided
alltreasonable courtesies;

grievances arising from conditions on the
job should be resolved on the job that is,
during official chity time;

face-to-face dealings between management
officials and union representatives which
by their nature is visible to and therefore
controllable by management should he
conducted on official time;

distinction should be made between
facilities which involve director indirect
costs to the Service, such as use of ex-
pendable supplies, and those which do
not involve costs, such as temporarily
available space.

' official time must not be used for any
strictly internal union business (e.g.,
solicitation of membership or dues);

it is undesirable for management to
assume any responsibility for internal
union business, such as would be involved
in regular distribution of union material
by official messenger service;

the union enjoys 'freedom of the press;
in its publications; at the saw time, the
Service has no obligation to permit
posting on Service premises of any union-
material which Service managers perceive
as being injurious to the interest of the
Service or broader public interest.
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SANCTIONS, REMEDIES, AND PROHIBITED
ACTIVITIES

The system of labor-management relations provides
suitable third party machinery for resolution of
negotiability disputes; - unfair labor practice charges,
including alleged refusal to negotiate; negotiation
impasses; and union and employee grievances.

Unions.and employees are prohibited by law from
engaging in strikes or other job actions, that is,
work stoppages or slowdowns or picketing. Unions
have an,express responsibility to prevent and to
stop all such job actions.

In the event job actions should occur, local officials
should attempt to establish contact with the
employees and/or union officers involved, remind
them of the potential consequences of their actions,
and attempt to persuade them to return to their
normal operating duties. At the same time, they
should provide assurance of prompt objective
study of the alleged conditions which precipitated
the job action.

Beyond the reminders and assurances described
above, local management officials should not use
either threats or guarantees in their efforts to
restore normal operations. Should attempts at
persuasion fail, local officials will confer with
officials on how to.proceed.

Management officials are prohibited from inter-
fering with,sestraining, or coercing any employee
in order to prevent, or as a consequence of,
participation in any proper union activity.

MANAGEMENT UNITY

Bearing in mind that the ServiEFindthe union
are separate entities, managers at all levels should
review their own orientation. The positions they
occupy place on them the responsibility for t,
ministering and supporting Service management
practices in relation to employees undurtheirf
supervision. They are all a part of tliTmanagement
circle.

Reliance will not be placed solely on direction to
achieve management unity. The Service is conscious
of manager needs particularly at lower organizational,
levels to participate actively in the revieand
improvement of management practices WO/care
charged with administering. Hence, theiSeryice
expects all managers above the first level ON

review with subordinate managers period-
iCally the problems they are encountering
in administering Service policy and practice
and/or the union agreeMent; and

provide feedback up the management
line on problems and proposals for
solution.

Managers at all levels should actively foster respect
for candor and honest dissent above and below them
within the management circle. The union, however,,
should not be privy to these management delibera-
tionrand internal communication." Managers should
work vigorously within management channels to
correct any. perceived errors and inequities in Service
management but they should not align themselves ,

with employees or the union in any controversies
with higher management levels.

The Service - expects all managers to familiarize
themselves.with_this statement of philosophy, to
seek through channels any needed clarification of
concepts, and to be guided by.this philosophy in
their' management activities.

In particular, managers should

proceed from a base of trust and respect
for the union and its representatives;'

consider all differences with the union or
employees seriously;

approach all differences in a cliMate of
mutual problem-solving;

try to settle differences at the lowest level;

foster a climate.of cooperation; and

recognize that differences are inevitable but
appreciate the conlribution towards a
climate of cooperation made by reasonable
and timely settlement vs. escalation.

The union has the potential for assisting Management
by identifying problems, pinpointing weaknesses and
other-wise helping to accomplish the Seryice's mission
in the most efficient and economical manner.

The Service depends on its managers to,make this
potential a reality.

4J
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A MANAGEMENT LABOR RELATIONS POLICY

Policies' of the Service'

Employee participation in
establishing personnel policies

Public interest is paramount in ,

conduct of Service business
Of

Service requires high standards ;
of employee performance

Principles to be observed;iii
management relations with unions

4

a

The Service recognizes that the participation of its employees in the
formulation andimplemehtation of personnel policies affecting the

r conditions of lheir.employment serves the interest of their own
well- being.and contributes to the efficientadrninistration of the
Service's business.

. . .
At the same time the Service shall take account of the fact that In
its conduct of the Service's business, in its relationships with its
employees and in its relationship with union0he.public interest
is paramount. . *

Infurtherance of the public interest, it is the continuing responsibility
orthe Service to require high standards of eniployee peiformance
and the, continued development and implementation of mode'rn and
prOgressive woikpractices to facilitate improvedsern. ,ployee.
perforjnance and efficiency.,

More specifically, the Service will;

(1) reserve to Service management the right to manager including
the right to adininister those provisions of any negotiated
agreements) kith whichit is charged;

. f
",(2) accept the principle of bilateral Service management and the

union formulation of personnel policy and practice and
-worldng conditions;

--
(3) preserve the distinction between negotiable and non-negotiable;

matters provided in the governing law;

(4) reserve thelight to take whatever action itnecessartotarry
SSA th,e mission-of the Service in an emergency;

s.
,

(5f recotriZe empldyees' freedom of choice to joinornot join
unions apd to select which union, if any, they wish to represent

' thein; i
, , -

. ,

. ...

(6) maintain strict. eutrality M matters of union membership and
, unit elections bf union representation; .

4

(7), refrain from dominatingrir interfering with.the formulation of
. or internal administration of any union;

(8) prohibit Service managers from engaging in any activities with
unions that would involve ,a rest or potential conflict of interest
with their duties and responsibilities as managers;

.
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Principles to be observed in (9) extend full recognition to any certified union in its capacity as
management relations with unions representative of all employees in the respective bargaining unit(s)
(continued)

44,

Service to seek cooperation
of unions

(10) negotiate arta consult in good faith pith certified unions on
'negotiable matters;

(11) recognize the right of the union to assure that tranagement
administers the agreement in accord with the intent of both
parties;

(12) appreciate that differences may arise between management and
unions even when both parties are acting in good fait-h;

(13) seek amicable resolution of differences between management
and unions;

(14) recognize and utilize the services of third parties in accord with
the intent of the state law governing labor-management relations,

.(15) be aware of the interest of certified unions in non-negotiable
matters directly and significantly affecting the employees in
the bargaining,unit(s) they,represent by:

1%,

(a) exchanging information on sdch matters with the unions,.
when practical, and

(b) considering union views on such matters;

(16) view unions as self-sustaining organizations;

(47) recognize the right of unions to reasonable access to employees
in the bargaining units) they represent;

(18) guarantee union representatives against coercion, intimidation,
harrassment, or other retaliation as the consequence of anion
activities;

(19) maintain constructive, productive and cordial relations with'
authorized union representatives;

(20) provide the training deemed necessary for all management
officials who have any responsibility in connection with the
Service's relationship with unions; and

(21) evaluate periodically the quality of the services-relat ionihip with
unions in relation to the Service's approved management
philosophy. '

Finally, the Service will, in keeping with the concept of bilateralism,
observe the principle that the public interest is paramount, actively
and conscientiously seek the cooperation of unions in minimizing the
adversary aspects of the mutual relationship and maximizing the
productive benefits to employees, the unions, and the Service.

14444.4 4;
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MANAGEMENT APPRdACI-i'ES TO INSURING COMPATIBILITY
OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND MERIT PRINCIPLES

MERIT PRINCIPLES AND MERIT SYSTEMS

A meaningful consideration of management approaches
to insuring compatibility of collective bargaigitig and
merit principles must be preceded by a clear distinc-
tion between the terms "merit principle" and "civil
service" or "merit system."' The ode is a set of stan-
dards, the other Is a system designed4to implement and
protect those standards.

The "merit principle" is a concept of public personnel
management that provides for employee recruitment,
selection, promotion, training, compensation and re
tention on the basis of the employee's ability to per-
form the duties satisfactorily and without considera-
tion of lion-ability'related factors.

Onetet of official standards for assessing the validity
and viability of the rit principle in action is set
forth in the Inte overnmental Perionnel Act. They
are:

1. Recruiting, electing, atd,advancing employees
on the basis their relative ability, kno.wledge,
and skills, including open consideration of
qualified applicants for initial appointnient.

2. Providing equitable and adequate compensation.

3. Training employees, as needed, to assure high-
quality performance.f

4. Retaining employees on the basis of the ade-
quacy of their performance, correcting inade-
quate performance, including reassignment, and
separating employees whose inadequate per-
formance cannot be corrected.

.1

5. Assuring fair treatment of applicants and em-
ployees in all aspects of personnel administration
without regard to political affillation,face,
color, national origin, sex, or religious creed.

b. Assuring that employees are protected, against
coercion for partisan plitical purpose's and are
prohibited from using their official authority
for the purpose of interfering with or affecting
the results of an election or a nomination for office.

Another description of merit principles was stated by
the U. S. Civil Service' Commission on the 90th Anni-
versary observance of the Pendletoo Act,

Open competition in hiring or employinent;..
advancement based on ability,

41

2. Equal opportunity, fair treatment for all em-
ployees and applicants.,

3: Fair compensation.

4. Retention based on performance.

5. Training to improve performance.

6. Protection against political coercion; prohibi-
tion of partisan political activity.

Critics of public sector uniods have been tooquick, to
equate union attacks on the systems-designed to imple-
ment such principles with attacks on the principles
themselves. In fact, unions have frequently been
strong defenders of such principles. Several promi-
nent public sector unions, including the National
Federationlf Federal Employees, and the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
were originally formed to protect employees from
patronage abuses and to promote uniform classifica-
tion, hiring and promotion policies. Frequently unions

m(serve as police n, using grievance and civil service
appeals to guars tee that managers abide by merit
principles and rules which they otherwise might clibose
to ignore or apply selectively. And in many cases it
has been unions which have been most active in push-
ing Tbr improved training opportunities, clear and
equitable promotion standards, and other policies
designed' to promote merit principles.

There are also many sorts of personnel policies which
are critical to merit principles yet which have attracted
little union objection. Most prominent among these
are policies governing and selecting persons for initial ,
employment.

'All, of this is not to imply that unions are consistent
defenders of merit principles in public employment.
While major,pnblic sector labor unions generally have
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accepted merirprinciples in public policy, they have
exerted pressure for the right to introduce into the
public sector, private sector practices which may im-
pinge upon these principles as traditionally defined.
These include the union or agency shop and seniority
as the determining factor in

'particular,
actions, job

classificationand wages. In particular, seniority can
be expected to appear more and more as an issue at
the bargaining table, not because it is a traditional
element in private-sector bargaining, but because
many public employees believe it to be a genuinely
equitable consideration for personnel actions. This
equity is already widely acknowledged in non-merit
areas in the public sector by such practices as assign-
ing vacations, parking spaces and overtime on'the
basis of seniority. But, it is generally recognized that
seniority as the sole ddtermining factor in retention,
promotion and transfer actions cannot be viewed as
compatible with merit principles: '
Nevertheless, acknowledging that the policies advo-
cated by unions sometimes conflict with merit prin-
ciples is considerably different from concluding that
collective bargaining and merit principles are incotn-
patible. The important question is whether the ad- ,

vent of collective bargaining will so affect theadmin-
istration of merit systems that vital protections to
merit principles will be abandoned. When selecting
a position err tills issue, one has three'choices, each
of which shares a measure of potmlarity among those
persons with views on the subject. No consensus is
apparent.

One pOint of viVs holds that colle6tive bargaining and
the merit system are in conflict and will perpetual:
remain so. Many exponents of this premise fail to
distinguish "principles" from "system." Their ap-
proach is simplistic to an issue that is quite complex.
Furthermore, they disregard the fact that in numerous_
public jurisdictions, accommodations between the two
are operating satisfactorily and have been for a con-
siderable time, particularly at the local level.

"A'Second point of view concludes that the civil service
system.and collective bargaining will remain locked in
co-r"ct until oasompletely subordinates the other.
The argument is made that the two cannot sustain
a workable and productive relationship within a given
personnel management system for any appreciable
period of time. This position is based on the premise
that collective bargaining is a comprehensive manage-
ment system itself, rather than a vehicle for employee
representation in the personnel management decision-
making process. Indeed, some maintain that if merit

principles are retained intact during the bargaining pro-
cess, that the negotiated agreement provides a substi-
tute for a comprehensive merit system. However, just
as in the private sector, collective bargaining in public
service is not a substitute for-the total personnel man-
agement system essential to organizational vitality.

A third point of view is illustrated by positions taken
by the Advisory Committee onIntergovernmental
Relations and the National Civil Service League. Both
groups argue that merit systems and collective bar-
gaining can coexist but that both must accept mod-
ification in purpo?.e and procedure. Many labor reld-
tions authorities concur in the opinion that accommoda,
Lions are possible and, in fact, are.emerging in public
sector labor-management relations across the Nation.
There are four 'such arias of accomwdation which
should be noted. negotiability and the scope of bar-

. gaining; unit determination; administration of the
labor-management program; and management's con-
duct at the bargaining table.

NEGOTIABILITY AND SC,OP OF BARGAINING

The first approach to guaranteeing the compatibility
of collective bargaining and merit principles is to ex-
clude from the scope of bargaining those topics deemed
essential to the Preservation of merit principles. This
can be done by either cataloguing subjects which can-
not be. covered in negotiations, or by specifying that a
cojlective bargaining agreement may not supersede the
terms of whatever laws or regulations have been insti-
tuted to protect merit principles.

The Federal Program, under EO 11491, has incor-,
porated both of these approaches. The Order's basic pro-
tection for merit principles is a provision stating that
negotiated agreements may not supersede regulations
of the U. S. Civil Service Commission, nor may agree-
ments be read in such a way as to supersede such
regulations.

There is no guarantee that Civil Service regulations
will be kept to the bare minimum necessary to protect
merit principles, aild whatevei additional regulation .

goes on needlessly frustrates and weakens the
collective bargaining process. The difficulty is that
there is no abstract, or entirely objective way of
knowing where the line b&ween appropriate and
inappropriate regulition lies. The answer will be-a
political one, in the sense that the success of the labor-
management program depends upon mutual accomoda-
tion. Unions must accept the special restraints of
public sector labor relations, but they are not likely

r0 0r
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to do so ifmanagement abuses the system by using
higher regulations, designed to protect merit principles,
as reasons for refusing to deal with problems in sub-
stantive areas of personnel policy.

There is no unanimity among labor.leaders ur public
manaors, regarding this issue. Some prominent labor
officjZs consistently demand that all aspects of em-
ployee relations are or sliouldbe negotiable. Others
support merit principles as applied to recruitment and
selection activities while insisting that promotion,
compensation, discipline and retention matters
should be subject to bilateral determination. Still
others in independent unions and associations claim
that there is a tendency among international affiliated
unions to give "lip service" to merit systems while
espeiusing the philosophy that selection and placement
policies are negotiable. In many circumstances the
proponentiof collective bargaining equate "merit"
with "seniority," thereby overcoming (at least in
their own minds) the paradox in subscribing to both
concepts simultaneously.

Public managers, while less vocal than their labor
counterparts, appear to take a stance generally favor-
ing the primacy of merit principles over collective
bargaining. Merit principles are to be protected, but
there is room for negotiated change in the operating
civil service system. Thoughtful managers recoanize
that collective bargaining has an appropriate rolein
public administration.. Statutory or administrative
establishment of public sector collective bargaining
must be designed to protect merit principles. '

UNIT DETERMINATION

The process of determining appropriate bargaining
units poses dangers for the implementation of Merit
principles, but it also provides managers with special
opportunities for protecting merit principles. Frag-
mentation of bargaining units threates to undermine
the uniformity in personnel ptilicies which has been a
hallmark of traditional merit systems. While some
such uniformity may be unnecessary and, indeed,
undesirable, excessive fragmentation can threaten
the'principle of equal rights and opportunities in
personnel actions for thosc similarly situated.

E.O. 11491 specifies that the appropriateness of bar-
gaining units will be determined by gauging the impact
which a given unit would have on the effectiveness of
dealings between the parties and the efficiency of
agency operations, as well as by deciding whether a
"community of interest" exists among employees in

4

Alb

0
. -

the proposed bargaining unit: Not only are the first
two criteria unique to the public sector, but the
Assistant Secretary of Labor has also applied the
third criteria in an unique way, looking to see if a
ptoposed unit's employees have a community of
interest separate and distinct from the interests of
other employees. All three criteria, therefore, oppose
excessive fragmentation of bargaining units and there-
by protect merit principles. Managers should not
hesitate to use such arguments to promote such a

pp goal, and, if faced with undesirable fragmentatioh,
should seek ways of alleviating its consequences,
either thrciugh consolidation of units or through
multi-uni4rgaining.

"Bargaining unit criteria vary from state to state,
but are usually based upon familiar private sector
standards, such as the community of interest and
the wishes of the employees. Some public sector
statutes recognize that in addition to the foregoing
the factors of the authority of the employer to
bargain and sound labor relations must also be
considered in establishing appropriate bargaining
units .... "

Arvid Anderson, "The Structure of Public.
Sector Bargaining" 7- Public Workers and
Public Unions PrenticeHall 1972

THE ROLE OF A CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM
IN A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING SETTING

,There are songrowing differences of opinion regard-
ing therole of the Civil Service system in a collective
,bargaining setting. Many trade unions argue tha3.civil
service systems should drop their "neutral" claims and

'openly identify with and serve the interest of the
public employer.

1,

On the other hand, the National Governor's Conference,
in its supplement to its Task Force report on Stafe and
Local Labor Relations, points out that civil service'Com-
missions which are independent of the chief executive
can inhibit management as well as labor.

Other authorities recommend the separation of civil
service and labor relations as two distinct entities.

Certainly the comments of Jack Stieber are prophetic'

"The advent of collective bargaining for government
workers presages significant modifications in the
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Merit systeni and civil service;as:these concepts
have developed during the twentieth centfujy." .

Jack Stieber, "Public Emplbyee -

St ructure,'Growth;
Institution, Washington.D.C. 1973

MANAGEMENT AT THE BARGAINING TABLE-..-

.4

Management's.approach to collective bargAining
negotiations can be the single mostimportant elemeiit"';
in any-effort to guarantee compatibility between
collective:bargaining and-merit principles. Managers
must be aware of their right to:say "no" to union
proposals which' they feel wciukl violate-Jr:ern prin..
ciples. At the same time, a purely...negative approach
to negotiations will be destructive ormanagement's::'.
position. As'we noted earlier,unionsfrequently are
quite-supportive of merit principles and management
should seek to take advantage of such support in
order, to strengthen the application of merit principles
to-personnel programs. Managers should also use .

negotiations to advance their own. proposals for '
changes in perionnel policies,:rather than adopting,
a purely passive or defensive posture which places
the initiative for bargaining entirelyn the hands off;
union negotiators. Doing so will help guarantee that
Collective bargaining is used as a -way of identifying
and resolving problems, and thusas a way of protect-
ing and strengthening merit principles, rather than
as a purely adversary,Proc'ess, in (vhich principles of
equity and merit are su'bOrdinated to tests of strength

.--andpower
C. :

MEET AND CONFER APPROACH VERSUS
NEGOTIATIONS APPROACH-

-

"Initially, the-slate acts can be divided into two
categoriesthose that-embody the 'meet and confer'
approach and those that embody the 'negotiations'
approach. Implicit in the 'meet and- confer' approach
are the-assumptions that the private sector bargain-
ing model is not applicable to the public sector
because of the differences between the public and
private sactoisand that these diffeiences-require
that the public employed retain-greater managerial

discretion. Thus, under the-'ineet and confer'
approach, as the Advisorifeommistitm on Inter-

:governmental:Relations noted, the outcome of
public employer-employee discussions depends,

r mote ornanagement's determination's than on
bllatoral decisions by equals.' Qn the other hanc,
the statutes thit embody the `negotiations' approach
tend to treat bOth parties attire bargaining table. as

,
401!

equals and Contemplate that the decisbmas
contract terms will be bilateral, Eight states-A
California, Idaho (teachers), Kansas, Minnesota,';
Missoriri, Montana (teachers), Oregon (teachers),
.and-Southpakota:44fave.enacted 'meet and confer'
statutes:The...remaining state acts,-which constitute
a' clear majcirityare riegoliationtypeistatutes. The
trend is, definitely- awayrOM the`mettnd confer' .

appro'ach and toward the `negotiation' approach..
In -fact, th'emeet-sand confer' iJProach can and.'
perhaps shOirld be vieed. as an interim "measure:-.. --

- between T.3- 011ectivejnrgaining collective
bargaining;"

- 'Leet.Shat.;.`1TlieVO.eibprncipt ofState-.
and Federal .Laws "- Ptibli Workers-and.
Public Unions Prentice -Ball' 1972 ..

CONCLUSION

The original PresidentialTask Force onErnployee
Management Cooperation expressed its concern for
preserving merit principles as it examined the impact
Ofits recommendations:.

"The Task Poite wishes ... to iiote -its conviction
that there need be no conflict between the system t, .-

aemployee-managementrelationsproposed.:. and ill
the Civil SerVice merit system which is and should re-,
main the,essential basisof thepersonnel policy of
the 'Federal Government.":-'

full rangeof (merit) principles and practices . .

govern the essential character:1f each individual's
emilloyment. Collective dealingdannot vary these
principles. It must ):tperate'withinffieir framework"

The Task Forc's-comments are as relevant today as
they were-when they were written.- Btit there is a,

growinLawareness among FederalManagers of the
need for them to adopt positive approaches toward
collective bargaining if the Task Force's confidence
in the compatibility of collective bargaining and merit
principles is to belustified. -
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PROFILES OF PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONS -

This report is a collection of "profiles" of eight c
unions which represent state and local employees
in the public sector. Among these eight are
examples of the wide variety of organizations
in the public sector. AFSCME and NAGE are
"industrial" unions which represent all types of
employees, SEW and LIUNA are also "industrial"
unions, but they tend to represent blue-collar and
service employees more often than they do white-
collar and professional employees; AGE is an
affiliation of local indeperident public employee
associations, NEA, AK, and 1AFF4 represent only
employees in a given profession, i.e. teachers and
firefighters.

The. organizations described here Can be distinguished
in other ways. NAGE and NEA are independent
unions, Whilell'ff-attrers (excluding,AGE) are affiliated
with the AFL-CIO. Other differences relating to scope,

5

history, structure and issue-orientation are covered
in the individual profiles. These profiles are not
"complete,"either in terms of the information
presented or in terms of the list of organizations
described, as the thrust here is to lend an appreciation
of the variety of unions and associations dealing with
state and local employees, rather than to provide
exhaustive, detailed research in the field.

The profiles here have been drawn in large part
from information supplied by newspapers, promo-
tional materials of the unions in question, and, in
some cases, visits with members of union research
departments. The Goyernment Employee Relations
Report was consulted for information on recent
events, as well as for statistics in some instances.
Complete statistics were not always available.

,
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Scope

-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (NAGE)

NAGS is the third-largest representative of
employees in the Federal sector, and claims to
be the largest independent representative of
state' and local' police officers in the nation.
It claims to represent over one hundred police
departments in the New England area and holds
recognition for other grotips of state and local
employees, although there are no figures avail-
-able on the extent of its penetration into other
job categories.

History

NAGE did not assume its present nine until 1961.
Its name before that time the Federal Employees` ,

Veteran Association suggests the original character
of the organization' an association formed after the
end of World War II by returning veterans who were
anxious to protect their reemployment rights. As
the position of veterans became more secure, the k
association gradtally shifted its emphasis to include
employment issues of more general concern to
Federal employees. It 'did not make any active
efforts to recruit members outside its original
"territory" naval shipyards in the Boston'
area until the,-issuance of Executive Order 10988.

NAGE has confined *most of its organizing efforts tv
defense establishments, altholigh it formed the
Federal Avialion Science and Technology' Association
(FASTA) in 1968 to compete for representation in
the FAA, and was;able to establish a dominant
position in the Commerce Department by the
strength it developed among white-collar employees
in the National Weather Service. NAGE's concen-
tration on defenge establishments has been both an

4' advantage and a disadvantage. It has been able to
consolidate many of its DoD gains because of its
concentration on problems of particular importance
to civilians in.military agencies (such as contracting
out and conversion of civilian jobs to military ones),
and its strength among blue-collar employees in
those agencies has won it a seat as the only indepen-
dent union on the Prevailing Rate Advisory Panel:

On the other hand, NAGE was unable to convert
the majority of its formal recognitions to exclusive
recognitions when thefirst category was eliminated,
suggesting that its penetration into other agencies
lacked the depth required to win elections. It also
has been hard hit by military base closings and
other reductions in the DoD work force. Although
its 42.6% increase in representation over the period
of November 1969 November 1971 made it the
second- fastest growing union in the Federal sector
in percentage terms, over the past year (November
1971 November 1972) itexperienced a slight
decline in the number of Fcdcral employees repre-
sented and it stands to lose still.more as a result
of the most recent series of base closings.

In the past few years, NAGE has been directing
efforts toward organizing employees of state and
local jurisdictions. The largest component of this
drive has been directed by the International Brother-
hood of Police Officers, which affiliated with NAGE
after the AFL-CIO denied it a separate charter.
!BP°, played a central role in the effort to get the
New Hampshire State Legislature to pass collective
bargaining legislation covering police, and appears 0.
to have established itself as the leading representativ?
of police officers in New England. What little evi-
dence exists, however, suggests that NAGE has not
expanded its state and local base outside of New
England. NAGE's Boston headquarters remains the
only rriajor public sector union headquarters located
outside of Washington, D.C. NAGE was defeated
by the Service Employees International Union
(SEIU).in elections conducted in late 1971 to select
bargainingvpresentatives for Pennsylvania state
professional employees.

Structure

The legislative body of NAGE is its National Con-
vention which meets every three years. (The Test
time ieniet was in September 1971)., The
National Convention elects the union's national
officers, consisting of a National President, National
Executive Director, Vice President, five National
Vice Presidents and a National Treasurer. A
Nation4Executive Committee, composed of the

CO
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national officers and a National Committeeman from

each of the Association's regions, selects a National

Secretary. (The National Committeemepare
selected under procedures establishr& by their
respective regions.) The National Executive Com-

mitteehas the authority to create regions and locals

within regions.
.

FASTA, holding jurisdiction for FAA employees, and

IBPO, covering police officers, are organized as separate
divisions, having rules and dues structures of their

own. FASTA's 57.50 monthly dues are higher than

NAGE's regular dues ($3.75 per month), but sub-..

stantially'less than those of its rival, the Professional
Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO). A

National Council of Weather Service Locals provides
NAGE locals in that agency with a common bargaining
representative.

'Lb

Issues and Tactics

NAGE has recently been active in lobbying efforts
before state legislatures. Because it is smaller than
several of its rivals and remains independent of the
AFL-CIO, much of NAGE's distinctive represen-
tation is provided through litigation. NAGE's
monthly newspaper, FEISNEWS, frequently notes
the closussociation its President, Ken Lyons,
has with President Nixon and House Majority
Leader Thomas O'Neill. Althlughthe Association
didtiot endorse a candidate for United States
President, Lyons served a Vice.-Chairman of -

the Democrats for Nixon Committee..

,7
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY
AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES (AFSCME)

Scope

AFSCME is the largest public sector union in the
country and the seventh largest union overall. Nearly
half (47%) of its members are employes of muni-

cipal governments; 28% are state empldyees, 10%are
employees of county governinents, and 10% non-
academic employees of elementary, secondary, and
higher education systems. Nearly two-thirds of
AFSCME's members are blue -collar employees,
although the union has recently increased its efforts
to gain membership and bargaining rights among
white-collar groups. Twenty percent of its members
are employees of hospitals.

Although AFSCME has members in nearly every
state, its heaviest concentration and largest growth
have been in major industrial states. Over twenty'
percent of its membership is in New York State
(the largest single concentration being in New York
City, where 100,000 publit, employees belong to the
union), with P4nnsylvania and Mit;higan,having
another twenty percent between them.

.

Until recently, the few AFSCME bargaining units
in the Federal sector were ones connected in some
way with the District of Columbia or the Panama
Canal Zone. In August of 1972, however, three
Federal employee locals joined AFSCME after being
expelled from the American Federation of Govern-
nTr.r.t Employees (AFGE). AFSCMS has set up
a special district council for Federal employee
locals, and has said that it would welcome additional
affiliations.

History

AFSCME was formed in 1933 as an autonomous
division of AFGE. In 1936, it Was given a separate
charter by the American Fe ration of Labor. Under
the leadership of Arnold Za , its President from
its founding until 1964, AFS E dir'ected most of
its efforts toward' lobbying and strengthening ;
state civil service systems. A Philadelphia local
negotiated AFSCME's first contract in 1939, but the
Philadelphia experience remained the exception until
1958, when officials of XFSCME's New York City

District Council 37 secured Mayor Robert Wagner's
support for an Executive Order giving employees -the
right to organize and negotiate agreements with

.the City. In 1959, Wisconsin became the first state
to enact a law giving public employees such rights.

With 183,000 members in 1960, AFSCME stood
in the best position to take advantage of the sorts of
changes that had taken place in New York City and
Wisconsin. Arnold Zander, however, resisted efforts
to get the union to redirect its basic orientation from
lobbying to collective bargaining. However, after
President Kennedy endorsed collective bargaining
for Federal employees, states began to move toward
collective bargaining. Zander was defeated at the
union's 1964 convention. Jerry Wurf was elected
President.

Wurf initiated a series of moves decentralizing
AFSCME's structure and authority, but retaining
control over organizing at the national headquarters.
The new leadership stepped up organizing efforts,
concentrating on those states where laws already
permitted unions to organize and represent public
employees, but also trying to build up sufficient
strength in other states in order to pressure local
and state political leaders to pass such legislation.
Their efforts secured AFSCME's position as the
leading union among local government employees,
and although they met stiffer opposition at the
state government level from employee associations
like the New York State Civil Service Association
and the California State Employees Association,
they made substantial gains at that level as well.

AFSCME's new militancy was-reflected by its
willingness to strike against public employers.
One of its largest and most publicized strikes was
conducted in the Spring of 1968 by sanitation workers

'y in Memphis. It was while appearing in Memphis on
behalf of the strikers that Dr.31artin Luther King
was killed. The Memphis strike illustrates how
AFSCME has relied on support from civil rights
leaders in its attempts to organize and win bar-

, gaining rights for minority group employees. On
the other hand, the low-paid employees which have
frequently been AFSCME's.chief source of support,
have less resources to sustain strikes and protracted
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legal battles, and thus, organizing them has frequently
proven to be especially hard on the union's treasury.

Two of AFSCME's most recent and biggest successes
illustrate other aspects of its organizing efforts. In
1970, Pennsylvania passed comprehensive legislation
giving state and local employees the rights to organ-
ize and bargain and a limited right to strike over
negotiation impasses; Hawaii enacted a.somewhat
similar law in 1971. AFSCME-wonrecognition rights
for.the majority of state employees covered by these
laws, but it did so in two different ways. In
Pennsylvania, AFSCME was able to take advantage
of its size and experience in organizing public em-
ployees by assembling a large team of organizers from
around the country and mounting a successful

, organizing-eampaign. In the case of blue-collar em-
ployees, AFSCME confronted a coalition of other
AFL-CIO unions which had their primary base in the
private sector (SEW, LfUNA, and the Operating
Engineers), and the subsequent campaign was so
bitter that the AFL-CIO Executive Council eventually
found all of the parties guilty of using unfair tactics.
AFSCME was able to wingiscognition rights, however,
for over 70,000 public employees in just over a year
In Hawaii, by contrast, AFSCME chose to court
mergers with the4lawallUnited Public Workers and
the Hawaiian. Government Employees Assodation:
$EIU also courted these independent organizations,
but they chose AFSCME and went on to win recog-
nition for more than 28,000 new members. AFSCME
has merged with independent associations in other
state and local jurisdictions, including Maryland,
Rhode Island, Philadelphia,-and Los Angeles. By
competing on its own in some states and by
merging with independent associations in others,
AFSCME has been able to sustain a growth of over,

4 one thousand new members each week for the pist
several years.

Structure
V.

AFSCME's biennial convention meets-in even-
numbered years. Its 1972 convention changed the
terms of office of its International President, its
International Secretary - Treasurer, and its twenty:"
one International Vice-Presidents from two to
four years. These officers comprise the union's_
International Executive Board. Members of
the Union's Judicial Panel are appointed by the
union's President, with the consent of its
Executive Board, for staggered five-year terms, and
have jurisdiction over various internal union disputes.

174

Prior to the 1972 convention, Panel members were
appointed by the Executive Board itself. Joseph Ames,
formerly the union's Secretary-Treasurer, was
appointed the chairman of the panel in 1 972; and
William Ludy, a 39-year-old Black who had served as
one of Wurrs assistants, was elected Secretary-
Treasurer. (The union takes every oppAirtunity to
point out that 'Lucy holds the highest position of
any Black in a _major American union.)

AFSCME's more thani-2;400 localS and seventy
district councils exercise more authority than their
countewarts in other public sector unions. Locals
have the right-to decide on their own whether or
not to go out on strike; and 800 of the union's
920 full-time staff members operate fit the field
ratker than out of the union's Wasiiington.head-
quarters. AFSCME has the largest education depart-
ment of any union in the AFL-CIO, and its
research department is among the largest.

AFSCME's President is a member of the AFL-CIO
ExecutiVe Council, and the union is amember of
the Federation's Industrial Union Department, its
Maritime Traps Department, its Government Em-
ployees 6ouncil, and its Scientific, Professional and
Cultural Employees Council.

10-

AFSCME members pay average monthly dues of
$5.00, $1.50 of which goes'to the union'smational
treasury. Its newspaper,The Public Employee, is

a monthly publication.

Issues and Tactics

Although spokesmen for the union report ,that
"about two-thirds of our manpower and two-thirds
of our'energy goes (sic) into organizing." AFSCME

has begun to pay increasing attention to political

action at the national level. Its leadership is
concerned that increasing numbers of state and

'local public employers are pleading poverty at the
bargaining table, and the union cooperated
with public employer groups which have bee
lobbying Congress for increases in Federal financial

support. AFSCME has also formed a coalitioriof
public employee organizations to press for a national

collective bargaining law, extension,of Social
Security coverage'to public employees, (covering

state and local employees) and other legislation 'of

interest to government workers. Thus far, the .

_International-Association of Fire Fighters, the
National Association of Internal Revenue Employees

63
S
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And the National Editcatjcin- AsSocatiiin have
joined the coalition (provoking a 'bitter attack.
frorthe AFL-CIO's'Ainerican FeOration of
Teachers, archriValof the unaffiliated NEA).

APSCIA established apolitical action nrm
. tentitleclaiblic Employees Orginkekio- Promote

Legislativi Equality, of "PEOPLE") in 1968.
,,.."PEQPI:Ecoriductedits first nation -wide drive-for

2* yolttntary"csmtribittions in:1972, when-it endbrsed
Edn,iundliipsidefor the-Democratic Presidential

- nomination, theirgive strong support to.

Cteorge-McGOvern'strelidential campaign.

At the bargaining table, AFSCME'negotiators
have paid particular attentionto -the, problems
of their minority group constituency; The
union has set up ;a special department to deal

, with issues involving career development and
upward mobility, and has helped employers,
fnany of then; hOspitals, develop training
programs to promote such.goals.

64
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In recent years, the number and intensity of
AFSCME strikes have declined. The union has
actually proposed voluntary arbitration as an
alternative to striking over negotiation impasses,
but thus far most employed have resisted the
suggestion.
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SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION (SEIU)

Scope

SEIU represents more public employees, and has

more public employee members, than y other
union with its principal base in the private sector.
In 1970, it was the thirteenth 1union in the
United States, and the second largest AFL-CIO
representative of state and local government employeds
(AFSCME being the largest.) Its 120,000 total mem-
bership in California makei'it the largest union in-
that state.

In the.public sector, SEW represents a wide variety

of professional, blue-collar and uniformed employees,
including social workers, practical nurses, policemen,
and janitors. It is the largest representative of hospi-
tal and social work employees, and holds exclusive
recognition for large numbers of non-academic school
,personnel and employees in the gas and public utility
field. Its principal successes have been among state
and local employees on the West Coast, but it has
been active in large cities throughout the North as
well. Recent organizing efforts have been conducted
in the Southern states.-

History

SEW was chartered by the American Federation of
Labor in 1921 as the "Building Service Employees
International Union." Its earliest membership was
concentrated among janitorial and custodial services
in the Mid-Western states, and until 1960's
it was most exclusively a private sector union. Its-
membership more than doubled during World
War II (from 55,000 to 115,0Q0) and by 1964,
had climbed to 320,000.

Nevertheless, by the early 1960's, the union's leader-
ship, under its newly-elected President, David
Sullivan, began to fear that employment and labor
market conditions were eroding their base of mem-
bership.. They theiefore took stepito broaden
their base, paying particular attention to the public
sector. They dropped the word "Building" from
their union's title, moved the union's headquarters
from Chicago to Washington, and entered into a
frequently bitter competition with their sister
AFL-CIO union, the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME).

Since SEIU had to fight from an under-dog's
position in its competition with AFSCME, it has
been energetic in courting mergers with independent
public employee associations, a tactic it has em-
ployed with particular success in California and the

New England states. In early 1972, after the AFL -

CIO had deified a charter to the International
Brotherhood of Police Officers, SEIU established
a separate division, with a high degree of autonomy,
entitled the National Union of Police Officers.

David Sullivan resigned as President of SEW in

the summer of 1971, and was succeeded by George

Hardy, son of a formed SEIU vice-president and a
California leader of SEIU. Hardy also assumed
Sullivan's seat on the AFL-CIO Executive Council.

Hardy has called for the union to devote even more
attention to the public sector,. He secured a fifty

cent monthly dues increase from`the union's 1972

convention (raising national dues frolln 804 to $1.30),"

and got the convention to ear-mark one-third of the

increase to finance a million-dollar organizing

campaign designed to double SEIU's membership over

the next five years., Hardy has also directed the estab-

lishment of a full-time lobbying and political

education office and hai established the union's first

national strike fund.

StructUre

/tt:SEIU's convention meets every four years, in

Presidential election years. Its 1972 convention
restructured,the union's International Executive
Board, enlarging it from fourteen to 35 members,

in an effort to give locals a greater voice at the
national level, The Board consists of the Inter-

national President, International Secretary-Treasurer,

nine Vice-Presidents, and 24 Executive Board

Membeis. All officers are elected at-large by the
convention fOr four: s.

SEIU lotals have more autonomy than do those of
other public employee unions, a factor which organ-

izers have stressed in attempting to convince
independent 'associations to affiliate with SEIU.
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SEIU's field -staff has recently been increased in an
effort to provide greater service to locals.

Issues and Tactics

Although somewhat less militant than its sometimes-
rival AFSCME, and more of a "business union," SEIU
has shown itself willing to use racial and othet social
issues in its organizing and political action campaigns,
particularly in the public sector during the last four
years. Its national leaders and conventions, have
taken strong stands on minority employment issues, '
and have called on employers to give "special con-
sideration" to minority group members in their
employment programs. In addition, SEIU has called
for repeal of the Hatch Act governing political activity
on the part of Federal employees, for bringing
public employees under the provisions of the private-
sector National Labor Relations Act, and for recently
enacted special legislation giving collective bargaining
rights to employees of non-profit hospitals. SEIU
gave Senator George McGovern a strong endorsement
during 1972's Presidential campaign, and President
George Hardy was recently elected an at-large
member of the Democratic National Committee.

SEIU has repeatedly called' for the complete legal-
ization of public employee strikes. Many of its
state and.local government affiliates jiave struck
their employers in spite of the legal ban on such
actions, but thus far none of its Federal employee
locals have resorted to such tactics. No local of
SEIU is permitted to strike without nig approval
of the union's International President. The establish-
ment of a national strike fund probably indicates
that SEIU-sponsored Strikes will be more frequent
in the 4ture, but at the same time, more tightly
ccintrolled by the national leadership.

hough neither "issues" nor "tactics" 6t any'
sta dard sense,.two of the most important elements
in EIU's program, important because of the amount
of funds devoted to them and because of the amount
of stress SEIU's organizing literature places on them,
are.SEIU's death gratuity program'and its scholar-
'ship program for the children of member's. The
'death gratuity program contributes amounts ranging
from $100 to $500 to the families of deceased mem-
bers and the scholarship piogram each year awards ten
$2,000 4-year scholarships. Although other unions
conduct similar or related programs, the twonty per-
cent of SEIU's annual budget devoted to death
gratuities suggests how important such programs can
be for a union which'is seeking to orginize many'
relatively low-paid and low-skilled erdployees.

66
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Scope

. LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA (LIUNA)"

----"re.however, was decreasing, rng om 477,000 in
1958 to 421,000 in 196 , largely a result of jobs
being eliminated by mechanization. As a consequence,
its eaders began to look for new areas for organizing,
and e public sector was one of their primary targets.

't They gave the union its present name in 1965,
of nized a Public Service Division in 1967, and
actively courted smaller organizations which would
want to merge with LIUNA. In 1968, the Post
Office Mail Handler Union, representing 46,000
postal employees, merged with LIUNA. Peter
Fosco, LIUNA's former Secretary-Treasurer, was
elected its President in the same year.

LIUNA's continuing efforts to organize in`the
public sector have brought it in competition with
the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME). Although the
Laborers joined forcewith the Operating Engineers
(another AFL-CIO union) to win joint bargaining
rights for highway workers in Ohio, the two
(together with SEIU) were beaten by AFSCME in

early 1971 in a bitterly-fought contest for a large

group of blue-collar workers in Pennsylvania, most
of thenskilled and semiskilled employees of the

state highway department. The election campaign

was so brutal that the AFL-C10 subsequently found

all the parties guilty of violating, the Federation's

fegulation prohibiting affiliated unions from

attempting to discredit each other publicly.

LIUNA has also been involved in jurisdictional
fights with AFSCME in Baltimore, Piovidence,
and other cities.

As its name suggests, LIUNA's membership and
representation are concentrated among relatively

)ow-skilled, blue-collar workers. One-third of its
members in the public sector, however, are either
white - collar or service employees. LIUNA's
traditional base has been in the private sector con-
struction industry; and besides conducting organizing
drives among public employees, it has recently in-
creased its organizing within the building construction,
highway and tunnel construction, and industrial
construction industries. Its recruiting efforts among
public employees have focused on medium-sized
cities with little or no prior public sector union
activity.

LIUNA is a member of the Metal Trades Department
of the AFL-CIO, and several of its local unions are
affiliated with exclusively-recognized Metal Trades
Councils. Roughly 600 of the 5,000 Charleston
Naval Shipyard employees represented by the
Metal Trades Council are LIUNA members, but
statistics on LIUNA participation and membership
on other Councils are not available.

.History

LIUNA was chartered by the American Federation
of Labor in 1903 as the "International Hod Carriers

and Building borers Union of-America", the last

of the A uilding construction unions to be
formed. Although it conducted no. major organizing
among public sector employees until the 1960's,
LIUNA chartered a handful of city employee's locals

in public works, water and sewer departments as early

as the First World War. The Laborers exranded its
jurisdiction and changed its name several times over
the decades following its formation. It merged on
several occasions with construction unions in
specialized fields, such as subway construction
and road paving. Over most of this.period, LIUNA

was led by Joseph V. Moreschi, who served as its

President from the mid-1920's until 1968.

In 1962 construction laborers still acounted for

91% of LIUNA's membership. Its membership,

In recent years, LIUNA has been actively organizing

in Southe)p states, with its most notable successes
coming in 1972 in Birmingham and Montgomery,
Alabama. It won bargaining rights and employee
benefits in both cities, after having conducted a
successful ten-day, strike in Montgomery and
threatening to do the same in Birmingham. LIUNA

has conducted other campaigns hi Virginia, West

Virginia, Florida, Arkansas, Texas, Tennessee, and

Georgia, paying pai;ticular attention to highway de-

partments and non-academic employees of state
universities. With an estimated forty percent of
LIUNA's membership being either black or Spanish-

surnamed, it has received support for its organizing
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efforts from the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference and otherocal civil right4organizations,
particularly in its Birminpfiamtdrive.

By the end of the 1960%, the proportion of.LIUNA's
membership in the construction industry had droppcd
to 7A, and the nu of its members in the public
sector had risen (fr 7500 in 1960) to an estimated
90,000. In 1970 stood as the eighth largest union
in the cortry. / .

t

Structtire

In keeping with LIUNA's craft and construction-
industry orientation, its structure is relatively more
centralized Than those of other unions operating in
the public sector. Its conveatIon meets every five
years, the ;post feCent in September 1971, and
its officers are elected by each convention. Its
General Executive Board consists of a General
President, a General Secretary-Treasurer, and
eight at -large Vice-Presidents. The Board has the
authority to amend the union's constitution, and
the constitution itself provides for uniform con-
stitutions for all locals and district councils, The
General President has the authority to impose
thisteeships on locals, although only the General
Executive Board may actually revoke a local's
charter. The union has twelve regions and three
Canadian sub-regions. .

Issues and Tactics

itsts traditiOnal identification with the more
ynservative unions in the building trades, LIUNA's

recent organizing drives have earned it a reptitation
% for agressiveness and militancy. Although one of

its national spokesmen reports that "We've had no
reluctance to strike in the municipal field", most
of its public sector strikes have involved recognition
and bargaining rights in states, particularly in the
South, which have few,6i no legal.protections for
public sector unions..

e

The scope of LIUNA's membership and representation
is illustrated by the number of AFL-CIO departments
it holds membership in: Building Trades, Maritime
Trades, Metal Trades, Industrial Union Department,
and theCovernment Employee Council. Its
General President is a member of the AFLC10

xecutiv ouncil.

LI A's dues a e higher than those of most public
sec orunions (about $5 a month). In addition to its
g eral newspaper, The Laborer, LIUNA publishes
Th Government Employee, a monthly publication
initiated in 1967.

James LaPenta, former deputy assistant postmaster
general, headajlie union's Federal-Public Service
Employees Division. Henry T. Wilson, form6r general
counsel for AFSCME, is the Di icnt's counsel and
legislative director.

;The support that LIUNA has secured from4civil
rights organizationsin its Southern organizing cad-
paigns has reinforced its reputatW for militancy,.
LIUNA initiated legal action charging the City of
Montgomery, Alabama with racial discrimination
in public employment, the first public sector
discrimination case to be brought under the Civil
Rights Act of 1972. As the largest union in
Arizona, LIUNA has given substantial support to
Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee in the state.

LIUNA's legislative program calls for extending
National Labor Relations Act coverage to state
and local government employees.

-11
More recently, LIUNA initiated prepaid legal services
for its members. This hinge bendfit, financed by
employer contributions, may become a forerunner
nf many such programi by other public sector un n . ,

.$)
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS (AFT)

Scope

AFT is the smaller representative of teachers at state
and local levels. Its greatest strength is in the major
cities, although it is pushing for membership in the
South and Midwest.

AFT has a higher percentage of males than females

in its membership, and the teachers are largely at the

. high school and junialrigh levels. Only 17.6% of the
locals permit principals to join, and only 19.5% allow

assistant principals.

History

AFT was formed in 1916, and from the very onset
concentrated its efforts on conditions of employ -

, ment. Much of its earliest membership was from the

'' Socialist Party; Communists controlled a few large
locals in the 1930's, a period which also saw the

AFT's membership grow from seven to thirly-two
thousand in number. With the Nazi-Soviet Non-
aggression pact, however, the membership became

disillusioned with the Communist Party, and a
non-Communise, George Counts, was elected the
union's President. In the post War years,AFT

pushed for collective bargaining, and (ought ,v

loyalty oath requirements in the courts. In the

1950's, AFT supported the civil rights movement,
expelling local affiliates for not following 'union
directive to de-segregate.

I
More recently, the New York local, in 1962, engaged

in a strike which resulted in th'e first comprehensive

collective bargaining agreement for teachers. Over

20,000 teacheri went on strike, closing hundreds of

schools. The strike and resulting agreement covered

both `.`professional" and "traditional trade union"
issues such as salaries, changes in the daily and
school year schedules, maximum class sizes and

a grievance procedure.

At prese a big issue confronting AFT is that of
merger, wit NEA. The merger of the New York
State chapters of AFT and NEA (UFT and,NYSTA)

was the first step toward total merger of the two
national unions. It01972, AFT authorized further
mergers with NEA in Portland, Baltimore, Kenosha
(Wisc.) and Springfield (Mass.).

Structure

The legislative body of AFT is its Nation Con-

vention, which meets each year. Membership is

in the locals, with a 'per capita tax to thenal
and state organizations. Payment to the national

is SI.75 up S.25 in 1972. Tension exists between

larger and smaller locals; an amendment designed to

give smaller locals more.weight in electing Vice-

Presidents was defeated. In 1970, the organizing
staff was restructured into five regions for better

service to smaller locals.

Issues and Tactics

Overall, AFT's emphasis is more on the local level

than on the state level. At this level, AFT is

pushing for "classroom teachers only"units. It
is also insistent on bargaining about teacher eval-

uation and curriculum.

Researcji efforts have also been expanded. AFT

established a professional journal, Changing Educatior

and an Effective Schools Plan (including recommen-

dations for smaller classsize, school counselors,

teachers in specialized 'problem areas, and so forth). .

AFT has also encouraged innovations to meet the

special problems of ghetto schools.

AFT has adopted strong pro-bussing, women's

rights, and anti-Vietnam resolutions. It also

endorsed George McGovern's presidential candidacy

jointly with NEA.

AFT opposes a national public employee's bargaining

law and especially, does not want it to include a no-

- strike provision,. AFT has opposed joining CAPE

(Coalition of American Public Employees), a
legislative coalition of public employee unions

GO
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primarily involved in lobbying for a national col-
lective bargaining law for public employees.

In 1972, AFfsponsored strikes in Philadelphia
and Washington,T.C. were the two largest teacher
strikes in the country, although totastrikes by
AFT numbered only five. AFT also struck jointly
with NEA six times during that year

AFT leaders appear to be backing away frgin their
earlier strong use of strikes. Albert Shanker, the new
President formerly co-president of the New Ygrk
State Union of Teachers) has stated that short strikes
are losing their effectiveness, and has noted the public
dissatisfaction with striking. Shanker also opposes an
agency shop created by statute; he feels that agency
shop provisions should be negotiated by the parties.

4
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ASSEMBLY OF ,GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (AGE)

Scope

AGE is a national federation of 47 state and local in-
dependedt public employee associations operating
presently in 33 states. It claims membership of more
than700,000 state, county;,municipal, special dis-
trict and school district classified employees.

History

AGE is new: It was founded in .1952 from a group of
independent employee associations. The story of the
20 years of its existence is not yet available as Sam
Hanson; one of its Founders, is presently compiling all
available matenals in order to write a history of,the
Assembly. .

Structure

AGE's legislative,body is,the General Assembly, which
meets annually. Its officers are the President, First
Vice-president, Second VicePresident and Secretary,
ele&ed by the General Assembly, the Treasurer, a non-
voting officer appointed by the President, and the four
Regional Presidents,-elected by members of their region

.The administrative body of AGE is the Board of Direc-
tors. The members of the Board include the Rtficers,
the immediate Past President, an4 the four Regional
Presidents.

Of the Regions, three are geographical and one. is of-
cupational. The three geographic regions are Western
AGE (WAGE), Central AGE (CAGE), and Eastern
AGE (SAGE). The occupational region is the Ameri-
can Association of Classified School Employees, who

recently merged with AGE.

Dues were recently increased from $.10 to 5.20 per
year. Associations need only pay dues for up to 74,000

members.

AGE has three informational papers. Cover Age is the
paper providing informat on n Assembly activitiekand

state and loCal events. THd Washington Witnessinforms
Assembly members of pertinent events on the national
scene. These newspapers are supplemented by Append
Age, a sporadically-appearing paper of news releases.

s.

' A

AGE.has also prepared several research reports on such
topics as Fringe Benefits, the Merit System, and Civil
Rights Law.

Issues and Tactics

AGE considers itself a lobbying organization, the cen-
tral ernphasis of-which is protection and furtherance
of the merit system. It is also a strong protector of
AGE state and local prerogative. AG.opposed the
proposed National Public Employee Raatios Act
and has introddced its own National Public Employee
Merit System and Representation Act. AGE wants to
retain local personnel administration control and only

place minimum national standards on employer-em-
ployee relations foi the limited purpose of qualifica-
tion for federal grant-inaid programs.

AGE representatives have been put on committees
dealing with public sector labor relations and have
testified in Congressional hearings on AGE's behalf.

AGE emphasized continuing improvament of inde-
pendent public employee organizations through
seminars to educate affiliates in the principles, practices
and Vends M public personnel employment! It en-
courages organizational stability through member
benefits such as low-cost group insurance, travel and
investment programs, including its own mutual fund,
AGE Fund Ind. ,

Annually, at AGE General Assembly, affiliatedelegates
mandate policy and pdsitir on a variety of subjects
concerned with federal legislation. Those policies and
positions dictate support or opposition to pending bills.
Some of these are: Hatch Act, Fair Labor Standards
Amendments, No-Fault Auto Insurance, Public Service'
and the Disadvantaged, Contracting Out, States' Rights
to Set Salaries, Impoundment of Funds, Tax Delducti, -

bility of Medical Expenses, etc.

AGE has one bill, which supports states' rights to in-
novate diversified local employer-employee relations
within merit principle guidelines to qualify for federal
funds. AGE and its affiliates claim they have helped to
keep the union bills in committee and work on getting

it.their own legislation passed to permit states to develop
. regulations according to local conditions`within,nierit.

Principles.

X13
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NATIONAL-EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (NEA)

&opt

NEA is theiargest representative of teachers and
other school personnel; with its.overwhelming
strength being outside:the cities. It:recruits among
all certifiedperstinnel, and represents over 50% of
the teachers, In 12.4% of the locals,,membership
is limited:to clissrgoni-teachers, while 75% are open
to superintendents:.

.1

There are at present gb6ut thirty professional
speCialinterest groups affiliated with NEA at the
national level. SevemOtheTtstich grotips, including
the American Association- 6f School:Administrators,
the National Association of Elementary School.
Principals, and theNatiorial Association of Secondary
-School Principals, have ditafflliated,

'History
-

NEA was founded irf_Iesi..: 1 was-slow_to gain iirin-
la000 members for the first time

iii1918.-tsom the very beginning NEA had a heavy
professiOnaforientation. It supported the founding of
normal. schools. In-1946, NEA established the National

:ComMiSsiorton Teacher Education and Professional
Standards. ,

At the meeting of the 1960 Representative Assembly,
NEA rejected the Idea that representative negotiations
could be compatible with the ethics and dignity of the
teaching profession. In 1961, the Assembly approved
representation for teachers without referring to
negotiations. During this period, NEA pushed for

, legislation and pursued a pOlicy bf "sanctions" against
employers'not complying with NEA requests, These
"sanctions" included censure of the employer, noti-
fication,to placemery services of such censure, and
warning to membership dr violation of an NEA
position would be a violation of the Code of Ethics:

As of 1964, NEA still opposed striking. In 1966,
after lifting,its prohibition of strikes the year before,
NEA shifted to mere discouragement of strikes as a
method of dispute settlement, and offered all ser-
vices under NEA control to help resolve disputes by

other/means. By 1967, NEA had reversed its position
and was denouncing strikebreakers.

From 1961-5, NEA won seventeen out of thirty-five
representation elections, though losing the larger ones
ip.Detroit, Cleveland, New York;Milwaukee, and
Philadelphia to AFT unions. In response to AFT
challenges in the Neward, New Haven, and New
Rochelle elections, NBA emphasized collective
bargaining and won.

In 1972, a proposal for merger with AFT which
required AFL-CIO affiliation was rejected. Affili-
ations with AFT units already in existence were
maintained.

Iii 1973 and 1974 the tenure and authority of the
President was increased.

Structure

The legislative body of the NEA is the Representative
Assembly, which meets annually. The Executive
Officers include the President, the Vice-President,.
President-Elect, and the Immediate Past President, a
all of whom serve one-year terms. The Treasurer
serves a three-year term. The Executive Secretary,
who is head of NEA's staff, serves a four-year term.

There is, as well, a Board of Directors, which is com-
prised of one member from each state plus one
additional state..representative for each 200,000
NEA-rnembers within a state. Each Director serves
for one three-year term.

Finally, there exists an Executive Committee, which
iss responsible for the overall management of NEA

: business. The Executive Cominitteeselects the
Executive Secretary. The Committee has ten mem-
bers: The President, the VicePresident, the
Immediate Past President, two persons from the

72
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Board of Directors and four persons from the
Representative Assembly. At least one of the
Board members and two of the Representative
Assembly members must be classroom teachers.
The Boaid and Representative Assembly Corn-
niittee members serve two year terms and no
office may be held for more than three years.

Membership in NEA had been direct one could
be a member of the national, state, local, or all
three. Affiliation between the three organizations
had been loose. For sometime, however, NEA
has been pushing a unified membership system,
encouraging states to make state membership
a requirement of loCal membership: 'Forty:seven
states have adopted such unification require-
ments since 1960.

Issues and Tactics

NEA has traditionally Conceived of itself as a
professional association. in addition to its news-
paper, the NEA Reporter, it publishes a journal
entitled Today's Education. NEA also pUts'out
a catalogue listing publications and audiovisual
materials on every conceivable topic of interest
to teachers.

In accord with its emphasis on teaching as a
profession, NEA's method of dealing with em-
ptioyers has been through the use of "sanctions."
More recently' NEA hag approved the use of strikes,
and in the fall of 1972, fifty-one strikes were ,con-
ducted by NEA locals.

Due to its strong state-level organizations,4;
has beea'able to get state statutes on the books'
which support a scpfrate bargaining law for
teachers and which favor broad scope bargaining
units. In 1969, NEA called for a Professional
Negotiation Act for Public Education a separate
act for teachers which included the formation of
a commission to.handle unit determination and
elections and appoint mediators and arbitrators.
By 1971, however, NEA had joined CAPE
(Coalition of American Public Employees) and
was calling for a nations collectiie bargaining law
comparable in purpose and intent to the National
Labor Relations Act in the private sector, deter-
mining such an act to be NEA's highest non-fiscal
legislative priority.

1

The 1974 NEA convention passed a resolution formal-
izing its relationship with CAPE, thus paving the way
for a national public employee federation, similar to
the AFL-CIO irrthe private sector.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIREFIGHTERS (IAFF)

Scope ,
. IAFF is a labor organization made up exclusively

of people working in the fire service. Within that
limitation, hOwever, all levels of employees, from
clerical br_dispatcher to,Fire Chief, are eligible to
join and to be represented by the union.
, . .

IAFF is made up of approximately 1700 locals
in the United States and Canada. There are,
as well, 40 state and 9 provincial organizations.

. , .

History

The first continuous firefighters local was found
in Philadelphia in 1903. By 1917 there were sixty-
six firefighters locals in existence, which were recog-
nized by the American Federation ofLalior as the
International Association of Firefighters in 1918.

The Association met fierce opposition from cities.
94919, the Boston police strike moved Co,
to enact a bill prohibitin by polic' en in
the District of Columbia. Public i anon of
firefighters with Policemen as protec rs of lives
and property ledlo passage of an id' tical no-
strike bill for firefighters. During s period,
fifty locals resigned from the IAFF.

.
IAFF regained membership from 1932.37, and at
present claims 162,000 members in the United
States and Canada.

Although IAFF has continually disapproved ofthe
use of strikes, its history shows repeated strikes until
the present economic controls which have been im-
posed by President Nixon. However, none of the
strikes previous to 1937 (data.was not available to
post-1937strikes) resulted in significant loss to
property or lives, as striking firefightbrs made pro- -

' visions to stand by in case ofemergency.
.

Besides Continued efforts for increased wages and
fringe benefits (one major struggle was to remove
the threat of encroachment by Social Security on

4the firefighters pension system, which itlinally won
on the floor of Congress), IAFF has been and
continues to be involved in many charitable
activities such as the Muscular Dystrophy,Campaign.

t

Structure

IAFF's legislative body is the biannual convention.
It is this convention which chooses the union's
officers, who are up for election at each convention.

The officers include a President, sixteen District
Vice Presidents and a Secretary- Treasurer. The
DistrictVice-Presidents represent three to'four
state areas. Three of the representatives are
chosen from the Canadian provinces (one from
each Canadian district) and one of the Vice-

Presidents'represents Federal'employees.

Issues and Tactics

IAFF is active on every front: striking and other
forms of work stoppages, lobbying, and research
and education. Under President Nixon's wage-

. price controls, there were no strikes by IAFF
locals. Before that time, however, there were
approximately 20 strikes in the years 1969-70,
as well as numerous work stoppages.

I

.,
The method of ditpute resolution which is favored

,by IAFF is final and binding arbitration, although
IAFF will not discontinue use of its right to strike
where it,-exists in the absence of enactments-pro-
viding for binding arbitration. IAFF belonged to
CAPE (Coalition of American Public Employees)
and pulled out when the AFL-CIO- set up a Public
Employee Department in 1974.'

r
Current items over which IAFF is,lobbying in
state legislatures inClude enactment of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act, compen-
sation for spouses and children of firefighters
injured or killed in the line of duty and early r
retirement benefits. Also, fifteen states have now
adopted minimum standards and education for
firefighters as a result of IAFF lobbying in that
area.
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OVERVIEW OF THE HISTOFIY OF THE

AMERICAN LABOR MOVEMENT

A discussion of the highlights of American labor
history must begin with events prior to the Ameri-
can Revolution. The earliest record of what may
be considered a labor disturbance goes back to
1636 when a group of fishermen off,the coast of
Majne were reported to have "fallen into azutiny"
when their wages were withheld. Forty years later,
the licensed cartmen of New York, who had been
directed to remove dirt from the street for three
pence, not only protested such a low rate of pay
but also "combined to refuse full compliance."
The first "strike" in America is often said to have
taken place in 1741 when bakers in New York City
combined "not to bake bread but on certain terms."
The details of this action are unclear, however, and
some authoritiesthave argued that this was not so
Much a labor strike as a protest against municipal
regulation of wages.

An increasing number of protests by workers were
stimulated by the inflation which accompanied the
Revolutionary War. The first genuine labor strike
occurred in 1786 when the Philadelphia printers
"turned out" for a minimum wage of six dollars a
week. In 1791, the first,known Strike in the build-
ing trades took place in Philadelphia when the
journeymen carpenters struck against the master
carpenters for a ten hour day and overtime pay.

Labor activity during this early period did not
involve any great number of workingmen and was
almost entirely local in character. Nevertheless,
many of the practices now associated with trade
unions developed at this time. tenuous contacts
sprang up between organizations in different cities,
the first wage scale was drawn up by the New York
Printers in 1800; the first "sympathy" strike
occurred in 1799 when the Philadelphia Boot-
makers struck for higher wages and the shoemakers
"-turned out" to support them, the first general
strike came in 1809 when the New York Cord-
wainers (shoemakers) declared a strike against all
master cordwainers, the New York Shoemakers
established the first permanent strike fund in
1805, and some early unions established a form of
"closed shop" by refusing to work alongside non-
members. A rudimentary form of collective
barge ing emerged when journeymen shoemakers

7t)
1

first agreed among themselvd on the price of their
goods and selected journeymen's associations to
discuss their demands with masters' organizations.

The genesis of collective bargaining was brought to a
halt by a series of court decisions in the early 1800's.
These cases originated when master cordwainers took
action to counter the growing strength of the jour-
neymen's association by invoking the common law

'against criminal conspiracy. The most significant of
these cases, Commonwealth V. Pullis, took place in
the Philadelphia Mayor's Court when George Pullis
and seven other shoemakers (1) struck for higher
rates, (2) sought to keep other shoemakers from work-
ing at the old rate; and (3) agreed to blackball both
economically and sOcigly- those workers who failed to
join the organization. In his instructions to the jury,
the Judge advised that a "combination of workmen
to raise their wages may be considered in a twofold
point of view: one is to benefit themselves, yid the
other is to injure those who do not join their society
The rule of law condemns both." Thus instructed , the
jury found the journeymen "guilty of a combination
to raise wages." Out of the Philadelphia cordwainer
case evolved a legal doctrine holding that workeis
acting in concert to raise wages were involved in a
criminal conspiracy under the common law. The
doctrine endured until 1842 and served as an effective
check on early unionism.

Still, the working people of the United States con-
tinued to press their demands: In 1825, the United
Tailoresses of New York, amomen's trade union
organization, was formed. The National Trade Union
was formed in New York in 1834 and marked the first
attempt towards a national labor federation in the
United States. The first national labor union of a
specific craft, the National Cooperative of Cordwainers,
was organized in New York City in 1836. In 1835,
public employees came into the picture when Navy
Yard workers in Washington, D.C. struck for shorter
hours and general redress of grievances. Workers at
the Philadelphia Navy Yard struck for several weeks
in 1836 and were instrumental in obtaining a ten
hour day at all places where workers were organized
(Pennsylvania, New York and Maryland).
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The consiracy doctrine was modified by the 1842
...

decision of Commonwealth v. Hunt (Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts). In the opinion of
the Court, ".. . a conspiracy must be a combination
of two or more persons, by some concerted action,
to accomplish some criminal or unlawful means."
The Court noted that the power of a labor organiza-
tion could be used for'both honorable and pernicious
purposes, and the doctrine that the actions of a labor
combination were illegal per se Was ex licitly rejected.
This modification of the conspiracy doctrine was
gradually adopted by other courts throughout the
country. Of special significance, though, in this case,
and the earlier cordwainer cases, is the fact that
precedentlad been established for employers to
rely on the courts to estrain unions.

During the 1850's and 1860's there was little effort to
promote a national labor movement. Local unions,
however, continued to concentrate'on maintenance of
apprenticeship rules, the closed shop, higher wages, and
shorter work hours., This period did witness the first
real attempts to form national trade unions. In 1852
the National Typographical Union was organized, and
in 1859 William H. Sylvis formed the National molders'
Union.' Both these organizations endure to the pres-
ent time. Sylvis was also instrumental in forming in
1866.the short lived National Labor Union, a
national organization of labor composed of local and
nationalunions, trades, assemblies, skilled and un-
skilled workers, women and farmers' organizations,
Negro groups, and miscellaneous reform movements.
Thipurposeof the National Labor Union was to
create a unitiwvithin the ranks of labor as Lwhole,
rather than within a specific craft or trade.ibluring
these years public employees were also active and in
1862 employees of the Government Printing Office
struck for several weeks for the eight hour day.

Against the somber background and hard times of
the depression of the 1870's workerS' rose to protest
violently what they considered their ruthless exploi-
tation by employers. Demonstrations were held
throughout the country, often requiring the forceful

. intervention of the police. Strikes aiming miners led
to bloodshed and killings. In 1877' a spontaneous up-
rising by railway workers resulting in such widespread
rioting that the country seemed to he facing a general
labor insurrection.

In the wake of these labor disturbances, violence
flared up in the coal fields of Pennsylvania, and into
this troubled situation came another confusing and
perplexing element. the Molly Maguires. The Molly
Maguires was a terrorist offshoot of the Ancient Order

of Hihernians which terrorized the coal fields and
prevented those miners who wanted to work from
doing so. Members of the "Mollies" Intimidated the
coal operators, threatened foremen and superinten-
dents, and,engaged in sabotage, assassination, and
murder.

To counter the violence of the Mollies, the coal .

operators called in Allan Pinkerton, a Secret Service
Agent who had gained acclaim for his spying against
the Confederacy during the Civil War. Pinkerton sent
James McParlan into the coal fields to gather what
information he could about the Mollies. McParlan
ingratiated himself with the leaders of the Mollies and
eventually became Secretary of his district oiganiza-
tion.. (This possibly gives McParlan the dubious
distinction of being the first labor spy in history. In
1875, a number of arrests werei made. Largely on the
unsubstantiated testimony of McParlan., fourteen
Mollies were imprisoned and ten were hanged. The
secret order was destroyed,-and the leaderless miners
began to slowly gravitate to the Knights of Labor.
The Noble and Holy Order of the Knights of Labor
was organized in Philadelphian 1869 by 'a handful of
tailors. The Order quickly drew attention to itself be-
cause of its elaborate system of ritual, secret hand-
shakes,'and Passwords. The shroud of secrecy, justi-
fied at first as a necessatypeans for preventing perse-
cution by-employers, was finally dropped in 1878.

In 1879, membership in the Knights of Labor was
only 9,287. But after 1881 the Order gww rapidly
and steadily until it could boast in 1885 a member-
ship crf 111,395. Then between the years 1885 and
1887, membership surged to 729,677. There were

_several reasons for this phenomenal growth: the
Order dropped its veil of secrecy; victory in several
important strikes; the hospitality afforded by the
Knights to unskilled workers, and the haven it offered
to incipient industrial unions.

In its make-up the Knights of Labor was not simply a
trade union, but was, in fact, an all-inclusive union.
It was a single general workers' union of all trades and
callings, embracing skilled and unskilled workers alike.
In contrast to many of the craft unions, the Knights
of Labor opened it doors to both black and white
workers. To the workers of America, the Knights
provided an alternative to the familiar pattern of
national trade unionism.

However, the remarkable success Of the Knights was
shortlived. By f890, membership was down to 100,000.
Before the turn of the century, the Noble and Holy
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Ordeewas all but dead. Contributing to its demise
were the revival of craft unions and agrarian elements,
the failure of several strikes led by Knights, and bung.:
ling leadership.

In spite of its brief success, the Knights of Labor con-
tributed much to the American labor movement. It
created a solidarity among Ames n workers that had
previously been nearly non-existent. It offered a chal-
lenge to the rising power df industry by deniastrating
the strength inherent to organized' labor. And these
developments were instrumental in the founding of the
American Federatictn of Labor.

The AFL emerged in December, 1886 from an act of
desperation and a gesture of defiance on the part of a'
handful of trade unionists,who feared the growing
might of the Knights. During its formative years, the
AFL pursued a "pure and simple" unionism, concen-
trating upon immediate goals such as wages, shorter
hours, and improved worlcing conditions rather than
upon ultimate goals.such as major social reform.

The AFL contrasted sharply with the Knights of
Labor. Whereas the Knights was a true federation of
local and district assemblies, the AFL became a loose
confederation of powerful and autonomous national
unions. It could coordinate, advise, help and, at
times, exhort the national unions, but it could not
force theinationals tb do anything. More than any-
thing else, the AFL supplemented the power of the
nationals.

During the early years of the AFL, three significant
incidents ut,t,urred which stand as landmarks in thee
history of labor. The first was the Chicago Haymarket
riot of 1886 which was precipitated by a strike of
40,000 workers for the 8 hour day. In the heat of
events about 3,000 people gathered for a peaceful
meeting in Haymarket Square. The meeting went as
planned and, in fact, the Mayor called the local, pre-
cinct to report everything quiet before he left the
scene. Shortly after the Mayor left, a police inspector
marched a detachment of 180 men into the square
and ordered the crowd to disperse. Theh,'within
minutes a bomb exploded, wounding 66 policemen,
seven of whom died later. The police reacted by
firing wildly into the crowd, killing seven and wound-
ing 200. The identity of the person(s) who pldrited
the bomb remains' unknown, but a number of
Chicago-radicals- - - anarchists and socialists- - - were
arrested. Without a shred of evidence linking these
men to the bomb, seven were sentenced to be hanged
and eight were sentenced to fifteen years' imprison-

ment. The primary results of this tragic affair were
the alienation of the general public from the goals of
the labor movement and the postponement for a few
years of the-push for the eight hour day.

The second significant incident was the 1892 steel
strike at Homestead, Pennsylvania. The central issue
in this dispute was the unilateral announcement by
Carnegie Steel of cuts in the wage scale of 18 to 26
percent.

In response to.demonstrations by the workers,
managbment of the company shut down;the Home-
Steadplants. Then the company made arrangements
with the Pinkerton Agency for 300 armed men to
help crush Or union. As the agents were being towed
up the Monongahela River towards Homestead, they
exchanged shots with the workers. Three agents and
seven workers were killed. Six -clays latertheGoverior
of Pennsylvania sent in state militia to assume control
of the town. Steel workers in Pittsbitrgh then went
out on a sympathy strike with the Homestead workers.

. .

Later in the fall, twenty-seven.of the Hontestead '

strikers werkindicated for treason against the state of
Pennsylvania. Eventually the courts vindicated these
men, but their cause was lost. With the union
treasury depleted' the ban on working for Carnegie
Steel was finally lifted after five months. The power
of the union in the steel industry was smashed.

4.;

The third major ihcident waS the Pullman strike of
June, 1894. Employees of the Pullman Palace Car
Company struck in protest against a 25 to 40 percent
wage cut and intolerable living conditions in their
company-dominated town. The workers were
members of the American Railway Union, an in-
dustrial union organized by Eugene V. Debbs. When
Debbs ordered a boycott against all trains with Pull-
min cars, the twenty railroads were tied up.

Eventually the federal government entered the pic-
ture on grounds that the strike was interfering with
interstate commerce and transportation of the mails.
Troops were called in, Debbs was arrested, and court
injunctions were used to restrain the strikers. Thus
facing the combined opposition of the employer and
the government, the strike, along with the American
Railway, Union, collapsed.

Of particular interest in the Pullman strike was the
ironic fact that the injunction was issued under the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act, a law passed in 1890 for the
expressed purpose of curium, 1-rge corporations such
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as Pullman. The-Supreme Court sustained the injunc-
tion and, in effect, the business community had again
found an ally in the courts. Much of labor's energy
was subsequently devoted to fighting a series of legal
battles before judges who were inclined to sympathize
more with property rights-than with people Tights.

During the early decades of the 20th century the
fortunes of labor, like the tide, continued to rise and

. fall:

The In ternationaj Ladies' Garment Workers
Union (AFL) was organized in 1900. The
Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and
Tin Workers (AFL) lost fourteen union
contracts after a three month strike against U.S.
Steel.

The Department of Commerce and Labor was
created in 1903. In 1905 the Supreme Court
held unconstitutional a maximum hours law
for bakers (Lochner V. New York, 198 U.S. 45).

In 19186, the International Typographical jUnion
(AFL) successfully struck for the eight hour day.
In 1908, the Supreme Court found unconstitu-
tional Section.10 of the Erdman Act, which
outlawed "yellow-dog" contracts (U.S. v. Adair,
208,U.S. 161.)

The Department of Labor was established in
1913. In 1917, the Sheriff of Bisbee, Arizona
deported 1200 striking members of the Indus-
trial Workers of the World.

The Industrial Workers of the World (1WW), commonly
called the Wobblies, was formed in 1905. In all respects,
the IWW was the antithesis of the AFL. It proclaimed
that workers and capitalists had nothing in common
and envisioned the final overthrow of the capitalists
system to be accomplished by organizing workers into
militant industrial unions. The 1WW appealed to the
unskilled, did not accept the sanctity of agreements -
with empldyers, and predicted the ultimate victory
for socialism.

The life of the 1WW was turbulent. The organization
fought on battlefronts that ranged from coast to
coast. Before the end of World War 1, it had been
involved in some 150 strikes. By 1912, it could boast
around 100,000 members. The successes of the IWW
refle-aed, in part, weaknesses of the AFL. It centered
attention on the desperate needs of the masses of un-
skilled workers, gave impetus to industrial unionism,

and forced traditional labor leaders to look beyond
the confines of trade unionism.

or a number of reasons, however, the 1WW did not
last beyond World Wai 1. I t failed to consolidate-and
stabilize its membership, to accommodate internal
differences or to withstand severely repressive mea-
sures applied by the government because of the IWW's
anti-War stand.

During these years inroads were also being made in
federal sector unionism. In 1906, the Post Office
Clerks became the first national labor organization ,

composed entirely of government employees to
affiliate with the AFL. The Lloyd-LaFollette Act of
1912 gave Postal employees the right to organize and
to petition Congress for redress of grievances. The
National Federation of Federal Employees and the
National Association of Letter Carriers were chartered
by tbe AFL in 1917.

At the conclusion of World War I, many of labor's
victories were achieved pn the legislative front. the
Railway Labor Act, passed in 1926 and applicable to
railroad and certain other transpoftation workers
engaged in interstate commerce, required employers
to bargain collectively and not to discriminate against
union,members. In 1929, the Hawes-Cooper Act
provided for regulation in interstate commerce of
convict-made goods. The Davis-Bacon Act of 1931
mandated the payment of prevailing wage rates to
laborers and mechanics employed by the contractors
and subcontIactors of,public congtructions. The
1932 Anti-Injunction (Norris-LaGuardia) Act out-

lawed federal injunctions in labor disputes except as
specified and further prohibited "yellow-dog" contracts.
The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 provided for
maximum hours, minimum wages, and the abolition
of child labor.

Still, labor did have its defeats on both the legislative
and jUdicial fronts. For example, the child labor laws
were repealed and the courts weakened the impact of
anti-trust legislation. Attorney General A. Mitchell
Palmer, in cracking down on alleged radicalism after
World War 1, conducted numerous raids throughout
the nation upon the homes of known or suspected
radicals, arresting everyone found on the premises.
These raids were not directed against unions perse,
but,one of their effects was to inhibit the growth of
the American labor movement. Faced with internal
stagnation, the depression, and opposition from both
governnient and industry, union membership began to
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wane. Membership in the AIL, for example, dropped
from 4,079,000 in 1920 to 2,127,000 in 1933.

The National.Labor Relations (Wagner) Act of 1935
established the National Labor Relations Board and
set forth the first national labor policy of protecting
the right of workerstto organize and to elect their
representatives for the purpose of collective bargain-
ing. The Preamble to the National Labor Relations
Act sets forth, perhaps better than any other example,
the reasons and philosophy which promoted much of
the pro-labor legislation enacted during those years.

The inequality of bargaining power between
employees who do not possess full freedom of
association or actual liberty of contract, and
employers who are organized in the corporate
or other forms of ownership association sub-
stantially burdens and affects the flow of
commerce, and tends to aggravate recurrent
business depr,essions, by depressing wage rates
and the purchasing power of wage earners in
industry and by preventing the stabilization of
competitive wage rates and working conditions
within and between industries.

Experience has proved that protection by law of
the rights of employees to organize and bargain
collectively safeguards commerce from injury,
impairtent, or interruption, and promotes the
flow of commerce by removing certain recog-

i nized sources Tf industrial strike and unrest, by
encouraging certain practices fundamental to the
friendly adjustment of industrial disputes arising
out of differences as to wages, hours or othei
working conditions, and by restoring equality of
bargaining power between employers and
employees.

It is,hereby declared to be-the policy of the
United States to eliminate the causes of certain ,

substantial obstructions to the free flow of com-
merce and to mitigate and elimiante these
obstructions when they have occurred by en-
couraging the practice and procedures of collec-
tive bargaining and by protecting the exercise
by workers of full freedom of association, self-
organization, and designation of representatives
of their own choosing, for the purpose of nego-
tiating the terms and conditions of their employ-
ment or other mutual aid or protection.

80
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In the 1930's a problem which had been brewing for
some time in the A'L finally came to a head, namely,
the conflict between industrial and craft unionism.
Broadly speaking, the question was whether workers
in mass production industries should be organized on
an industrial rather than a craft basis. The issue was
hotly contested at the 1934 and 1.935 AFL conven-
tions. A minority of the Resolutions Committee
favoring industrial unions was defeated at the 1935
convention. Shortly thereafter. nine leaders in the
pro-industrial faction met and organized a Conunittee
for Industrial Organization to "encourage and pro-
mote organization of workers in mass production ,
industries."

For two years there was continual bickering between
the AFL and the Committee. All efforts at com-
promise failed and in May 1938, after the CIO unions
left the AFL, the Committee for Industrial Organiza-
tion was reconstituted as the Congress of Industrial
Organizations with John L. Lewis as President. The
American Labor movement was thus divided with
one faction, the AFL, emphasizing craft unionism and ,
the other faction, the CIO, concentrating on industrial
unionism. This period of competition had the side ;*
effect of prOducing significant union growth. AFL
unions became more oriented toward industrial
workers and competed with the CIO for these new
members.

During and after the New Deal Era, labor fought
battles in Congress, in the courts, and on the picket
line. A listing of significant achievements would
include the following:

1935 The Federal Social Security Act was
enacted.

1936 United Rubber Workers (CIO) won
recognition at Good Year Tire and
Rubber Company

1937 General Motors recognized the United
Automobile Workers.

1937 National Labor Relations Act held
constitutional by the United States
Supreme Court (NLRB v. lone:land
Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1).

1941 United Automobile Workers won
recognitionat Ford Motor Company
after a ten da strike.t,,

1942 The United S eel Workers of America
was formed.
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During the late 1930's and 1940's there was con-
siderable industrial'expansion and intensive union
organizing in the United States. For example, the
combined membership in the AFL and in the CIO
was up to 12,931,000 in 1945. The rise in union
membership, coupled with the pent-up demands of
workers resulting from the economic controls of
World War II, led to a number of industry-wide strikes
in the years between 1945 and 1947: The Republican-
dominated Congress, pushed by public opinion and
industry argument that the pendulum had swung too
far on the side of labor, enacted in 1947 over President
Harry S. Tatilaft-i-Veto the Taft - Hartley Amendments
to theNationattabor Relations Act. Amont other
things, tigVt expanded the NLRB from three to five
members, outlawed the closet' shop, enumerated union
unfair labor practices, prohibited,government em-
ployees from striking, gave to states the right to pro-
hibit union shop clauses which required compulsory
union membership, and gave management"free
speech" rights to speak out against union organizing
so long as there was no coercion, intimidation, threats,
or promises by management.

The presidents of both the AFL and the CIO died in
November 1952, and with their demise arose a unique
opportunity to end the old and out-moded hostility
between the two organizations. The new presidents,
George Meany of the AFL and Walter P. Reuther of
the CIO, were committed to settling the differences

had divided the American Labor movement
for tw. ecades. To this end they concluded; in
1953, a year no-raiding agreement. A joint Unity

was later established to explore possible
ways to effect a merger. In February, 1955, the
Committee announced that full agreemeit had been
reached for the merger of the AFL and CIO into a
unified federation. The merger was quickly-ratified by
the affiliated unions, and in December 1955 the new
AFL-CIO held its first convention. With the founding
of the AFL-CIO approximately 16 million workers
were brought into a single Federation.

The es Is of the new Federation were
several an included increasing union organizing in
general and especially in the South; encouraging the
merger of international union affiliates while pre-
serving the existing concept of union autonomy, and
eliminating much of the overlapping jurisdictions 6.,
created by the merger of the AFL and the CIO.

These goals were not significantly achieved, and the
American labor movement did not appreciably ex-

. pand in the early yearsollowing the merger. A

o 01

lessening of public support and a shift from the blue
collar economy, where union membership strength
has historically been greatest, to a white collar/
service oriented economy accounted in.large measure
for this poor showing.

During the late 1950's the investigations of the
McClellan Committee revealed instances of trade
union corruption. Following these revelations the
AFL-C10 established an Ethical-Practices Coninittee
which ultimately led to the expulsion of several
affiliated unions, most notably the Teamsters, thp
largest union in the United States.

In the 1960's the United AutomobileWorkers,,the
nation's second largest union, became increasingly
critical of the way the AFL-C10 handled such pro-
blems as organizing the unorganized, unemployment
and poverty, civil rights, and foreign affairs. Thesg
differences, plus the personality conflict between
George Meany and Walter Reuther, eventually
resulted in the UAW being separated from the
Federation.

Faced with corporate concentration and the emer-
gence of corporate "conglomerates", in recent years
unions have developed new methods and structures.
For example, unions have engaged in multi-union
coordinated bargaining - severatunions negotiating
with a single company, such as Getjer al FAectric, or a
single industry, such as copper.

The hope of the AFL-C10 merger for eliminating
competing jurisdictions began to take shape in the
mid-1960's and is continuing to the present time.
Among union mergers in the past few years are the
following:

c, 81
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United Packinghouse Workers and the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters.

Pulp, Sulphite and Paper.Mill Workers and
the United Papermakers and Paperworkers.

_Five postal unions merged to become the
American Postal Workers Union.

The Journeymen Stonecutters, the Mine, Mill
and Smelter Workers, and District 50 Allied
and Technical Workers have all merged into
the Steelworkers Union.

J.

Several Unions in the printing industry have `,"4"
merged.

"a?
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Professiohal Air Traffic Controllers and the
Marine E.cgmeers Benevolent Association.

Hawaii Government Employee's Association
and the Rhode Wand State Employees
Association merged with the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees.]

rican Federation of Teachers and the
Nation'al Education Association are debating
merg at the national level, and in some
mstance state and local affiliates of these
two org izations have already merged.

The Lus Angeles Cuunty Employees Association
and the Santa Clara Cuunty (Calif.) Employees
Association have merged with the Service
Employees International Union.

Additional mergers have occurred, and more are anti-
cipated in the future, especially among public
employee unions and associations.

Another goal of the AFL-CIO merger convention - that
of organizing the unorganized workers - appears to be
taking shape, especially among government workers at
all levels, farm workers, and generally among white
collar workers. Coupled with this has beet/ an increasing
militancy among formerly non-union groups, such as
engineers and other types of professionals, which has
caused the traditionally docile-professional associations
to become more militant 'and to move closer to the
traditiOtal trade union model.

The last ten years have seen a remarkable growth in
public sector unionism. At the Federal level, Presidents
John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon acknowledged
the importance of labor relations by issuing,four execu-
tive orders on labor-management relatiorls in the Federal
service. Figures for the Federal service show that in
1971 postal unions represented 88 percent of the
postattmployees and that 53 percent of all non -
postal executive branch employees were represented
by unions holding exclusive recognition rights.

At the state and local ley!. public employee organi-
zations have also shown tremendous growth. The
National Education Association has over a million
classroom teachers in membership. Its AFL-CIO
rival,-the American Federation of Teachers, has
had an increase in membership of better than 140
percent in less than five.years. The New York Civil
Service Employees Association has more .than 100,000

82

members,pnd the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees has 650,000 mem-
bers. By 1970, twenty-two states had adopted laws to
provide for some form of collective bargaining by
public employeeson the state and/or local level.
In 1972, three states, Hawaii, Pennsylvania, and Alaska,
had adopted collective bargaining laws granting public
,employees the right to strike.

Not since the surge of unionism in (he 1930's has the
American labor movement experienced anything like
the growth of public sector unionism in the 1960's
All indications are that this growth will continue.

Thus, the decade of the 1970'spolds Forth an Atneri- -

can labor movement which is underg9ing both struc
tural and ideologicaLchange, the ()income of whichis
still unpredictable. It may pe assumed, Ifowever, that
the American labor movement will continue to play
an important role in the economic, social, and
political future of America.

L
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According to the Department of Labor, membership
of 185 national and internatiohal unions headquarter-
ed in the United States reached a record high of 20.7
million in 1970. Included in this number were 16
million members in 114 unions affiliated with the
Amencan Federation of Labor and Congress of Indus-
trial Organitations (AFL-CIO) and approximately
4.8 million members in unaffiliated national and local
independent unions. In the years between 1964 and
1970 unions recruited approximately 500,006 workers
annually, indicating that the Americ'an labor move-
ment is still a dynamic force in the United States.

THE AFL-CIO

The chief components,of the AFL-CIO are the
national and international unions, internally the
trades and industrial departments, and the state and
local central bodies. Structurally speaking, the AFL-
CIO is the top unit in the American labor movement.-
(See Chart 1). In terms of power', however, the AFL-
CIO neither rules nor dominates its affiliated unions,
rather, it depends on the affiliated unions for its
existence. The AFL-030 can exert little influence
over non-conformi mons other than through'
expulsion, intposin n of sanctions, or withholding
of services.

Conventions

The supreme governing body of the AFL-CIO is the
biennial convention. Each union affiliated with the
Federation is entitled to conventionrepresentation
according to the average membership on which per
capita tax has been paid. This means that voting -
strength lies with those unions which have the largest
membership. Between conventions the executive
officers, assisted by the Executive Council and the
General Board, direct the affairs of the AFL-CIO.

ecutive Officers

The executive officers of the AFL-CIO are the
president and the secretary-treasurer. The president,
as chief executive officer, has authority to interpret

:8 5 ,

the constitution between meetings of the Executive
Council. He also directs the staff orthe Federation
and exercises general supervision over Federation
affairs. The secretary- treasurer is responsible for all

financial matters. At the current time George Meany
of the Plumbers' Union and Lane Kirkland of the

Marine Engineers are respectively president and
secretary-treasurer of the AFL-C10.

Executive Council

The Executive Counl is the unit of the. Federation
empowered out policy as determined by the
convention. It must meet at least three times a year,
on call of the president. Membership of-the Executive
Council consists of the president, the secretary-
treasurer, and thirty-three vice presidents. Because

members of The Executive Council are generally pre-
sidents of the larger or strategically powerful unions,
the Council is the singlennost important body in

determining andcarrying out AFL-CIO policy Among
the duties of the Executive Council are; proposing
and evaluating legislation Ofinterest to the labor
movement, assisting affiliated unidhs in organizing
activities, chartering new national and international
unions, and policing and keeping the federation free
from corruption and commu t or fascist influence.
To achieve the latter, the Counci as the right to
investigate any affiliate accused of wrong doing and,
at the completion of the investigation, make recom-
mendations or give directions to the affiliate involved.
The Council also .is given the right to (1) conduct
hearings on charges that a Council member is guilty
of diaffeasahce or maladministration, and report to
the convention recommending the appropriate action;
(2) remove from office or refuse to seat, by two-thirds
vote, any executive officer or council member found

to be a member or follower of a subversive organiza-
tion, (3) hear appeals in jurisdictional dispqtes.

The General Board

Rounding, out the top of the AFL-C10 structure is
the General Board, consisting of all thirty-five members
of the EXecutive Ccluticil and a principle officer of
each affiliated union and department The General
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Board meets upon call of the president and acts on
matigisieferrelLtaidaytheextcutive.-43ffit-ef-s .wthe
txecutive Council.

Trade and Industrial Departments

The AFL -CIA constitution provides for six trade and
industrial departments. These seek to promote the
interests of specific groups of workers which are in
different unions but have certain strong common
interests. Most of the unions #filiated with the AFL-
CIO are also affiliated with o4 or more of the de-
partments. At present the six departments are: (1
the Building and Construction Trades Department;
F2) the Metal Trades Departmerit.'(3) theUnion
Label' and Service Trades Department, (4) the Mara -
time Trades Department; (5) the Railroad Employees
Department; and (6) the Industrial Onion Department.
There,is also a Government EmployeisSouncil (made
up of all unions having public employee membeis)
which currently does not have department status.

Standing Committees and Staff Departments

The constitution authorizes the president to ap
standing committees to carry on legislative, Ep
educational, civil, rights, and other activities. 'here
are currently fifteen of these committees.

Membership is generally composed-of variou tsj_

bers of the AFL-CIO General Board, that is, the
officers of the Executive Council and the principld
officer of eaChaffiliated union and department. These
committees operate under the directiorof the pre-
sident andare subject to the authority of the E cu-,.
tive Council and the convention. From the peri dic
deliberations of the standing committees come p icy
statements or recommendations acid many of the
resolution's considered, and promeigated by the

ibienniaLoonvention.. ,

under the direction of the president. They operate
in the same functional asthe standing commit- -
tees and in whatever other fielday be determined
by the president, the Executive Council, or the con-

,

,vention, The staff departments, unlike the standing
committees, are headed and staffed by hired, full. ;
time professionafiemployees of the AFL -CfO.

Staff depa'rtments areestablished where, appro.!) rate

31

One of the most important standing ,committees
is the ucali (COPE).
this committee is engaged in extensive political
activity and makes a constant effort to swing
the electoral and financial support of. labor ,
behind candidates (and polic;as that are most
desirable from labor's point of view. COPE
analyzes the voting record of elected officials and
publicizes these records as part of its continuing
political education program. As elections approach,
candidates are endorsed, press releases are prepared
and dissiminated, brochures are printed, and [pical
rallies are held. Committee members at the local level

-urge unregistered voters to register and try to.get
voters to the polls. There may even be house-to-house
and telephone canvassing it oport of pro-labor
candidates.

To further the organizing activities of the AFL-CIO,
Article X of the constitution established a separale
Department of Organization to operate under thee
general direction of the president. The directorkis
appointed by the president, subject to approval by
the Executive Council. The detartment has its own
staff, which,is situated in regions throughout the
Ignited States, and other resources necessary to carry
out its activities.- The organizing staff provides organi-
zing assistance to affiliated unions upon, requeo.

.

Ideal and State Central Bodies

At the local and state level are two types of AfL-C10
organizations with which local unions may affiliate
(Chart II). The local central bodies receive their
charters from the AFL-CIO. Their members are the
local unions within a ,stipulated geographic area. The
locals send delegates to meetings which are held
monthly onbi-monthlivAn important function of
the local central body is to unite the political efforts
of local unions:.They lobby for union interests, en-
dorse candidates for office through local Committee
on Political Education, try to secure appointments
of officials friendly to labor, facilitate cooperation
between unions, promote the union label and respect
for picket lines, and represent organized labor at
public functions. Often national unions do not'
require their locals toliffiliate with local central bodies
and currently 'only about-5,0 per cent of the AFL-
CIO, locals are affiliated,with their respective local
central bodies. o 4

At the state level there are state centrarbodies
charterdd by the AFL-CIO. The membership of these

-86
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lxidies is made up of local unions and local central
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these state federations is political action. through
state Committees on Political Education they monitor
legislation and make a strong effort to deliver voles
to endorsed candidates. They are sometimes active
in assisting unions in organizingefforts, carrying on
public relations promotional activities for their con-
stituents, providing research data to affiliated unions,
and coordinating and promoting labor educational
programs within their states.

Jurisdictional Problems

Former AFL and CIO affiliates joined the new
Federation as fully 'autonomous unions and retained
the same Jurisdictional rights they held prior to the ,

merger..These principles are expressed as follows in
/Article III, section 4 of the constitution. "The

integrity of each . affiliate of this Federation shall
be maintained and preserved." The concepts of auto.
nomy and jurisdictional rights find further support in

article III, section 7, which gives the Executive Council
the right to issue charters to new organizations only if
their jurisdiction does not conflict with that of present
affiliates because "each affiliated national and inter-
national union is entitled to have its autonomy,
integrity, and jurisdiction protected and preserved."
On the problem of craft versus industrial form of
organization, the issue primarily responsible for the
1935 split, the new constitution recognizes that
"both Craft and industrial unions are appropriate, equal,
and necessary.as methods of trade union organization
...." (art. VIII, sec. 9). The constitution acknowledges
the existence of overlapping jurisdictions which might
lead to conflicts within the Federation. Affiliates
are urged to eliminate such problems "through the
process of voluntary agreement or voluntary merger
in consultation with the appropriate officials of the
Federation "-(art III, sec. 10J.

New and enlarged machine to rwalace the proce-
dures'previously provided for under the No-Raiding
Agreement (art.'111, sec. 9) was adopted at the 1961
convention and incorporated in a new section of the
constitution, article XX, Settlement of Internal
Disputes. Under the terms of this article, affiliates
are required to respect the established collective
bargainingand work relationships of every other
affiliate. In a dispute, the case first goes to a
mediator chosen from a panel of mediators, "com-
posed of persons from within the labor moveinent
.(sec. 8). Should the mediator not be able to settle'

4
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the dispute within 14 days. it is then feferred to an
impartial umptre seleuied f-Kim a panel- "4:Ainposed
of prominent and respected persons ... "(sec 9), .

for a decision which is to go into effect 5 days after
it has been handed down, unless an appeal has been
filed. An appeal case is first referred to a sub-commit-
tee of the Executive Council which can either dismiss
it or submit it to the full Executive Council for a
final decision. A variety of sanctions are provided
against noncomplying unions, including loss of the
right to invoke the disputes settlement thachinery
and possible suspension. The Federation is further .

authorized to publicize the fact that a union has
refused to comply with a decision and it can extend,
"every appropriate assistance and aid" (le 15) to an
aggrieyed union.

.A panel of impartial umpires and a panel Of officers
of international unions handle the mediation of '
internal disputes. All members of the Federation's.
Executive Council serve on the subcommittees which
screen appeals and hear complaint's of noncompliants

Functions of the AFL-CIO

Basically, the function of the AFL-CIO is to promote
the interests, of unions and workers. The specific
means to accomplish this end are quite varied. One--
major task is to encomu4e organization among the un-
organized. As mentioned, earlier, the federation is
also deeply involved in political activity, primarily
through its Committee on Political Education (COPE)
Top officers frequently testify before congressional
committees and the labor lobby is very active during
sessions of Congress. The AFL-CIO also maintains
legal, education, research, editorial, and other staffs
that prdvide services to affiliated Onions and other-
wise promote the cause of labor by the application
of their specialized skills.

A glance at the policy resolutions adopted by the
AFL-CIO at its 1971 convention illustrates the
numerous and diveise local, national, and international
issues to which the federation directs its attention.
For example, the AFL-CIO:

ResZilves to work for legislation guaranteeing
, public employees the same right tp strike as is..

accorded employees in the private sector.

Supports enactment of a national health security
law.

e
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-Urges the federal government to develop a
"cuk .rehensive and coordinated national inven

NATIONAL UNION MEMBERSHIP

RENDS-AND-CHAGES OFtory of need for housing; community facilities and
public services."

Gives priority attention to closing capital-gains/
loopholes and to ending thospecial tax privileges
of oil, gas, and other mineral industries.

Urges modernization of state and local governments
and increasing the flow of federal catagorical
grants-in aid to state and local governments for
specific programs.

Supports the construction of a feasible atomic
breeder reactor technology.

Seeks a $2.50 per hour minimum wage.

Endorses legislation to remedy problems,associaterb
with meaningless and ineffeetive warranties on
consumer products.

Favors a "comprehensive reorganization and
fundamental improVement of the unemployment
insurance system under a single federal program:'

Seeks to increase the minimum basic family
assistance payrient "to 53000 and to no less than
the poverty level (currently $3,900) within a few
years."

Urges the federal government to "secure a gradual
reduction of strategic offensive as well as defensive
nuclear and other sophisticated weapons."

This is but a cursory look at the diverse issues which
receive the attention of the Federation. It serves,
nevertheless, as atough indication of the many
social, political, economic, and scientific issues on
which the time, money and energy of the AFL-CIO is
expended. aj

NI

After the enactment of the Wagner Act in 1935 and
until the end of World War II, union membership
scored a four-fold gain. In subsequent yearsinember.,
ship first stabilized and then grew slowly, reaching a
peak of 17.5niillion (exclusive of,Canada) in 1956.
lt declined again in the late fifties and early sixties,
but began to recover during the mid- sixties. As chart
III indicates, union membership ( exlcusive of Canada)
has risen each year since 1964. It reached 19.1t mil-

lion in 1970, the highest point in labor history.
Continued membership gains rest with the.general
economic state of the country and labor's ability to
organize workersin the public sector and other growth
areas, particularly the service industries and white -
collar employees.

'The Teamsters (Ind), the Nation's largest union,
registered a substhritial growth during the period 1951
to 1970, rising from one million to a high of
1,828,500, the largest absolute increase for any union.
The Auto Workers and the Steelworkers reflected the
cyclical movement of business activity, e.g., both
suffered sharp declines in.the 1957-58 and 1960-61
recessions and both have gained members as employ-
ment in their respective industries has grown in recent
years. The UAW recorded a total of 1,485,600 mem-

bers in 1970, surpassing its previous high of
1,472,700 in' 1968. The Steelworkers have cotttinutl
to maintain membership above one million from 1966
through 1970.

8 8
4

In 1968, the largest unions, each with 400,000 mem-
bers or more, numbered eleven.

4
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CHART III

MEMBERSHIP OF NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL UNIONS -1/

. 1930 - 1970

Millions of members
20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2
1

1930 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

c

Excludes Canadian membership but includes areas outside
the United States. Members of AFL -CIO directly affiliated
local unions gre also included: For the years 15148-52, mid-
points of membership estimates, which were expressed as

ranges, were used.

These eleven unions covered 47 percent of total mem-
bership in 1968., compared with 45 percent in )966
and 43 percent in 1964 and 1962. At the other
extreme, 88 unions, or close to one-half of all unions
(each with 25,000 workers or less), represented 3

89
54

percent of total membership. All indications thus
point to a growing concentration of union member-
ship in a small number pf unions. _.
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This is alsdregected in the trend of the past few
years towardi union mergers. For example, among
union mergers'in the last few years are-the following:

The Los Angeles Gigninty Employees Association an
the Santa Clara4ounty (Calif.) Employees

Association have merged with the Servict
ployeec internatirvai TI11ion -.!

'

rated Packinghouse Workers and the Amalga-
mated Meat Cutters

Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers and the
United Paperwokers arid Paperworkers

Five postal unions merged to become the '
American Postal Workers Union

The journeymen Stonecutteis, the Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers, and District 50 Allied and
Technical Workers have all merged into the
Steelworkers Union

ts

, Several unions in the printing industry have merged

Professional Air Traffic Controllers and the
. Marine Engineers Benevole,nt Association

Hawaii Government Employees Association and
the Rhode Island State Employees Associations
have merged with the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees

The American Federation of Teachers and the,:
,National E ucation Association are debating
merging at the national level, and in some instances
state and local affiliates of these two organizations
have already merged

In recent years the most noteworthy shifts have

roccurred among public employee unions. Of 11 unions
that gained W0,000 members or more in the 1960-
70 period (Chart IV) the American Federation of

Government Employees registered the greatest growth,

going from a membership of 70,300 in 1960 to ,

324,900 in 1970, an increase of 362.2 percent. .
kanking second in overall growth was the American
Federation of Teachers with a growth rate of 265.3
percent over the past ten years, gaining 149,100 mem-
bers over its membership of 56,200 in 1960. The
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees was third in growth, going from a member-
ship of 210,000 in 1960 to 444,500 in 1970, an
increase of I I I.7 percentnBoth the Service Employees

and the Laborer's also count most of their growth
during this period to public employee organization...

NATIONAL UNION STRUCTURE'

AND FUNCTION

The size, strength, and method of operation among ..
unions vary considerably and for this reasodit is
imprudent to generalize about the structure of all
national and international unions. However, the
organizational make-up of most unions is similar (see
chart V) and resemble that of the AFL-CIO.

Chart IV

Unions that gained .100,000 members or more, 1960-70

Union

1960 1968 1,970 Number Percent

""

, Auto Workers (Ind.) 1,136,100 1,472,700 1,485,600 349,500 30.8
Teamsters (Ind.) . 1,484,400 1,755,000 1,828,500 4, 344,100 23.2
Retail Clerks 342,000 552,000 605,200 263,200 76.2
Government (AFGE) 70,300 ti 294,700 324,900 254,600 362.2
State, County 210,000 364,500 444,5Q0 234,500 1 I 1.7
SerVice Employees . 272,000 389,000 435,000 163,000 59.9
Communication's Wrkrs -11 259,900 . 357500 421,600 161,760 62.2
Electrical (IBEW) 771,000 897,100 92 I ,700 I50,700 19.5

14 1: Teachers 56,200 165,00Q 205,300 149,100 265.3
.1 Laborers 1" 442500 553,100 580,000 137,500 31.1

Etigineers, Operating 291,000 350,000 392,800 101,800 34.9
(,-

9 0
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Union conventions

The supreme authority and sole.legislative bRay of a
unioriinfie general conventiori,-CoTriposed (Adele-
gates from all its local organizations. Like the AFL-
CIO convention, the number of delegates that each
local organization sends to tEigenerif conventions"'
generally proportionate to the size of the local mem-
bership. However, as a means to avoid too great a
domination by large locals, a common practice is to
allow a decreasing ratio of delegates as the size of the
local increases. Conventions normally meet every
two years, and are required by law to meet at least
every five years.

Union Officers

A typical union will have a president, a secretary-
treasurer, an executive board or council, and a-num-
ber of appointed officials such as organizers, auditors,
national representatives, editors, educational and
research staff. The union president, whose authority
isygranted through the constitution, is responsible for
the day-to-day operations of the union. In some
unions the presidency is an honorary position while

,4 in other unions the office of the president houses
immense power. The responsibilities of the secretary-
treasurer and other officers also vary from union to
union. .

The Executive Board

The Executive Board is the highest authority between
conventions. It executes the instructions of the con-
vention and sets policy between conventions.

Function of the Union

There are several key functions performed by national
unions, which are the promotion of organization
within the trade or industry, bargaining directly with
employers or assisting Ideals with their bargaining,
lending assistance to strike bound locals and keeping
a close watch on legislative, political, and legal
developments. The national unions may also handle
the he and welfare programs of the union, pub-'
lish a joWPII, and operate some sort of research and
education programs. Recent years have witnessed ark!'

. increasing centralization of power in the national
union at the expense of the affiliated locals. Factors
accounting for this include the spread ofIndustry-wide

or regional bargaining and the need for technical and
specialized data that only the res urces of the national
tutIOn can provide.

I

Intermediate Union Offices

Ofteginserted between the national union and the
local union is an intermediate body in the form of a
district or regional office or council. The director of
this office exercises a general type of supervision Over
local unions within a defined geographic area. The
district director, who may be either elected or
appointed, assists the locals with bargaining and
-organizational problems while carrying out national
policy, in his area.

LOCAL UNION STRUCTURE
AND FUNCTION

The number of local unions chartered by national and
international unions in 1968 was 77,183. More than
one-half of all the locals were affiliated with only
eighteen unions, each having 1000 locals or more.
At the opposite extreme, 13tunions, each with less
than 400 locals, had less than one - fifth, of the total
number of locals. The average local has about 250,,
members. Regardless of size or numbers, howeyet,
the local union is the primary concern of the rank
and file memberi. .

Structure of the Local Union

The local Union is the buildingthlock of the national
unions, and indeed, of the entire-labor movement.
Locals have widely differing jurisdictions. Some en-
compass just a single plant. With a trend toward
white-collar organization, however, there are often
two or more locals in the same plant one for
production workers and the other for clerical.
Frequehtly,there are separate locals fr members of
skilled crafts within the same plants. f

t. ifThe formal ortanization of a local unio'' is nornally.
determined by its constitution. Inmost
membership *teeing is the supreme authority. These
meetings approve the admission of new members act
as the last local resort on disciplinary actiorrweview
financial administration, discuss proposed collective
bargaining terms, and.ultimately approve or reject the
collective bargaining agreement, approve-the calling of

D
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sirikes,;and pass on amendments to the_locaVunion also_engaged in such tasks as educating
Hr. t i rs.a ire s-4.1 tt a tY-la

Local Union Off ders

Local union constitutions also.govern the eligibility,
election, and terms of office of local union officers.
The local officers usually President, vice-president,

secretary-treasurer, recording secretaries, trustees, and,
in craft locals, the business agent are elected by the
membership in secret-ballot elections. Depending on
the size of the local, officers may be full-time union
employees or they may receive only token renumer-
ation for their union services. A typical small-plant
local might have a part-time president and a secretary-
treasurer who may or may not be a full-time officer.
In craft type industries, such as theibuilding trades
where employment is scattered among many small
employers, locals will often have a business manager
who is invariably the most important officer in the
local. Among other duties, he is the chief bargainer
for the local; protects the local's jurisdiction against
rival claims; and policies the worksite to see that
only union members in good standing are employed
and that union conditions are complied with. Union
stewards work at their regular jobs but have the right',
usually provided in the contract, to use working time
to represent the union through investigating and
handling employee complaints or grievances.

The Executive Committee

The executive committee consists of the principal
officers of the local. Its primary responsibility is to
determine general local union policy. It has sole
control over arknistrative business such as financial"

,questions, community relations, the writing of by-
laws, and appointment of committees. Employee
grievances are normally handled by the executive
committee, although in some locals a separate
grievance committee exists. ,

a

Functions of the Local Union

In a number of areas, the functions of the' local
union overlap, those of the national, especially in-
the area of collective bargaining. Functions that
are primarily withinthe local's province include day-
to-day policing of the uniop-management contract,
processing grievinces of workers, managing the con-
duct of strikes, and collecting duestandassessments.

carrying on programs of political action, cooperating
with civic groupsin community affairs, and promoting
socialfunetions of its Members.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this paper has been to acquaint the
reader with the American Labor Movement as it exists
today. To accomplish this, attention was directed to
the structure and function of the AFL-CIO and its
constituent elements, the national and local union..,
The point was made that while the AFL-CIO is the
top structural unit in the American Labor movement,
it has little real power over affiliated Members. The
heart and strength of the American labor movement is,
in fact, the national union.

,/

In the same manner that the American labor move-
ment derives its strength from the national union, so
too does the national union derive its strength from t
the local union. Locals are the building blocks of the
national union. Without them there would be no
national union. Indeed, without them there would
be no labor movement.

I
Thus both the AFL-CIO anckational unions depelid
upon subordinate bodies for their strength. But
these subordinate bodies, in turn, derive their strength
from the larger badiekito which they belong: national
unions depend upon the AF,L-CIO and local unions
depend upon national unions for support and ser-
vices. In short, all three of these elements - the
AFL-GIO, the.national union, and the local, union:
exist intmutually beneficial relationships. Each
derives its existence from and exists for the other
two.. And it is'Athin this intricate relationship
that the essence of the American labor movement is
found, -

8 RN 11-3
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ORGANIZING CAMPAIGN

The "management team" does have certain options
open to it during the organiiing period. Assuming the
procedures outlined for the pre-organizational period
have been established, management should be able
to:

Quickly ascertain that a concerted organizing
drive has begun.
Make certain that the entire management team
is aware of the act that an organizing.drive has
begun.
Review employee and union rights with the
management team.
Review management rights and responsibilities: .

Review role,sand responsibilities of the manage-
ment team.
Conduct additional briefing and training if
needed.

Specifically, management should be prepared to re-
spond to union actions and requests in a manner that
reflects management interAts while at the same time
conforms to the intent of legislation (where it exists).
Management should not abrogate its duty to manage.

The following checklist reveals some of the things
management must do during a union organizing
campaign.

Management Should:

Identify the union or unions involved and their
leaders for analysis by the management team.
Keep .detailed records of union literature, leaf-
lets, promises, etc.

' Meet with the unions involved to'attempt to
establish grounci, rules governing campaign activ
ities.

.

In the absence of an agreement of the parties,
establish specific ground rules for the conduct of
the campaign.
Treat all parties equally.
Inform employees of electioneprocedures. -
Inform employees of the importance of voting.
Prohibit organizing activities during working
hours and in work areas.

9 4

Prohibit the solicitation of new members or
.collecting of dues on government time.
Provide list and names and information identify-
ing employdes in the unit (position, title, grade,
and duty stations).
Enforce work rules impartially and in accoltance
with customary practices, irrespective of the
employee's membership or activity in a union.
Discipline for cause so long as such action
follows customary practice and is done without
regard to union membership or non-membership.
Assign work, overtime, etc, in a customary man-
ner so long as it is done without regard to union
membership or non-membership:

The following are some of the things management may
do. However, in the absence of unusual circumstances,
management should make sure that such actions are in
its best interests.

Management May:

Permit the use of its f cilities for meetings (out-
side the employees' re lar working hours and
subject to safety and sec rity regulations).
Grant use of agency "house organs" to give
notice of union meetings, etc.
Make available office space to a union under
unusual circumstances (e.g., when a workplace
is located in a reinote area)
Provide for posting and' distribution of literature.
Rectuire that literature be submitted for review
and approval.
P.rohibit posting of libelousterature.
Limit material distribution to nonAvoric areas:

The following are some of the things management
should not do since they may be grounds for unfair
labr or practices or grounds for'setting aside an election.
To

Management Should Not:

Discriminate agalnst any of.the parties involved.
A Make promises or threats designed to influence

an employee 1n the exercise of his right to form,
join, or assist a labor organization or to refrain so.

RNI1.4



---biscipline employees for union membership or
activity.

. .

eta., because of union membership or activity._
Enforce rules against union supporters which
are not enforced against non-supporters, or
which have not'as a matter of past practice been
enforced.

Question employees about their union activity
or sentiments.
Conduct itself in a way which would indicate
to.the eLployees that it is watching them to
determine whether they are participating in
union affairs.
Assign work or transfer employees so that those
active in behalf o a union are separated from
other employees o seem interested in a union.
Ask employees how they plan to vote in an
election.

r

t.

-

4

Urge employees to try to persuade others to
-oppose a union.

bership-during their non-work-time-on-agency
premises so long as 4uch dOes not interfere with
work being performed by others.
Make anti-untion remarks or speeches to
employees.

Prohibit off-duty distribution of literature in
non-work areas.
Prohibit wearing unioninsignia (unless special
conditions exist.)
Show partiality in providing services or facilities
to any parties involved.
Prohibit anti-union activity by employees, other
than supervisors and managerial employees.
Refuse outside union organizers access to
employees on the premises if other means of
communication are not available.

14)
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Meaning of Exclusivity
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THE MEANING OF EXCLUSIVITY

Arr-exclutive right or rivile e is one which is

jurisdictions. By-Presidential executive order,
collective bargaining has been extended to the
e4er -11f

excercised only by the person or group authorized
--to-use it, while all others are futtqctden to tn-terfem.

It excludes others from participating, from enjoying
the same privilege.

Political Democracy and Exclusivity

Ina representative political democracy, the governing
poiVer vested in the people is exercised by them
through a system of representation. The elected
representative chosen in a free election is exclusively
aiithorized to represent the electorate and speak
on its behalf during the term of office. The elected
representative represents all of the electorate and
in matters of government is its sole and exclusive
representative.

Industrial Democracy and Exclusivity

In'the United States, we have established a unique
form of representative democracy at the workplace.
Many of the concepts of our representative political
democracy have been carried over. Specifically, the
operation of the doctrine of exclusivity has been
adopted as the corner stone of our system of
industrial democracy.

As our system of political demOcracy was mandated
by the ratification of the US. Constitution by the
states, it took an enactment of the U.S. Congress to
firmly establish industrial democracy. Support of
the collective bargaining proCess was established
as public policy by the enactment of the National
Labor Relations Act (The Wagner Act) in 1935 and
Supreme Court validation in1937. However, this
law applied only to private industry engaged in
interstate commerce. Subsequently some states
enacted separate laws embodying the same con-
cepts and made them applicable to the private
sector engaged in intrastate commerce. In the
last few years, many state and locargovernments
hive passed collective bargaining legislation
applicable to state and local government

'` Public arid priFitte sector collective bargaining laws
I uniformly grant and protect employ* and union

rights. Their objective is to give employees avoice
.in decisions about the circumstances under which
they work, i.e. industrial democracy or collective

bargaining. These rights, whidh are legally protected,,
are operative in four principle areas:
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1. The right of employees to join, form or
assist a labor organization, or not do so;

2. The right of a labor organization to organ-
lie the unorganized into a cohesive force;

3. The right of an exclusive union to make
demands which an employer is expected
to negotiate; and

4. The right of the union to put pressure
exert power on the employer to attain
its goals.

. Any action by an employer designed to interfere with
employee's rights to organize is unfair/illegal. Nor may
an employer create or dominate the employee organ-
ization, pr discriminate against employees because of
their/protected union activity;

Important and essential to the collective bargaining
process is the establishment of the machinery by
which employees choose their exclusive bargaining
representative. Collective bargaining laws establish
such machinery so that employees can:

1. Indicate whether they want union
representation, and

2. Indicate which union they wantto represent
them.

When a union is certified as the exclusive representative,
either by a majority of the votes cast in a secret ballot
election as is required in the Federal Sector and many
states,,or by proof of representation o(a majority of



the employees in the unit, as is peimitted in some
jurisdictions, the union has the ekclusiveright and
responsibility to represent all bargaining unit em-
ployees. The employer has the legal duty to recog-
nize that union, bargain with it and attempt to
reach an agreement with it. Where labor lawsexist,
it is illegal (unfair labor practice) for an employer

' or a union to engage in any, action which interferes
-with-that-intended-result :Tollective-barwintlitTlaws
.speCify, however, that the -duty to bargain in good

'S

proposal of require the making ofa concession.
'The matter of agreement or concessions is left to
the bargaining process itself.

Once a union has been designated as the exclusive'
representative, the employer is obligated not only
to bargain with that union but also not to bSigain
with any individual or groups Of employees con-
cerning those matters within the scope'of bargain-
able subject matter. The key to the operation of the

- doctrine of exclusivity is th'at the employer shall
negotiate only with the employee's designated
representative. However, this does not- preclude
the employer from discuSsing with a religions,
veterans, s6cial, fraternal, sociaraction'orprofessional
group purpoiting to represent someof its employees
on mallets of speCific interest, 6_that organization
as king as such discussion is limited and does not
taken the charactelof negotiation on matters
within the scope of bargaining. -,

In the public sector, ma'nagenient must take par-
ticular tare in this area, for it is constantly confronted
with a,plethora Of -groups requestingiarid/or
demanding some kind of dealings equal employment
oPporninity groups, professional associations,veterans
organizationsiretreation associations, etc.- Arid we

,trust also weigh and integi'ate the "treat ,each em-.
;:ployeeas an-individual" and "paiticipatcay'manage-

merit" theories of Management with Mt collective .

bargaining process and excluiive representation.
. :

The priority goals of the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity prograin present public management with a
Particular problem when a civil rights 'organization
wants 'to,confer with us. Tor one thing, issues of
interest to members of these groups are often of
genefal interest to all employees upward mobilitY,'
.training, child. care, etc, Iii additiOn,hese grokips_
may be 'distatigied with the kind of repiesentation-T,

s rnembers of niinoritygroups are getting from- tfte
exclusiie laborOrganilation. buil,* may be nnt,
acceptable to them kir management to insist that

.-

they work through the exclusive labor organization.
The appropriate management approach in this type
of situation is to get the union involved. Where this
'ould be difficult/impossible/unwise, at a minimum,
management must be very careful to hear out such
groups but not to negotiate with them and to
keep the exclusive labor organization informed about
what took place. Failure to do so could result in
un af-Yrahor practice charges vino tirnngempqr

Exclusivity ftirthet greertidiftrianatimentliiiim
voluntarily offering to its employees any improve-
ment in the terms of employment within the scope
of bargaining. It may seem strange that an employer's
unilaterally granting an employee benefit should be
construed as illegal/unfair. The rationale is simply
that by such action an employer engages in an
attempt to undermine or undercut the exclusive
union rather than dealinethrough the union which
the employees have chosen as their exclusive bar-
gaining representative. Such unilateral management
action is unfair/illegal. The employer is acting
counter to the philbs4hy of collective bargaining,
and specifically the doctrine of exclusivity that
such,conditions of employment within the scope
of baigaining should'be determined bilaterally by
mutual agreement, with the full participation of
the employees', bargaining agent rather than by

,management exercising unilateral authonty.

The operation of the doctrine-of exclusivity and
the employer's duty to bargain with the employees',
exclusive representative goes everi,further. The duty
of management to bargain includes the obligation to

.urnish with sufficient, information-to
enable it to bargain intelligently, Further, the
..employer's responsibility to bargain in good fault

\is not satisfied by merely meeting-with union
representativeianddiscussing terms with them, The
real question-Is whether or not the employer, is dealing
in good faith, or engaged in mere bargaining . .

without any intent of concluding an agreement on
a kre and;ta...ke-pasis. A-- determination of go-bd
faith is normally the result 01.21.1 examination and
apprais,alrof the management's entire dealings,with .

the union. .
In summary, the implications of exclysivity,are

-.. ,
For management..--

6, ,,,
. ,

..
. .., '

-, . .

. -7 Must deal with the exclusive bargaining
, representative, on all tnatiers.approPilate-to

exclusive; bargaining unit rep,resentationc.,-



.Right to deal, individually with employees is
limited.
Right to deal wi other organizations pur-
porting to represent employees or certain of

'their interestsislimited.
.40

For the union

Represents all golpiciyees in the bargaining.
untwhethertherare- members or nbt.
Must re res thebar-

0

gaining unit, without discrimination.'
May negotiate a 8' ding collective bargaining
agreement covering employees in the
bargaining unit.

For employees

Are bound by the terms of the agreement
negotiated by management and the ex-
clusive union.

,

r.

A
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GOOD FAITH BARGAINING
SOME GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC MANAGERS

Good faith in collective bargaining is the key to an
effective and productive labor-management relation-

I

counterproductive relationship, increased hostility,
and, potentially, militant job actions.

sitip-.--141e-eefteept-ef-geed-faitlt-isr-se-efitie.4-te-the
collective bargaining process that it is reflected in
the labor law and policy of the private, Federal, and
public sectors.

Though `ood faith" is the crucial element for
effective collective bargaining, its definition is
elusive because "good faith" determinations are
made on a case by case basis. For public sector
managers, the problem of determining what con-
stitutes good faith is doubly complicated because
of the generally limited amount of case law con
cerning good faith dealings in the public sector.

In states where comprehensive labor laws exist,
there is generally a requirement that both parties
deal in good faith in the collective bargaining
relationship. As an example, the Massachusetts
state employee law reads:

"For the purposes of collective bargaining,
the department or agency head or his designated
representative and the representative of the
employees shall meet at reasonable times and
shall confer in good faith with respect to con-
ditions of employment, and shall execute a
written contract incorporating any agreement

- so reached, but neither party shall be com-
pelled to agree to a proposal or make a concession."

Where state labor laws require good faith bargaining,
the refusal to bargain in good faith is regarded as an
unfair labor practice. To again cite the Massachusetts
state law:

Section (8). Department or agency heads or
their designated representatives or agents are pro-
hibited from ... refusing to bargain Collectively
in good faith with the representative chosen by
the majority of employees in the appropriate
collective bargaining unit ...

Where no state law exists, public managers must not,
in the interest of a constructive, stable and productive
labor-management relationship, disregard the concept
of good faith. Bad faith dealings can lead to a

Management must not assume that the good faith
requirement applies only to the negotiation of a con-

iftct. From the moment that a union is recognized or
certified as the exclusive bargaining representative of
a unit of employees, management must act in good
faith in all its dealings with the labor organization.
Collectirgaining is a continuous process of consul-
tation and negotiation on may fters appropriate to the
scope of bargaining, manageent must deal in good

,faith with the exclusive labor rganization on
amendments or changes in contfacta, resolution of
grievances and settlement of problems not covered by
existing agreements. The continuous duty to bargain
in good faith in all aspects of the collective bargaining
process has been affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court
(private sector), state courts in both the private and
public sector, and appropriate appellate bodies in
.the Federal sector.

The p'rivate sector experience on the subject of
good faith has been extensive. Although the
National Labor Relations Act does not apply to,
the, public sectoi, valuable insight into the concept
of good faith may be gained by examining the
private sector case law. (A summary of the private
sector experienCe may be found in RN IV-4 )
The types of issues raised in the private sector serve
to alert public managers to areas susceptible to
charges of bad faith bargaining.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the impli-
cations of the good faith requirement in the pre-
negotiation and contract administration stages.
A full discussion of good faith at the negotiations
stage may be found in "Gbod Faith Bargaining

"'Private Sector Experience" (RN IV-4).

How, then, can management most successfully
maintain good faith? The most basic principle
to be observed is to meet at reasonable times and
places to confer on a give-and-take basis on matters'
appropriate to the scope of bargaining. Two basic
considerations flow from this definition.
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The first pint is that, although management must
confer on a give-and-take basis, management is
not obligated to make a concession on a specific
issue. In determining whether management acted
in good faith, a third party would look to the his-
tory of the bargaining relationship. If management
has indicated a willingness to compromise, and has
made concessions or compromises on other issues,
management is likely to be found in good faithif
no other abiogations-of good faith have occurred.

The second basic consideration is that, because of
the nature of the exclusive relationship, management
must negotiate only with the exclusive labor organ-
ization on matters appropriate to the scope of bar-
gaining. To negotiate with other groups, or to
bypass the exclusive representative and deal directly
with employees in the unit, would be a violation of
the good faith concept.

Furthermore, management's ability to take unilateral
actions on matters within the scope of bargaining is
limited. Unless the contract contains in clear and
unmistakeable language a waiver of the union's
rights to negotiate on matters within the scope of
bargaining, management is required to deal with
the union before any proposed change or amend-
ment is instituted.

Management's duty to continuously confer and
negotiate- with the exclusive union is a thorny area.
The so-called "zipper clause" (a general statement
that the contract expresses the full intent of the
parties, thus relieving management of negotiating
its decisions during the life of the contract) has
generally failed to alleviate mattagement's duty to
negotiate specific decisions during the life of the
contract. Because such clauses ate frequently
phrased in very general terms, arbitrators and
third parties are likely to give more weight to
the more specific contract clauses which define'
and limit management's ability to act. A recent
Federal case provides a good example.

The employer sought to institute the requirement
that an employee returning to work after 5 or more
days of sick leave must receive a fitness for duty
physical from the agency's physician. A provision
of the contract stated:

Article XVI, Section 5:

I

Normally, absences in excess of three (3)
working dais must be supported by a doctor's

I

certificate. In certain instances, it may be un-
reasonable to require such a certificate. In such
cases, a signed statement by the employee
stating the nature of his incapacity and' the
reasons why a certificate was not obtained may
be accepted in lieu of a certificate . .

The union maintalukthat managementwatoldipted
to negotiate-the-de sifed-ehangehecause-tht, 14 w

requirement amended the contract provision, and, on
a unilateral management action, created a new con-
dition of employment. The union cited the, following
contract provisions:

Article III, Section 7:

The Employer agrees that personnel policies
...which are within local discretionary authority
will not be changed or implemented without
prior negotiations with the Union when they
are in conflict with this Agreement. (emphasis
added)

Article V,.SeCtion 7:

It is the right of the Union-to negotiate with
the Employer ort matters of local discretion
which may amend the provisions of this
Agreement antko present its views to the Em-
ployer at any time on any matter ... Formal. .

amendments required to modify the provisions
of this Agreement will be processed for approval
consideration in the same manner for approval
of this basic-Agreement. (emphasis added)

Management, however, argued that the collective
bargaining agreement was not altered'by the pro -
posed-change and that the proposed change was not
in conflictw,ith the agreement. Management there-
fore maintained that its only duty was to consult
(i.e., receive and consider union opinions) with the
union, The following contract provision was cited:

Article III, Section 1:

The Employer is obligated to consult with the
union concerning personnel policies, the per-
sonnel implications of certain management
decisio

4ns
, and on matters directly affecting

working conditions. (emphasis added)

The Assistant Secretary for Labor Management
Relations ruled on the following points:

2
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1. The proposed sick leave provision did not
conflict With the agreeniehT or change or
take away rights granted by the agreement;
the proposed change did, however, con-
stitute a new term or condition of employ.
ment. .

As to whether the agency was required to
negotiate or consult on the issue, the

istant-Secretary-found-that-Article-HI,
lutt7, and-Artie/eV, SeCtion 7, clearly

that the union had not waived its

Brief outline of management's good faith
responsibility:

Basic Principles

. right to negotiate with the Employer on
amendments to the agreement or on the
constitution of new terms and conditions of
employment. The agency was'therefore
required to negotiate its proposed change
with the union.

There are several significant points to be drawn from
.this case. Perhaps most important is that the duty
to negotiate on matters appropriate to the scope of
bargaining is inherent in the collective bargaining
process. Management is relieved of the duty to
negotiate-enly-by-a-elear and unmistakeable waiver
by the union. Private and Federal sector experience
indicates that the only guarantee that the waiver will
be upheld as clear and unmistakeable is if the waiver
deals with a specific issue (e.g. "The union waives its
right to negotiate, during the life of this contract,
an changes in work assignments.").

The final point to be drawn from the case cited is
that when the issue is within the scope of bargaining
but not covered in the contract, management, never-..

theless, has the duty to negotiate in good faith on
the issue. This duty flows from the rights accorded
to the union as exclusive representative.

The concept of good faith bargaining applies equally
to management and to the union. Good faith, com-
bined with the concept of exclusivity, is the corner-
stone of constructive and stable labor-management
relationships. Without good faith dealings, undesir-
able adversaiy relationships will quickly develop.
Good faith, philosophically and practically, must
permeate the day-to-day transaction of labor
management relationships. Collective bargaining
must be used as a process to channel and resolve
conflict.

103
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1. Obligation to meet at reasonable times and
places to confer on a give-and-take basis on
matters appropriate to the scope of bar-
gainin

2. Legally, the good faith obligatnntiegtns-1
the moment a union is recognized or certi-
irras the exclusive bargaining agent for a
unit of employees. Management must
confer and negotiate on issues within the
scope of bargaining.

3. The good faith requirement limits manage-
ment's ability to deal directly with individual
employees within the unit and with non-
union groups is limited

All employees of the unit are bound by
the nature of the exclusive relationship
and by a negotiated contract. Therefore,
in dealings with individual employees
management may not make an adjust- ,

ment on matters within the scope of
bargainable subject matter that infringes
on.the union's right to negotiate such
changes. If an employee within the bar-
gaining unit does not choose the union to
represent him in meetings with manage-
ment, the union must be informed or
allowed to be present when the employee
and management adjust or change bar-
gainable matters.
In dealing with non-union employee
groups (minority groups, veterans groups,
etc.), management may not negotiate 41
anything that falls within the scope of
bargaining. For example, such grotips
may be concerned with upward mobility
or job enrichment; generally, these topics
fall within the scope of bargaining.
Although management may consider
views of non-union grbups, management
must not negotiate with these groups. The
good faith requirement also demands
that, at a minimum, the union be informed
of such meetings, and more appropriately
be invited to be present at them.

4. Once a contract has been nego ated, the
obligation to bargain in good aith con-
tinues as in the case of interim egotiations
for the purpose of amending the contract.
Management must also negotiate any

RN 111-2



proposed action on Matters within the scope
of bargaining, even though the contract may
be silent on the subject. As exclusive repre-
sentative the union inherently has the right
to bargain on all matters within the scope
of bargaining; because a contract is silent
on a subject within the scope of bargaining
does not mean that the union has waived
its right to bargain on the subjectCertain'
mana eraentmust-bargain-aity-p
action which in any way changes the

e contract.
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BARGAINING PREPARATIONS

I. PREREQUISITES FOR SOUND BARGAINING

The establishment of a sound labor relations policy is
a, ere uisite_to successfuLcollectiveitargaining_This

einatragerrient-should-give-thought to
its basic philosophy of relations with employees and
their representatives. Its policy needs to be such as.

toyrdvide a steady, ample, competent labor
force, fairly and adequately paid

to permit management the flexibility it needs to
manage efficiently

yt

G. Study and analysis of arbitration decisions unar
the current contract with a view to formulating
proposals for changed contract language at the ,
next negotiations.

to preserve the interest of the public

to encourage employees, through effective com-
munication, to identify with employer objectives.

These views will vary. Whether in writing or not, this
basic philosophy should be well understood as the
foundation.of the employer's labor policy. Some
important steps in preparing to bargain include:

A. Thorough study of the present contract (or the
existing terms,and conditions of employment
in the case of a first contract) with a view to
identifying sections that require modifications.
Close analysis of grievances in order to discover
unworkable or poor contract language, or
situations which are creating problems in
supervisory-employee relationships.

C. Frequent conferences with line supervision for
the dual purpose of improving the supervisor's
knowledge of contract administration and ob-
taining information as to how the 'contract is
working out in practice.

D. Review of current union agreements signed by
typical and comparable governments, with
the same or other unions.

E. Study of labor relations reporting services such
as BNA, CCH, etc., and BLS reports on labor
relation's matters for the purpose of keeping
abreast of recent. developments that may affect
future contract negotiations.

F. Collection and analysis of economic data on
issues likely to be of importance in the next
negotiations.

B.

A periodic audit of the existing agreement should be
made so that the negotiator may avoldTheilement
of surprise during the actual negotiations. This audit
should reveal contract violations and new practices
which may have been instituted during the term of
the contract ias well as any oral or written agreements
which may have been reached which are in conflict
with the contract or amend it in any way.

Determine the short- and long-range objective it intends
to achieve in the course of negotiations. The short-
range objective is to reach a fair, equitable and honor-
able settlement for the new contract term. Long-range
objectives are more subtle and somewhat amorphous.
Although it is an over-simplification, long-range ob-
jectives involve laying the industrial relations ground-
work and developing contractual obligations ,which
are tailored to best fit the future plans of the
operating unit several labor contracts hence.

II. GATHERING THE INFORMATION

The management negotiator has the fundamental
task of selecting and compiling adequate and
pertinent data to assure himself that he will not
be confronted with unexpected issues or demands,
and that his decisions will be made on the basis of
complete and accurate knowledge. It is necessary
to prepare for reasonably foreseeable demands that
may be made by the union. The gathering of infor-
mation is a two-stage operation, each of equal
importance:

A. Collecting throughout the year all information
bearing on the internal experience in admin-
istering the contract, and upon its relationships
with employees and their representatives.
Around the calendar, reviewing labor publi-
cations and reports to keep abreast of
bargaining demands made by the local union
which represents the employees, as well as
its international union and demands made by
other unions on other employers in the field
and the community.
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B. As reopening date approaches, formulation of
management's position with respect to all
anticipated union demands; the preparation
of its own demands; estimating the costs of
expected proposals; marshaling arguments; and
the compilation, verification and reduction to
final form of facts and figures, both from in-
ternal and external sources, to support these
positions aruLdeman-ds.

L. Have charges of contract ;aerations by employer
or union been fully explored and clotumented?

M. Hai the impact ofmake-work provisions, sleepers
and restrictive clauses been evaluated, looking
toward the possibility of elimination?

N. Have discussions during the pastifear with the
union bargaining committee been reviewed and
analyzed')

--aAreWrilren7elittPd by all-levels-of
management on all orardiSfussions with union

III. EVALUATING PAST CONTRACT
EXPERIENCE

An audit of the contract should be made contin-
uously during the year through the regular analysis
of grievances and through information supplied by
supervisiori and other personnel. Weak and faulty
clauses should be identified, and case histories and
statistics compiled to support any desired changes.
The folizing is a checklist to use as a guide:

PAST CONT CHECKLIST

A. Have grievances filed during the year been
studied, classified and analyzed?

B. Does the grievance analysis indicate the
number of grievances alleging violation of
each contract clause?

C. Does the analysis show the number of
grievances settled at each step of the grievance
procedure?

D. Have you classified the number, and type of
grievances from each department or area?

E. Does the analysis include the cost to process
and settle the grievances?

F. Does arbitration experience indicate the exact
change that the decisions have made in the
original contract intent?

G. Have arbitration awards been analyzed to indi-
cate how each has invaded or altered policy?

H. Have arbitation decisions been analyzed to
determine what changes are required in
the existing contract?

I. Has there been an analysis of time and expense
of union stewards acting on union business on
government time?

J. Are full facts available concerning work stop-
pages or slowdowns, if any, during the year?

K. Have penalties been attached to employees'
leaving the work area without permission so
that sudden walkouts and wildcat strikes may
be niinimized?

preserrtativeurcgarding interpretationof
various contract clauses?

P. Have reports of all supervisory meetings on con-
, tract and personnel practices been reviewed for

possible suggestions on contract changes?
Q. Are all levels of supervision required to report

difficulties in operating under the existing
agreement and to suggest remedies?

R. Have the supervisory comments been categorized
and considered in the light of employer counter-
proposals?

IV. EXAMINING PRIORITFOINIQUES IN
NEGOTIATIONS

The effectiveness of management strategy at the bar-
gaining table can always be improved by an objective
reappraisal of how previous negotiations were handled.

A. If the union obtained concessions on key issues,
rhave these been evaluated and their impact
listed with experience to date noted?

B. If initiative was taken away from the chief
negotiator, have the reasons been explored and
strategy weakness corrected?

C. Have tactics in meeting unexpected demands
been reviewed and improved?

D. If exhibits or visual aids are to be used during
negotiations, when and how they can be
introduced most effectively?

E. If the accuracy of data or facts presented was
challenged, have the sources been checked and
controls set up to insure accuracy and clarity?

F. Have union committee attitude, techniques,
strategy, and flexibility been analyzed, discussed
and recorded for reference?

G. Where clevious union negotiating demands con-
f}itted with grievance settlements, is manage-
ment prepared with examples to reveal union
inconsistency?

H. If daily bulletins were released for employee .
information, did they achieve their purpose of
keeping employees informed?
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1. Have plans been made to improve channels for
getting daily infosimation to supervision, to

dispel wild rumors and misvatements during
negotiations?

J. Has a program been in progress to help union
officials appreciate the mutual interests of
employer, employee and union --sand the
economic facts ol'life?

L---

. -

14. Comparisons of the wage structure rates
And earnings with comparable juris-
dictions and up-to-date figures for:

a. Competitive employers?
.b. .Community?
r. Specific employers?
d. Othefgovernment omployeN?

elticomparable-jobsiirindustry?
15. Lists of pertinent wage settlements:

V CCH 1 FCTION OF RARGAINING_TIA_TA_ _
` The collection of appropriate data for collective

bargaining is a vital step in the whole negdtiating
process. It accomplishes two objectives.

to gather the information essential to effective
collective bargaining.

S-
to assisr management itimaintaining'and improving
its relationships With employees. through recognition
of employees' needs and desires.

This additional data should be available:

A. Wages

During the usual negotiations a wage rate in-
crease is quite often a major union objective.
'Preparation in this area should be complete
and factual if in effective presentation is to
be made. Have the following been compiled.
for a miniiiium of 12 months:

1. Merage straight time hourly and weekly
earnings in the bargaining unit?

2. Average gross hourly and weekly earnings
in the bargaining unit?

3. A distribution or breakdown of the above
by department, occupation, shift, and
length of setvice?

4. Average premium pay per hour by job
classification?

5. Average premium pay per hour per de-
,partment?

6: Beginning rates for all classifications?
7. Are the same 'fates paid for the same job?
8. List of employees with "red circle" rates?
9. Job descriptions?

10. Job evaluation plan?
11. Employee merit rating plans?
12. Wage incentive plans?
13. Employee rate progression plans?

B.
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b. Community?
c. Other government employers?
d. Incomparable jobs in industry?

16. Estimated cosi of union's demands?
17. Estimated cost (or savings) of manage-

. ment's proposals?
18. _Estimated cost or bargaining-unit wage

increase as it will affect non-bargaining
unit employees?

19. Cost of living data and.comparison of in-
creases vs". earnings?

Hours

Hours of work have been one of the chief sources
- of controversy inicollective bargaining. In

collecting data for contract negotiations, all
available information concerning hours 'worked
should be compiled for reference and presen
tation if necessary.

1: Have average weekly hours over the past_
year been figured?

2. Have the hours been averaged by:
a. Bargaining unit?
b. Department?

3 Have average weekly hours been compared
with:
a. Community?
b. Competitive employers?
c. Specific employers?
d. -Comparable jobs in industxy?

4. Are the number of hours in a regularly
scheduled workday and week indicated?

5. Have average hours worked daily been
tabulated?

6. Shift data:
a. Starting apd quitting times of all shifts?
b. Starting and quitting times of odd hour

shifts listed separately?
c. Listing of rotating shifts for maintenance

Acupations?



d. Nurpber of employees per shift by:
Occupation?
Seniority? .

7. Has overtime worked over the past year
been analyzed by:
a. Department?
b. Classification?
c. Distribution among employees?
d. Refusal of overtime?

C. Employees

Statistical data concerning employees is of ut-
most necessity at the bargaining table. Again,
the data must be accurate and comElete.

1. Has the information indicating the num-
ber of employees in the bargaining unit
been tabulated as follows:
a. Total in bargaining unit?
b. Total in each department?

By shift?
By length of service?
By age distribution?
By regular or temporary?

2. Have future manpower requirements, by
classification, been estimated?

3. Has the number laid off by date, depart-
ment and classification been tabulated?

4. Is the number recalled also listed by date, ..
department and classification?

5. Does the turnover data list
a, Hires?
b. Discharges, by reason?
c. Quits, by reason?

6. Total number of promotions, demotions
and transfers?

7. Number of employees on leave:
a. Personal?
b. By department?
c. By speolal groups?
d. By union office? (stewards, committee-

pen, etc.)
Number of union officials (in each union in
plant):
a. Total?
b. By union office?

9. Wages Raid for time spent on union
activity?
a. Total?
b. By department?"
c. By union office?

8.

1O)

Fringes

Fringes have become-as important as wages in
negotiations. As much data as possible iliould
be gathered, noLonly with respect t o t fie
fringes .which the employer pays but all other
fringes paid in the area and in competitive in-
dustry. In general, most fringes can be classified
as premium payments for time worked, such as
overtime premiums. However, fringes may also
include payments for time off, payments for
health and security benefits, payments for
employee services, and the cost of miscellaneous
items such as recognition of length of service,
contest and suggestion awards, educational
payments, parking lots, social meetings, etc.
etc.

C.iimputing fringes in terms of cost total and in
cents per hour actually worked is an extremely

-.effective way to compare over-all practice"
since the details may vary from unit to unit.
But in collecting this jnformation, it is vital
that costs be computed in all jurisdictions on
the same basis otherwise the comparisons
become invalid and hazarstous.

1. For easy handling, have separate sheets
beerl prepared describing the position the
emplOyer will take with regard to:
a. Premium pay?
b. Shift differentials?
c. Rest periods?
d. Holidays?
e. Regular vacations?
f. Extended vacations?
g. Sick leave?

Military leave pay?
i.s Jury-duty?
j.Qroup insurance plans?
.k. PeriSion plans?
1. Termination pay?
m. Supplemental unemployment benefits?
n. Others?

2. Have cost surveys been made indicating:
a. Cents per hour per employee per

benefit?
b. Total costs?
c. Average cost per employee per year?
d. Percentage-of payroll?
e. Percentage of total labor costs?

3. Have comparisons been made with:
a. Community?
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b. Competitive employer?
c. Specific employer practices?

4. Has the cost of union demands been com-
puted?

5. Has the cost (or savings) of employer
proposals been computed?

E. Financial and Productivity Data

Whenever management pleads inability t6 pay,
this will mean exposure of its books on wages,
labor costs and perhaps pkofits. If an employer
says during the course of negotiations,
"Competitively,1 cannot grant the request,"
this statement could mean that the books and
other pertinent data should be opened. It has
been held proper, however, for an employer
to argue that "We need more money for our
other operations." in such a case, the
employer would not be required to'open the
books. If increased productivity is used as the
basis for the union's wage demands, information
must be available to support the employer's
position. In any event, the employer must be
prepared to support its position by presenting
factual information.

1. Are production per man-hour figures
available? (where product produced)

2. Have labor costs been indicated?
3. Does data include Past trends in costs?
4. Have future projections of costs been

charted?

F. Other Contracts

It is vital for the employer to secure copies of
current union agreements signed by typical and
comparable employers in the community and
the field.

G. Miscellaneous Information

Additional information of importance to the
negotiator Should be available for quick refer-
ence if necessary.

1. Texts and bulletins,of:
a. ,Labor-Management Relations Act

where applicable
b. Labor-Management Reporting and Dis-

closure Act (Landrum-Griffin Act)
c. Fair Labor Standards Act'
d. Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act

e. Selective Service Act
f. Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure

Act
g. Civil Rights Act
h. Equal Pay Act
i. President's Executive Order NO. 11491

and subsequent Orders
j. Pertinent state laws
Costs of union activities strikes, slow-

downs, grievances, etc.
3. Seniority lists
4. Reports to the public and employees
5. Copies of the pension, group insurance and

other employee benefits programs
6. Copies of the ejnployer personnel prac-

tices and procedures
7. Employee handbook
8. DeScription of employee services --medi-

cal, safety, credit union, recreation programs,
communications, cafeteria, etc.

9. Union constitution and by-laws

VI. FORMULATION OF EMPLOYER PROPOSALS
AND PROTECTION OF THE MANAGEMENT
FUNCTION

A positive approach to collective bargaining requires
management to take an affirmative attitude with
realistic proposals of its own, dealing in facts taking

the initiative paving the way for a sound contractual
agreement. Protection of management's authority to .
operate all facets of business efficiently is some-
times safeguarded through a carefully-worded
management rights clause sometimes through other
devices. In any event, the contract must make it
crystal clear that management retains tke'authority
and flexibility necessary to effective direction of the

enterprise.

1. More specifically, does the contract make
clear the right to:
a. Determine the size and composition of

the work force?
b. Control the type of mission?
c. Control the volume of work and the

scheduling of operations?
d. Designate the place of work?
e. Sub-contract?
f. Maintain discipline at the work site?
g. Effect transfers, promotions, and

demotions necessary to efficient oper-
ation?
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h. Limit union activity on government
property and time?

i. Eliminate interruptions to work?
j. Determine the number of employees

on a job?
k. Determine job content?
I. Set level or quality of work perform-

ance?
m. Select and assign new employees and

new supervisors, etc.
When formulating proposals, have other
contracts signed by the union in the area
been examined?

3. Have proposals been discussed with:
a. Top executives?
b. Supervisors and foremen?

4. Can the position stand the scrutiny Of
public opinion?

VII. THE MANAGEMENT NEGOTIATING TEAM

A management which recognizes the importance of
the issues involved in collective bargaining will select
a chief negotiator who has prestige in the eyes of
both management and union representatives. He
should be a man who carries enough weight within
the organization to have frank discussion's with the
top executive concerning any position which he
believes tg be untenable, undesirable, or contrary to
management's best interests. Normally, the manage-
ment negotiator should not bargain alone. Like the
union spokesman, he should be supported by a
negotiating team. The use of a committee permits
representatives of variousIlepartments to participate
in the negotiations. They also can assist the chief
negotiator in areas with which he is not completely
familiar.

1. Has the choice of the individual respon-
sible for negotiating a contract been
carefully weighed on the basis of his:
a. Availability

If he is an outside man, has he arranged
his other interests sp. full dine can be
devoted to the negotiations?
If he is an executive, have his affairs
been so arranged that interruptions due
to other responsibilities are held to the
barest minimum?

b. Experience and background
Does he have a practical working know-
ledge of labor relations and applicable
federal and state laws?

Is he completely familiar with the
management organization, employee
policies andPractices, actual conditions?
Is helompletely familiar with the pro-

'-'visions of the present labor.agreement
atict the history of its development?

2: Has fufIzeonsideration been given to the
contributton which might be made by:
a. Outside specialists (including legal

counsel, labor rerkions consultants?)
b. Employers'.associations? `
c. A management negotiating committee?
d. Local people (in case yoti are having

the local office conduct negotiations
in local areas)?

e. The Federal Mediation'& Conciliation
Service? (Employers should under-
stand that certain states provide state
mediators. In a majority of cases, the
employer has a choice of seeking
assistance from either' federal or state
mediators.) Mediatorssan only assist
the parties in attempting to arrive at a -

settlement and in no,case do they have
power to recommend or force a settle- ,
ment on the parties.

VIII. VISUAL AIDS

There is a glowing tendency.to use charts in:
presenting negotiating data in the form of-bar, line `-

and pie graphs. Careftilly planned visual,exhibits
are often mofe effective in explaining the reasons
for management's position than the best oral .

explanations.
1. Has management data been completed in

the most simple and usable form by the.,
use of:
a. Charts?
b. Graphs?
c. Statistics?
d. Loose leaf, indexed books?

2. Is each chart simple and uncomplicated?
.3. Does each chart or graph present only one.

fact or trend?
4. Arc the charts based on unimpeachable "

data?
5. Have chartsbeen prepared showing coma'

parisons betwett the employer and.the pre-
vailing levels-in the community, in industry,
and with individual "pattern-makers" for:

:11 ,
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. a. .Ayerage straight-tisne
b.' AvelraiC:.-weiloy- earnings? :.

1- dr -General-wage .hicrease's,grinied.. by OW

Pnipl4ettiPi a per:hid-of yea-I-S-44:
those gianted by.,-olhers in" the:
community /and fiele :

6. Have w'a44,4ild-i.-ia.te;.;increisei-$14chiinkOi:'...
for botic-Ctiffentndiiistlears been. , = ' -

charted?
7., Have charts been prrpared edinparit4

the Wage inciieasis.4,rititegAY_fh'e-eitk...;_.
Ployer
cost oftving indeXT

8. Are chart and visual aids attractively pre-
pared, ana indexed for efficient pre,sen- .

tatio,n?

:;::, ,..,- t,,,
.e... e' .q.wi'rither:soing-of the committee

,

Atii-4-404..:- .,,.
... ... ...

-Ciar 4.ae.:7dotht and answer, any
'':queStiOnf '.::, -

. - kretheibove"ebnsideratiCins based on a.-_-..... . . k

-:positive arid4et4iiedtarginini prograin
_alined at definite labor relations objec_,
Hits? .. ,

,

IX. FINAL PREPARATIONS

As the date for reopening approaches, the last stages
-of preparation call for organizing all the data,

establishment of the employer's final position, and
other important considerations.

ti

4

0

1. Has the emp'IOY1frbeen properly notified
by the union prior to contract teimination

.
as required?

2. Has it been decided which facts wilt be
. presented and in what' order?

Has the employees'finar position been
,determined?
Has consideration been given to the ad
vantages of holding negotiations in a
neutral location,as, against holding
meetings on emplOyer propecty?
Have employer officials decided whether ,

union negotiations should be.paid by the,
einploi,er? ,
Does ma9agement have a copyof the .

union's specific demands?,
7. Are records to be kept of the progress of

negotiatiobs?
Haethe fin41nieetink with the iinployer
negotiking coihmitteesbeensalled to:
a. Clearly setforth the area of thltholity

of the chIeNtegbOator?' .

. b. Arrange for hiln tb have 'ready access.
to a higher authofify if the neecl arises?;

c. 'Re-emphasize that the.qhief degotiator
will be the Only spokesmati a'uthorized.v.
to make commitments? '

d..Keview employer presentation procedure?

4.

5*

,

ry .

ANALYSIS FOR CREATIVE BARGAINING -
CONTRACT CLAUSES. `,

.

" Success in tarpining requires:

Thoughtful preparation fo4argaining

Sound contract prdposay
.

A positive approadh to collective bargaining
.involving good faith and a desire to reach an..,
agreement. .

.
Unions, in the c-ollective bargaining process, usually
want to protect their strength as organiiatiqns. They
are interested in more members, union security, strong
treasures, and in many cases want to exercise control
over jobs. SomeAnies they would like to limit dianage-
ment's powarrt rMinig, firing, promoting demoting,
cfisciplininr4tc.

'
Managemene, froweverlhas somewhat or a diffeicnt
and more diffictd prOlem. Its aims in collective
bargaining are p kt de clime. There are things to
be avoided as ell c rtain gain; to be achieved.

Since there are a wide variety of management and
union approaches to bargaining, no. rigid formula for

, negotiations can be set forth. It is possible, boviever,
to explore fundamental questions that arise during
the course of negotiations relating to =for e!aues in
the-agreement, whether the employer is negotiating
a unim agreement for the first time or repegotiating
an exAtiniagreement.

A. Prearoble 't4
$@jne authorities,preier.thaf the language 1

eovciing the Preamble simply include the
date and desoihition of the parties. Check'
the following:

I... Is the agreement between the international
unioh and the employer, or the focal
union and the employer?

J712
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1..,

I}

,'

-4.

I ,
02. Shall' 9tridentiff-the parties, to the

agreement',. - international,
Officers, itardet-Jo'fix responsibility

' for cariyifig out the terms of the agree-
, ' inent?

*

It is suggested that "harmony" clauses be.
avoided (i.e., such phrases as "wale all
differences without disturbing the
peace,""establithIninual and economic
relationship," etc.).

B. Recognition

The ReCognition Cfausefollows the Preamble
and it, recognizes the exclusive bargaining,

. tights of the union. It also defines the mem-
. bershiRof the bargaining unit, answering such
_guestionels-.. .

Shall a general statement of coverage by
department or craft be made, or shall a
coMplete list of jobs be included in the
bargaining unit?

2. Shall reference be made to the certi-
fication, if.applieable, under which thel
union obtained-its legal recognition?

C. Union Security

There are several forms of union security. The .
Taft-Hartley Act bans closed shop contract's
between unions and employers-engaged in
interstate commerce, btiftince 1951 has
contained no other,limitation on the nego..- -

tiation of union security clauses. Thelegality
of other types of union secuaty clauses varies
from state to state and.in the 'Federal
Government.

Open Shop
f ' .

1. *all the union be permitted' to conduCt
its activities or business on the wSric
premises durinviorking hburs?

2. Shall the union activities-of business per-..
. mitted be defined?
3. Shall provition be-made that these

activities must not interfere with
efficient operations or the work of em-
ployees on the job?

4. What penalty shall be.provirled in the',
-event there is a violation of this Clause?

e---

5. Shall the clause specifically prohibit the
union and its members from using coercion
or force in order to get non-members to
join? (The laws prohibit such activities.)

Union Shop Clause

1. Does the clause provide for new employees
to beiyen at least 30 days after start of
employment before joining the union?

2. If you operate in more thanone location,
does the clause limit Itself to the oper-
ations involved?

3. Have you defined the term "must remain
a member in good standing" to mean the
payment of union dues and initiation fees
only?

Maintenance of Membership Clause

1. Shall you include an escape period so
that members may-withdraw from the
union at the end of the contract term?

-2.* Shall provision be made as to what method
of notification of withdrawal is to be
used?

C011eetion of Union Dues Some forms of union
security include a check-offrovision. A checkoff
ciaae is limited to the payroll deduction for union

"cities and initiation fees as authorized in writing by
the employee.

1. Does'the form used ttkauthorize de-
duction for dues confdnn with the
requirements Of the law?

2 Shall the union furnish the employer
with a list of employees for whom 4
must make deductions?

3. How frequently shall the list be furnished,
and how are additions to the list to be
handled?
Shall a specific amount,of money be
establishedas the 'deduction? Shall a
provision be included which states the

=mum amount to be checked off per
innployee?

5: Shall the employer be required to furnish
a list of employees and the amounts de-
ducted-to the union?

6. Shall an indemnity provision be negotiated
'to protect the employer againsfunwar-
rented claims and suits?

113
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7. Shall the checkoff be revocable (i.e., with-
drawn at any time the employee requests
same), or if irrevocable, shall the employer
allow automatic renewal of the author-
ization? Legally, a checkoff authcfriiation
cannot be irrevocable for more than one
year or the termination of the agreement,
whichever occurs sooner.

8. Shall the cost of administering the check-
off be borne by the employer, by the
union, or by both parties?

9. In case there is no checkoff provision in
the agreement, how shall the union be
required to make its collections of money
due fromat members?
a. During working hours? after working

hours? -- during resitperiods? -- meal
periods? or should the employer pro-
vide facilities such as a booth, for this
purpose?

D. Management Rights

There are certain exclusive rights that manage-
ment possesses which do not flow from a
collective bargaining relationship. Manage-
ment is responsible for organizing, arranging,
and directing the various components of the
operation in order to run the enterprise
efficiently. In-the absence of collective bar-
gaining agreements, management is free to
direct-its operation at its own discretion. -
Management rights coverthose rights affecting
the employer-employee relationship,through
the collective bargaining process.

Over the years, management has taken two
different approaches to the issue of protecting
its "right." The first approtch is t6 avoid any
management rights clause in a contract on the
theory that certain rights are inherent in
management. Proponents of this appioaa
contend tliat management retains all powers,
rights and privileges not specifically given
away or restricted by the labor agreement.

The second approach emphasizes the multiple
Obligations of management, namely, to the
public and to its employees. In fulfilling its
obligations to the employees represented by
a union, Management should include a manage.
ment rights clause in the labor agreement in
order to establish in clear terms the scope of
management's action` which is to remain free

despite its contractual obligations. Proponents of
the second approach differ.between those who
suggest that a broadei "statement of managerial
rights be included in the labor agreement and
those who advocate a detailed statement of
management rights. Careful consideration
should be given to this subject before deciding
upon a suitable courmf action. If assistance
is required, advice should be obtained from .
legal counselor other competent labor re-
lations sdurces.

In the final analysis, management interests
can be protected more fully by exploring some
of the followingilOstions:

1: Shall the employer include a provision
enabling it to protect its rights to intro-
duce new and improved methods?

2. Shall it have the right to determine the
size of the work force, the assignment
or transfer of weik, the scheduling of
operations, determination of job con-
tent, thejight to require employees to
work a reasonable amount of overtime,
etc.?

Management cannot blame labor unions alone for
the loss of certain management rights. If a
specific list of rights is included in the agreement,
the employer should also decide whether a com-
prehensive clause covering rights not specified in
the agreement is desirable.

E. Hours of Work and Overtime

1. Is the workday and the workweek defined ?__,
If so, what constitutes a workday? What
constitutes a workweek? When does it
begin? When does it end?
Are the actual working hours specified,
or is this. left to management's decision?

3. Are there restrictions on changing estab-
lished work schedules, individual schedules,
department schedules, or crew schedules?

4. Is there a guarantee of minimum number
of hours per day or per week? If scf , how
many?

5. If an employee is unable to work, is there
a clear understanding as to what he should
do in order to be excused from work?
a. Should he eall the employer and con-

tact someone in authority and obtain
an excuse?

2.
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b. What proof to substantiate illness is
required?

c. What happens if a man fails to report
and does not notify the employer?

Overtime

1. What shall be considered as overtime?
a. Time worked outside the regularly

scheduled hours, daily, weekly?
b. Time worked on Saturdays, Sundays

or 6th and 7th day of the workweek
schedule?

How sall overtime be calculated?
a. At fime and one-half? Double-time?

3. Shall the employer pay time and one-half
for Saturday as such, and double time
for Sunday as such?

4. Is overtime computed on a shift basis,
or a calendar-day basis?

5. Shall provision be made for the distri-
bution of overtime?
a. Defined "equitably" and "equally as

Vctical"? by classification? by depart-
mht?

b. It is necessary to cross shifts and/or
departments in order to equalize
overtime?

6. With respect to equalization of overtime:
a. What provision covers the matter of

errors in overtime distribution?
b. Is it necessary to reimburse the em-

ployee for not working in the event
an error in overtime assignment is
made by management?

c. Does the agreement permit manage-
ment, where errors are made, to pro-
vide makeup work in lieu of pay for
not working?

7. Shall employees be required to work
overtime?
a. What discipline,and action should be

taken if employees refuse to work
overtime?

8. Is advance notice of overtime work
required? If so, how much?

9. If overtime is worked, shall provision be
made for meal period?
a. If so, is it necessary to work a

specified number of hours before the
meal period is taken?

b. What provision, if any, should be made
for pay in lieu of a meal period?

10. Overtime provisions should contain a
clause eliminating the necessity of
pyramiding overtime pay.

2.

4

F. Holidays

1. How many holidays shall be observed, and
are they identified?

2. What provision is made for a holiday
which occurs during an employee's
vacation?

3. How much shall employees be paid for
holidays worked, as well as for holidays
not worked?

4. Should a requirement that the employee
work the day before and the day after a
holiday be contained in the agreement?

5. What happens if a holiday falls on a
Satifrday? Sunday?

6. Is there a requirement that an employee
must work, if requested, on a paid holi-
day or forfeit holiday pay?

7. Does a paid holiday apply to all em-
ployees?
a. Full time, permanent employees?

Seasonal and temporary employees?
8. If an employee is on a leave of absence,

will he receive holiday pay?
9. What limitations should be placed on

holiday pay for employees who are not
actively at work at the time?

10. What premiums should be included in
computing holiday pay?
a. Shift differential or other premiums?

g
G. Grievance Procedure

Make sure that the grievance procedure is
workable and that a grievance is defined. The
procedure should be kept simple.

1. How may steps should be followed in the
grievance procedure? Who are the parties
involved?

2. How much time is allowed for the pro-
cessing of grievances?

3. Are there time limits between the steps
involved in the procedure?

4. - Are formal grievances limited to alleged
'violations of the'specific terms of the
contract?

5. Shall a grievance be considered settled if
not appealed to the higher step or level
within the established time limit?

6. Shall grievances be presented in written
form? If so, how many copies should be
made? At what step of the grievance pro-

. cedure is the grievance reduced to writing?
What information should appear on the
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, grievance form? For example: name and
Signature of aggrieved employee, depart-
ment, nature of grievance, disposition.

7. What is the composition of the grievance
committee, and how many members
should,be on the committee?

8. Shall union representatives have the right

to investigate grievances on management
time?

9. Is it made clear that arbitration is the
terminal point of the grievance pro-
cedure? If it is the first union contract,
are all grievances prior to the signing
of the contract considered withdrawn?

/ 10. Shall union representatives be paid for
the time spent in handling grievances?
Is there a limitation on the number of
hours involved in processing grievances?

11. Should the employer pay grievance com-
mitteemen straight time wages only, or
is overtime involved?

12. Should the clause be limited to provide
for payment to union representatives
for grievance meetings called by the
employer, or for handling all grievances
during working hours?

13. Should provision be made preventing
union committeemen or stewards from
spending excessive time on grievances
or interfering with operations in the
processing of grievances?

14. Should the union steward or grievance-
man obtain permissiOn from his super-
visor before leaving his work area to
investigate a grievance? .

Arbitration

Arbitration is the terminal point of the
grievance procedure and should be limited to
interpretation and specific application of the
agreement. Often it is included in the
grievance section of the agreement. It is im-
portant that an arbitration clause specify the
arbitrator's authority. Most grievance arbi-
tration in this country is handled bf a single
arbitrator. However, in some relationships,
the use of 'tripartite boards of arbitration is
desirable.

Does your agreement specifically pre-
clude the submission of multiple
grievances to arbitration?

2. Doss your contract clause prevent the
arbitrator's decision from adding to,
subtracting from, or amending the
agreement between the parties?

3. Does the clause provide for a time limit
for rendering an award, especially in cases
where back pay is involved?.

4. How is the arbitrator selected? Jointly,
from an impartial panel furnished by the
U.S. Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service`, the American Arbitration
Association?

5 How is the cost of arbitration divided?
Shared equally? Loser pays?

6. Is the arbitrator's authority limited to
rendering a decision on the grievance
rue which is final and binding on both
parties?

7. Is a transcript necessary during the abri- ,

tration proceeding? If so, is the cost
shared, or is it paid by the party ordering
same?

8. Shall the parties set forth the issues to be
arbitrated in advance of the hearing, or
shall the grievance as submitted determine
the issue to be arbitrated?
a. Failing to ag* upon an issue, should

the arbitrator,tpon hearing statements
from both sides, frame the issue?

9. Should the parties agree to have the case
published if requested by the arbitrator?

H. Strikes and Lockouts

A sound no-strike clause helps to develop mutual
and responsible relationships between the em-
ployer and the union.

I: Shall the employer have the right to
discipline employees who violate the no-
strike clause?

2. Does the clause require union officers,
committeemen, and shop stewards to
take affirmative action in order to pre-
vent employees from continuing partici-
pation in a wildcat strike? If so, are
there specified time limits for the matter
to be brought to a conclusion?

3. Does the clause prevent work stoppages,
slowdowns in operations or other inter-
ference with operations?

4. Does the employer agree that it will not
lock out employees during the term of
the agreement?

I. Seniority

The.seniority provisions in any agreement are
important. Improperly written seniority clauses
can place severe restrictions on employer opera-

tions and can prevent management from
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maintaining an efficient work force.. There are
several types of seniority clauses agency-wide,
departmental, classification or occupation, In
some cases a combination of these types of
seniority plans is in effect.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12:

13.

14,

15.

16.

Does the agreement define seniority?
Is there a distinction between the appli-
cation of seniority during layoffs and
when promotions occur?
How shall seniority be used?
How is seniority distinguished from
ability?
Is superseniority permitted? That is, are
the officers of the union covered so that
in the event of layoff they are not
affected?
Does seniority apply retroactively after
an employee satisfactorily completes
his probationary period? -

If a layoff occurs, does the clause require
advance notice of the layoff?
If an unforeseen emergency develops, or
in the event of a short-term dislocation,
can layoffs be accomplished without
regard to seniority for a specified
period?
Can an employee about to be laid off
utilize his seniority to obtain a promo-
tional opportunity?
How long should employees who are laid
off retain seniority (i.e., recall rights)?
Will excuses be accepted if justified when
a recalled employee reports late for work?
What type of notice should be used when
recallingaiaid -off employee? _

Should employees be allowed to accumu-
late seniority during periodi-svhcirthey
are not working?
a. Layoff periods? Seasonal fluctuations?

During periods of approved leave of
absence?

How is seniority lost?
a. Discharge? Resignation? Layoffs ex-

ceeding a specified period? Failure to
1 report for work withbut notification

to the employer?
Should skilled employees receive special,
seniority rights over other employees?
Han employee is upgradeceto a salaried
position, how long is his seniority pro-

.

tected?

(

17. Should temporary or seasonal employees
be entitled to seniority?

ti

a. By the employer?
b. Shall thpy be posted?
c. Sent to the union?
d. How frequently should these lists be

revised?
19. In promotions, is seniority the only fac-

tor for determining a promotion?
20. is the term "promotion" defined to mean

movement to a higher paying job?
21:Are promotional opportunities subject to

bidding requirements? If so, how long
must the job be posted?

22. Are there other factors to be considered,
such as experience, training, or physical
fitness? -

23. Does the employerhave the right to test
employees seeking promotional oppor-
tunities?

24. Does the contract distinguish between a
permanent and temporary vacancy?

25. If a temporary vacancy becoMes per-
nianent, is there a clause covering the
condition?

26. If ability is a determining factor in making
a job award, is ability defined to include
a reasonablainouni of training to per-
form the job?

27. Is a trial period allowed for the purpose of
determining the ability factor?

° 28. How is an employee who demonstrates
lack.of ability removed from the job
i.e., may he return to his old job without
loss of seniority, or must he accept what-
ever jobs are available?

29. If jobs cannot be filled with members of
the bargaining unit, does management
reserve the right to hire from the outside
in order to fill the vacancy?

J. Vacations

The vacation provision contained in an agree-
ment should define eligibility requirements
and establish a basis of computation.

1. Is vacation eligibility defined as contin-
uous service or on the basis of accredited
service? (Accredited service means that
credit will be allowed for working a
certain number of hours in a week or

_ month, after.whicirfull credit may be
given toward,vacation benefits,)

2. How much vacation shall be allowed?
a. Number of days?
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b. Is it a pro-rated amount?
c. Is there an eligibility requirement

before employees can obtain the
initial vacation?

3. How is vacation pay determined?
a. Specific number of hours at straight

time pay?'
b. Average hourly rate for a certain

period?
c. Percentage of previous year's earnings

for a stated period?
4. Shall vacations be based upon the number

of hours worked in the week?
5. Shall provision be made for payment of

employeesin lieu of receiving vacations?
Should employees actually be required
to take time off for vacations?

6. What period shall be used for establishing
the taking of Vacations?
a. The entire year? Specified months?

Summer months? Split vacations?
7. Shall the employer provide a shutdown of

operatibns during the vacation period?
8. If employees ljave the right to select a

vacation period, does management reserve
the right to change the schedule because
of operational requirements?

9. Does the vacation period count as time
worked?

10. What provision is made in the event an
employee quits or if he is discharged?

11. Is provision made for allowing employees
to be considered for new jobs while they
are on yacation? -

12. Can the employer limit the number of
employees.on vacation at the same time?

13. If an employee receives more-than one
week of vacation, must the employee
take all the weeks At one time or can
it be divided?

K. Jury 1

Many employers agree that they will make up
the difference in pay only between the em-
ployee's regular pay and the money he receives
for serving as a juror.

1. Should provision bemade that all fees
paid for service on a jury be verified by
a court official?

2. If fees for mileage are allowed, shall this
be considered as part of jury pay?

L Union Bulletin Boards

1. Shall the union be permitted to post
notices on the company bulletin board?

2. Shall such union notices be restricted to
a. Social affairs? Union elections?

Union meetings? Joint employer
union information?

3. Shall management require a copy of
what ik to be posted in advanAe of
posting?

4. How many bulletin boards should be
designated for union use?

5. Should the. posting of propaganda or
political statements be prohibited

M. Leave of Absence

Generally, leives of absence for personal
reasons are limited to a certain number of
days. However, union officers and officials
are often granted leaves in order to attend
union conventions.

I . Does management have the right to
determine whether or not a personal
leave should be granted? '-

2. Does the leave of absence request have
to be in writing?

3. is there a limitation on the number of
days allowed whenever a personal leave
is granted? .

4. Shall the employee be considered as
having.quit if he fails to report for work
at the end of an approved leaye of ab-

/ sense?
5. If the employee obtains employment

elsewhere while on leave, is he auto-
matically terminated?

6. What procedure is to be followed in the
event an employee:wishes to return
early?

7. Is an employee?s coverage under the em-
ployer's benefit programs continued
while the empliVee is on leave? If so,
on what basis?

N. Death in Family

Pay for absence due to death in the family is
incorporated in an increasing number of agree-
ments,
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1. How much time off with pay is allowed
in the event of a death in the family? ,

2. Are the days calendar days or working
days?

3. What is meant by "death in the immediate
family?" Wife, husband, children, parents,
brothers, sisters, others?

4. Should coverage of the clause be limited
to employees who actually participate in
arrangements or attend the funeral? ,

Shall the employee be required to submit
evidence of the deathdathetamily? If
so, what form of evidence is required?

6. Are probationary employees allowed time
off with pay in the event death occurs
in their family?

7. Does the agreement specify when time
off with pay may be taken (i.e., through
date of interment, within specified
period following death, etc.)

S.

0. Wages

1. Does your clause permit management to
establish new job classifications?

2. Does Management reserve the right to
combine or eliminate jobs?

3. In the event there isa dispute over a new
job because of a technological change or
in increase in job content, does the clause
restrict discussions to the wage rate ex-
clusively and exclude discussions as to
crew size, seniority, etc.

4. Does management reserve the right to
install an incentive plan or make changes
in existing incentive plans?

'5. Should alrthe job ratesand classifications .
be listed in the agreement? in

6. What provision is made for an employee
who wishes to change jobs?

7. What provisions are made for employees
who are requested by theemplOyer to
change jobs?

8. Shall the wage structure provide for single
rated jobs or rate range schedules?
a. If rate ranges are involved, what

method is established for progressing
through the range?

9. Are special premiums in tided for shift
work? , 44, AV'

10. In the event management changes an-em-
ployee from one shift to ano r shift, is
a special premium allowealt:' nce
of notice?

Job Evaluation

1. If evaluation is used, is reference made
to the subject in the agreement?

2: Is there a provision for training union,
official's in the use of the job evaluation
plan?
Is management prevented from
establishing ajob evaluation program if
one is deemed.advjsable?

=

3.

Wage Reopener',

Occasionally, where a contract'terrn is for two
year or more, a provisiqn for reopening on the
matter of wages only is included.

1. If the contract has such a provision, does
it state how much notice must be given
Of intention to reopen the agreenient?,,

2. Does the provision specifically list the, ,
reasons for which reopening may be
asked?

3. Does the provision cover only the
questions of wages, or can fringe bent;
fits or classification increases be con:
sidered?

Cost of Living

Inflationary pressures can bring demands for
cost-of-living clauses.

1. In the event there is a cost -of-living pro:.
visionin the agreement, does it tie wage
adjustments to the Consumer Price Index
issued monthly by the Bureau of Labor
Statittics (BLS), U.S., Department of

2. 1hnit the cost-of-living ldjust-
mentdo a Change in the BLS index of
at 19st 0:5 'Ants? .

3. Aresost,of-living adjustments frozen into
the base rates for the job classifications?
(Often costt favingadjustthents are
paid in addition to the base rate for the
job and are not included in the base
rates.)

4. Is provision made focdownward adjust-
ments in the cost-of-living?

5. Is there a maximum established beyond
which cost -of- living increases will not
be made during the term of the contract?
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Report Pay

1. is-a guaranteed number of hours' pay
allowed to an employee who reports
Sor work that is scheduled but not
available?

What, is the number of hours allowed
for reporting pay guarantee?

3. Does management have a right to put
employees to work outside their regular
classifications, in lieu of reporting pay?

4. Is reporting pay waived if the employer
makes an effort to notify employees
not tg4eport ro'r work within areason-
able period in advance of the reporting
hour? ,

5. Is reporting pay proMilt waived in the
event there are conditions beyond the
control of management, such as equip-
ment failure, act of God, etc.?

- 6. Are reporting hours paid for but not
worked, cbunted toward overtime com-
putations?'

2.

Call -Jn Pay

1. Is the Contract clear as tO the distinction
between call-in pay and reporting pay?

2. Does callin pay apply only to employees
recalled after completing their shift?

3. How may hours or how much call-in
pay is guaranteed in,the,,f)rovision?

4 Must ah employee remain at work a
minimum number of hours in orief to
qualify for call-in p'ay?

5. If the callin involves a full day's work
rather than emergency, is the employee
paid at a premium rate, and if so, for
how many hours?

P. Rest Periods and Wash-up Time

Although rest periods and wash-up times are
considered fringe benefits they can become
expensive if the provisions covering these
benefits are ambiguous.

1. , If dlauses covering these conditions exist,
are there time limitations set forth in
the agreement?

2. In the event relief periods or wash-up times
times are abused, does the language of the
agreement permit management to take
remedial action?

Q. Discipline and Discharge

1. Does the agreement reserve to manage-
ment the right to discipline and discharge
employees for just cause? If so, is "just
cause" defined to include
a. Any violation of the agreement?
b. Any violation of the employer's rules

and regulations?
2. Does the contract distinguish between

serious offenses which are cause for
immediate discharge as opposed to lesser
offenses which do not justify discharge
but may require some form of disciplinary
action?

3. Is a written warning provision contained
in the agreement?

4. Does the agreement contain a clause
making it mandatory that management
notify the union in writing before taking
disciplinary action?

5. Do all grievances concerning discipline
have to bye reduced to writing within a
specified period?

6. Does the agreement specify that if an
employee is reinstated with back pay,
the monies received, either through
working elsewhere or through unem-
ployment compensation, can be
deducted from the amount owed the
employee by the employer?

R. Working Supervisors

1. Does the agreement contain an absolute
prohibition on the work a foreman or
supervisor can do?

2. Does the agreement permiethe foreman
or supervisor to work in cases of
a. Emergency ?
b. instruction. and training of employees?
c. Testing materials and production?

S. Contracting Out (Subcontracting)

120.
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I. Does the agreement allow a ent
to contract out work, a d if so, nder
what conditions?
a. Must the employer tfuy or lease equip-

ment not in his possession?
b. Must he train people with skills that

are not readily available?
c. Must he utilize employees who are laid

off whenever practical?
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d. Does the time for completion of the
job affect the decision as to whether
employees might be utilized in the
work versus having the work con-

' tracted out?

T. Safety and Health

Many agreements contain, provisions for safety
and health.

1. What is the composition of the Safety
Committee?
a. Is the union represented? (If so, what

is its function?)
2. How often does the committee meet?
3. Does the committee have authority to

correct unsafe acts, or does the com-
mittee act in an advisory capacity?

4. Does the committee make periodic in-
spections of the working facilities?

5. If the union is represented oh the com-
mittee, does the employer pay for time
spent in safety meetings?

6. Is there a provision which states that a W.
'member of the grievance committee can-
not also serve as a member of the Safety
CoMmittee?

7. Does the provision require that all safety
equipment be used by the employees?

8. Does the provision pledge the union to X.
promote in every possible way a program
for preventing accidents?

9. Should accident investigation reports be
supplieno the union?

V.

U. Injury on the Job

1. Does the agreement cover injuries in-the
facility?
a. If an employee is injured and is unable

to work, will he be paid for eight
hours' work?

b. If a doctor determines the employee
can -work and he doesn't work, is the
employee paid only for the hours
actually worked?

c. Is it a contractual provision that all
injuries must be reported whenever
they occur?
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Sick Leave Pay

Often unions will demand sick leave pay during
the course of negotiations, and there are some
contracts-which include this benefit.

1. Is paid sick leave to be granted in addition
to weekly disability benefits available
under the employer's insurance program,
if any?

2. How much sick pay does the employee
receive for each day he is on sick leave,
and how is the amount determined?

3. What is the maximum number of paid
sick days allowed each year?

4. Is there a waiting period before paid
sick leave is granted?

5. Is sick leave cumulative from year to year?
If not, is there a provision allowing the
employee to receive pay in lieu of the
unused portion of sick leave?
Is the employee required to furnish roof
of disability in order to qualify for sick
leave beneftis?

Duration

The important issue in reviewing the term of
the agreement is how long it runs and howit
can be renewed.

,Terminatidn
J- .,.

(tile Taft-Hartley Act devotes consideiable
..attention to the procedures for the renego-
tiation or the termination of existing collective
bargaining agreements. The Act specifically
directs certain procedural requirements to be
followed by both management and the union.

In order to comply with these regulations, ter-
mination language requires that the party
desiring to terminate or make changes in an
existing agreement must serve notice of such'
intention on the other pally not less than
sixty days prior to the expiration date of the
present agreement. Negotiation into termin-
ation of the agreement or proposed changes -
ntast commence promptly and, if agreement
has not been *reached by thirty days prior to
the expiration date, the law imposes an obli-
gation to notify the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service of the existence of an
unresolved dispute. Resort to economic force
during the sixty days prior to the expiration of
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the agreement is prohibited, and if a strike takes
place the strikers are subject to discharge with-
out recourse. An appropriate provision should
be inserted in.itontract setting out the pro- ,
cedure tote followed by the parties on
termination.
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COSTING OUT COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. PROPOSALS

Direct Wage Increases

Across-the-board

The cents per hour cost of an across-the-
board increase is self evident, i.e., a 104
an hour increase costs 104 an hour.

The annual cost of an across-the-board
increase is obtained by multiplying the
increase by hours worked. For instance,
a 104 an hour increase for a group of
100 workers, assuming a 40 hour week,

_would Cost 520,800.

b. Range of rate increases
,C

Where there is a, range of wage increases
each increase must be multiplied by the
hours worked, a total must be derived
and the average cents/per hour increase
determined by dividing the total annual
cost by total hours worked.

Assuming that 50 workers received a 74
an hour increase, 25 received an 84 an
hour increase and 25 received an eleven
cent an hour increase, the computations
required are as follows:

Increase x
Number of Hours Annual
Workers x Worked Cost

Here is an example of haw ASTHE is
determined:

Numbers in

Rate x Classification

Hourly earnings

= in classification

2.50 6 15.00

2.75 15 41.25

2.80 5 14.00

Total 26 70.25

Total hourly earnings

in classification ASTHE

number in classification

70.25 = 2.7Q

26

A 596 increase, where ASTHE equals $2.70, would

cost 13.5E.

2. Fringe Benefits

50 2080

. .
$7,289

'8 25 2089 4,160

11 25 20130 5,720

$17,160
. .

Average hourly cost = Total annual cost = 17;160 = 8.25E

Total hours 208,000 - '

c. Percentage increase

Befdre the cents per hour cost of a per-
ceniage increase can be determined, it is
necessarrto compute average straight
time hourly earnings (ASTHE).

A "fringe benefit" is a payment received by a
worker in addition to wages, the cost of which
is paid by the employer.

Examples of fringe benefits are: paid holidays,
paid vacations, sick leave, pension plans, life
insurance, healthind welfare plans, contributions
to workmen's compensatiOn, unemployment
insurance and social security, and many simi-
lar so-called "monetary items.

Fringe benefits aie Rad of an labor
costs and have money value to the worker
receiving ,them.

, .

It is ifipOrtant that a negotiator be able to place
h price tai ox 3 fringe item in order to knbw
exactly, what the benefit is worth to his mem-

. bership as pait bf the overall settlement.

There are three main ways to express the value
of a fringe item: .
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i
1. Total annual cost of a fringe item
2. Cost in cents per hour
3. Cost per employee

The following examples will all use the same
basic information. Therefore, figures obtained
in determining "total annual cost of a fringe
item" should also be used in determining
"cost in cents per hour" as well as "cost
per employee."

1. Formula for Computing Total Annual Cost
of a Fringe-Itein

a - Computing Total Annual Cost of Seven
Paid Holidays

- If a plant employing 500 workers, with
an average hourly rate of $1.80, has seven
paid holidays -the total cost of the holi-
days would be figured by the following
formula:

Number of Workers x Average Hourly
Rate x Hours'Off on Holidays

Therefore:

500 Workers x $1..80 x 56 = $50,400

Total Annual Cost - $50,400

In order to determine the cost of an ad-
ditional holiday, the same formula would
be used:

(e Number of Workers x Average Hourly
Rate x Hours off on Holiday...-__

Therefore:

500 Workers x +1.80 x 8 = $7,200

Total Annual Cost = $7,200

b - Computing Cost of 15-minute Paid Rest
Period

The same formula would be used for this
fringe item:

Number of Workers x Average Hourly
Rate x Annual Number of Rest Hours

/
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Therefore:

500 x SI .80-x 62.5 hours= $56,250

(62.5 hours is the annual paid rest
period time which is arrived at by
multiplying the daily rest period of
15 minutes times 250 - the average
number of days worked per year -
and dividing by 60 minutes:
15 x 250 = 62.5 hours)

60

Total Annual Cost = $56,250

c.-Computing Total Annual Cost of Paid
Vacations

Present Vacation Eligibility

50 workers '-
100 "

200
150

None
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks

Number of Workers x Average Hourly
- Rate x Hours of Vacation

Therefore:

100 x $1.80 x 40 =-; $ 7,200
200 x $1.80 x 80 = 28,800
150 x $1.80 x 120 = 32,400

$68,400

Total Annual Cost = $68,400

The total annual cost of an improved
vacation plan (four weeks' vacation - 50
eligible people) would be figured in the
following way:

Future Vacation Eligibility

50 workers

6:
100
200
100
50

None
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
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100x $1.80 x 40 = S 7,200
200 x $1.80 x 80 = 28,800
100 x $1.80 x 120 = 21,600
50 x $1.80 x 160 = 14,400

$72,000 Total annual
cost for im-
proved plan

68,400 Total ,nual
cost for
present plan

5 3,600 Additional
annual cost

Total Annual Cost $3,600

2. Formula for Computing Cost in Cents Per
Hour for a Fringe Item

Three factors must be known in order to com-
pute costs in cents per hour:

1. Total annual cost of fringe items
2. Average number of hours worked

per year
3. Number of employees in the bar-

gaining unit

Take the figures used and arrived at in
section 1 - Formula for Computing Annual
Cost of a Fringe Item.

a - Computing Cost in Cents Per Hour for
Seven Paid Holidays

Annual Cost
Average Hours Worked Per year x Number

',;of Workers

Therefore:

$50,400 = 4.846 cent. s per hour
2,080 x 500

Cost in cents per hour = 4.8

The cost of an additional holiday would
be figured on the same .asis:

ual Cost
Average Hours W

of W ers

Per Year x Number

Therefore:

$7,200 '= 0.69 cents per hour'
2,080 x 500

Cost in cents per hour = 0.7 cents

b - Computing Cost in Cents Per Hour for 15-
minute Paid Rest Period

Annual Cost
Average Hours Worked Per Year x Number

of Workers

Therefore:

$56,250 = 5.41 cents per hour
2,080 x 500

Cost in cents per hour = 5.4 cents

c - Computing Cost in Cents Per Hour for Paid
Vacations

125.,
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Annual Cost
Average Hours Worked Per Year x Number

of Workers

Therefore:

$68,400 = 6.577 cents per hour
2,080 x 500

Cost in cents per hour = 6.6 cents

A fourth week of vacation for 50 employees
would be computed on the same basis:

Annual Cost
Average Hours Worked Per Year x Number

of Workers

Therefore: 4

$3,600 = 0346 cents per hour
2,080 x 500

Cost in cents per hour = 03 cents

Note: This method is ; short-cut, accurate
enough to compute_ cost for the purpose of,
negotiations. To be more accurate, we should
not use 2,080 hours as the average per worker.
Instead, we should use theactual number of
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hours worked plus overtime minus hours
paid but not 'worked (like holidays, vacations,
rest periods, etc.). However, for our pur- ,
poses the average figure of 2,080 hours per
worker is sufficient.

3. Formula for Coniputing Total Annual Cost
Per Worker

Take the figures used and arrived at in
section 1 - Formula for Computing isinnual
Cost of a Fringe Item.

a - Computing Total Annual Cost Per
Employee for Seven Paid Holidays

Annual Cost
Total Number of Workers

Therefore:

$50,400 = $100.80
500

Total Annual Cost Per Worker =$100.80

The cost of an additional holiday would'
be figured on the same basis:

$7,200 = $14.40
SOO

Total Annual Cost Per Worker = $1.4.40

b - Computing Total Annual Cost Per Worker
for 15-minute Rest Period

Animal Cost
Total.Number of Workers

Therefore:

, $56,250 = $112.50
"500

Tottl,Annual Cost Per Worker 112.50:
.

c - CoMputing Total Annual Cost:Per Worker
tor:Paid Vacations ; .

AnnUal Cost.
Total Number of Workers

Therefore:

$68,400 = $136.80
500

Total Annual Cost Per Worker = $136.80

The annual cost of a fourth week of
vacation for 50 people would be figured
in the following way:

Annual Cost`
Total Number of Workers

Therefore:

$3,600 = $7.20
500

Total Annual Cost Per Worker = $7.20

Note: The formula Stakes into consideration
.the total number of workers covered
by the bargaining unit anditot the
actual number benefiting from a
particular fringe item.

This method indicipes the money
value of the whole/package for all
workers in the bargaining unit. For
example, only 50 people benefit from
the additional fourth week of vacation
which costs 0346 cents per hour for
the total labor force over the year.
During negotiations the Committee
might have "traded" this fourth
vacation week. for, an additional
half-holiday (e.g. Christmas Eve),
which would cost 0.345 cents per hour
for the total labor force over the year.
For all practical purposes, the cost for
the half-holiday, which would benefit,"
all workers,.would be identical with
the cost forthe fourth week of
vacation for 50 Workers.
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TACTICS AND TECHNIQUES
OF

COLLETIVE BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Collective Bargaining is-a problem-solving and
agreement-making process. It is probably the
most effective and equitable means in our society
for matching employer, requirement with employee
needs. It is called "bargaining" because the process
involves the two parties making proposals and counter-
proposals, giving and taking and compromising to
reach an agreement. Some persons regard the
collective bargaining prbcess as a panacea which
will solve all problems of.employee relations. But
that view substantially overstates the case. in the
public sector, the term collective bargaining is
often used to describe other procedures.

Much has been written about public sector collective
bargaining and much more said. The point on which
all experts agree is that callective bargaining is a
dynamic, fluid and evolving process which placep
premium on flexibility, ingenuity, and patience.

Ipbor relations in the public sector have changed
drastically in the past several years. Personnel sys-

-
tems once administered unilaterally by public
management, have been changed by executive orders

' and/or laws leading to bilateral negotiations betweeil
public management and organized employees.
Currently, the scope of this public sector collective
bargaining is sometinies limited, as in the Federal
sector, to personnel policies, practices and matters
affecting working conditions. However, in an in-
creasing number of public sector jurisdictions,
bilateral negotiations also address themselves to
wages, hours, and, in some instances, even to issues
of mission and budget. There is movement in this
direction in the Federal Government too.

Where collective bargaining exists, it limits the ability
of the employer to determine unilaterally conditions
of employment and at the same time permitsem-
ployees to have significant input into decisions
affecting their working conditions. The theory is
that conditions of employment agreed upon in this
bilateral manner generates greater employee support
and higher employee morale than might otherwise
be olltainablt. One of the major objectives of the

collective bargaining process is to reconcile the
diverse interests of the employer and employees.
Thus, the collective bargaining process is a
mechanism for channeling and resolving conflict
between the parties.

While public management has increasingly accepted
bilateralism as the method of determining and ad-
ministering personnel policies, practices, working
conditions, etc., it has also learned that poor or
inadequate Management performance in this
new process can lead to binding agreements which
are very costly to management vis-a-vis direct cost
items and/or limitations on the management pre-
rogative and flexibility necessary for effective and
efficient public operations.

Professional negotiators have learned that successful
negotiations are the result of thorough preparations.
They know that the most skillful bargainer is of
little or no value without careful and diligent prepa-
ration to back him up.

One of the first steps in Preparing is to select
the management negotiating team and its chief
spokesman and to delegate appropriate author-
ity. Once the team is chosen, it should review
agency personnel policies and practices and, especially,

the agency's labor relations po philosophy.
The management team must antici to the union's
demands. This can be accompli d by soliciting
feedback from managers in gene al and first line
superviiors in particular. A systematic review of
grievances within the bargaining unit will provide
clues. Also a review of the union's newspaper and
convention proceedings may provide tip offs, as will
a review of contracts negotiated bythe union in
other bargaining units.

Once the union's objectives have been anticipated,
management should evaluate them and develop its
responses to them. Management should also
develop its own proposals regarding those goals it
wants to obtain from negotiations. To support 4/.
proposals and counter proposals, management will
need-to collect, analyze, and systematize data
much data. Bargaining data should relate to the

.4 smifics of management's proposals and
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counterproposals but should also go beyond that in
anticipation ofunion proposals.

Needless to say, adequate bargaining preparation
takes time. This time must be made available unless
management wants to face the consequences of in-,
adequate preparations which _could result in a poor.
agreement. ,

A final preparation step for management is to
review and digest all that has gone before. Here
management will want to finalize its bargaining
strategy. Bargaining strategy refers to the overall
objectives and goals that management hopes to
achieve at the table. Once this strategy has been
finalized, management will attempt to utilize
bargaining techinques and tactics to obtain its goals.

INITIATING THE PROCEDURE

Once adequate advanced preparations have been com-
pleted and the "ground rules" for the conduct of
negotiations established, substantive bargaining is
initiated.

There is no accepted, standard procedure to,vatt
negdtiations. Some employee organizations may send
the list of their demands beforehand and expect the
employer to respond atothe fist meeting. Others may
simply indicate the areas they want to discuss and
then present the actual demands at the first meeting.
If the advance submission of union proposals is not
the standard operating procedure, management
should attempt to establish it, Likewise, manage-
ment's proposals should be submitted to the union
in advance of negotiations.

Once the proposals are received, the management
bargaining team must analyzeet.hern thoroughly. The
union's proposals should be analyzed from the
standpoint of how much it would cost the employer
to implement the requests, and further, fromthe
standpoint of the legal and budgetary effect on
management's responsibility to carry out its functions.

Management's team, in preparing its responses, should
..,,,consider why the unisop made the propoial and what

Irguments the union may bring forth to support its
position, This consideration will be important in
determining which proposals the union may be
willing to bargain away during the latter sessions,

and which are 'priority matters; and what are the
underlying problems in all union demands.

_q
S

At the first formal session, then, the employee
organization may elaborate on its written proposals
and permit management to ask a few clarifying
questions. Then, the second session would be the
one at which management explains its proposals;
and the third, the one at which the parties start
to get down to the business of negotiating an
agreement.

It is important to keep a record of the proceedings.
Usually each party appoilts a membeof its bar-
gaining team to take notes. It is not advisable to
tape record since this tends to prevent a free and
forthright exploration of the issues. It should, be
understood that all agreements on portions of the
contract are tentative until the entire contract is
agreed upon; and this should be clarified at the
outset. It should also be mutually understood
initially what, as the parties reach agreement on an
issue, the issue will be put into writing and each
party signify its acceptance with initials even
though,this,acceptance is tentative pending agree-
ment on the entire contract.

UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF
NEGOTIATIONS

One of the most prevalent fallacies concerning
collective bargaining is that the parties are "equals."
The,fallacy lies in confusing procedural equality
with actual bargaining power.

Many factors affect the outcome of negotiations:
the time contracts, expire, local and national
economic conditions, organizational and admin-
istrative leadership, community environment and
political situations, conditions of employment,
local union membership support, the nature and
availability of help to labor organizations from
state and, national affiliates, and $ skill add degree
of preparation of the negotiators. -

The requirement of good faith bargaining doesnot
preclude the parties from taking into account their
relative bargaining power, nor from making proposals
which reflect this assessment. The obligation to
bargain in good faith is not amobligation to agree
to every proposal madehy the other party. Thus,
even though the parties are procedural equalsat the
table and each is obligated to deal in good faith, the
relative power of the parpes is always a factor in the
relationship. -Bargaining power mean ply the
ability to bring about changes in the other party's
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negotiating position which he would not make had
he had absolute free choice. Pressure tactics are the
techniques of exerting bargaining power.

The absence of a profit motive in the public sector
does not eliminate sources of conflict or the utili-
zation of bargaining power. Bargaining power is
not limited solely to marketplace economic pressure.
It would be a tragic mistake to assume that public
e ployees have no bargaining power without the

ght to strike. Other factors, such as political
ressure, negotiating skills, public opinion and

chological elements may be important sources
of bargaining power.

The strike is the most controversial and the most
publicized bargaining tactic used to show bargaining
power. (Although public employee strikes are
prohibited for all except some categories in three
states, public sector strikes do occur.) Other pressure
tactics are sanctions, slowdowns, demonstratiOns,
informational picketing, refusal to work overtime,
the refusal of teachers to participate in extracurricular
activities and working strictly by the rules. Political
action is another pressure tactic employed by public
employee unions.

On occasion, the parties do not know how much
power they have. Sometimes they have a great deal
of unrecognized power., At other times they discover,
to their dismay, that they do not have as much power
as they'd thought. It is necessary to understand the
power dimension to understand the process of
collective bargaining. Power is not necessarily good
or bad, and power can be used constructively as
well as destructively. Perceptions of power are
sometimes more important than the actual power
itself. For example, an employer may believe a
labor organization will call a strike if a concession
is not granted. In fact, the union may not have the
support of.its members, but if the employer believes
it has, management may act differently than it
would otherwise.

In approaching the bargaining table, public manage-
ment would do well to consider the dynamics of the
employee organization with which it bargains. It
should consider such factors as organization leader-
ship, resources, morale, the community climate and
the union's attitude toward negotiations. It should
make the distinction between labor organizations with"
full-time professional staff and those without it. Nor-
mally, the full-time paid union professional has a .

different stake in the outcome of the negotiations
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than a rank and file employee leader who puts in
full-time at a public sector job. The full-time leader
may well put more emphasis on proposals to bring
about organizational security and to obtain the
bargaining goals of the national organization, while
local rank and file negotiators are often more
concerned about local work-related issues.

The fact that there was a competitive campaign
between two or more labor organizations towin
bargaining rights merits special consideration. Cam-
paign promises may have exceeded reality.
Negotiations with this background are often loaded
with emotions which may be difficult to shake.
There may be a:tendency on the part of the labor,
organization in initial negotiations to concentrate
on specific grievance cases which, as such, have no
place at the bargaining table.

There is no pat formula for success in negotiations,
but two suggestions maybe helpful:

Avoid debate on philosophical issues and
concentrate on the specifics of an agreement.

Regard bargaining not as a necessary evil but
as a way to strengthen relationships between
the parties and to provide for joint determin-
ation of matters of intimate concern to both.

BARGAINING TACTICS

The basic objective in collective bargaining nego-
tiations is to reach agreement. Unfortunately, there
are union and management representatives who
approach collective bargaining as if it were some kind
of trial by combat. Such an approach raises serious
obstacles to theilevelopment of a constructive labor-
management rilationship. Negotiating is an art, not
a science. It 'air can be a serious business, a game,
a ritual, or a drama with unpredictable outcome.

Very early, the employer must decide what and how
much it is prepared to offer. This is better done in
the preparation stage of the process. The need for
such a decision is obvious. The employer cannot
afford to negotiate each item in isolation. It must
consider the fiscal and total management situation.

It is common practice for the union to ask initially
for more than it expects to receive, and for manage-
ment to offer less than it will settle on. Productive
collective bargaining will not be achieved unless each



believes the other will act and proceed in good
with. Agreement will not be ruched easily on all
issues, and this is where the actual bargaining takes
place. This is the importarit_processnE4imand
take" in collective bargaining. .

The timing of concessions is important. Gaining, or
appearing to gain, concessions from management is
usually a political necessity for a union. The em-
ployer who refuses to permit even the appearance
of concession is risking-substantial and continued
hostility: in tinting its proposals, counterproposaTi
and concessions, neither the employer nor the union
should assume the complete, unfettered rationality
of the other side, but rather should attempt to anti-
cipate the political and organizational stresses involved
Both bargaining teams should approach negotiations
with a carefully planned set of priorities. Some will
be monetary, some not. The negotiators should have
a good understanding of which items are in the
"must" category, which ones can be traded off and
for how much. The crucial objective is not the
resolution of particular items but the entire contract.
Successful negotiations require insight into a wide
range of objectives, priorities and possibilities. The
situation in collective bargaining is different from
bargaining in the regular marketplace. The labor-
management relationship will continue indefinitely,
even though a particular agreement comes to an
end: The parties must live with one another. In
collective bargaining, there is nearly always a
hereafter. This fact requires a different approach
to bargaining strategy than the single shot tactics
of the common marketplace.

BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR MANAGEMENT
NEGOTIATORS

Following are some 'principles for management
negotiators to keep in mind at the bargaining table:

Be Yourself

The first rule the negotiator must follow is to be
himself that is, to use an approach which is con-
sistent with his own personality'', experience, and
background. Some highly successful negotiators
are "table-thumping bulls"; others are quiet and
reserved. Each is effective if he uses his own
personality to advantage.

It is often assumed that a calm, unemotional atmos-
phere is desired during the cross-table communication.
The negotiator should not be a slave to this doctrine.
He should folloiv his own personality and not be
afraid ofshowing emotion if the tithing appears proper.
At the proper time, a certain amount of emotion and
"brinkmanship" can be highly valuable. However, the
intelligent use and control of emotion shOuld not be
at the expense of good manners and courtesy.

Bee Ethical

It is axiomatic that the negotiator must be ethical. He
is dealing with a long-range, highly personal relation.
ship which has all the daily frictions of the typical
marriage but without much likelihood of divorce.
Thus, a temporary gain made through deception,
craft, or distortion of facts will surely return at a
later date to haunt the operating management. A
negotiator dedicated to personal ethics will find that
he may demand and receive the same front the other
side.

As-Sane a Positive Bargaining Attitude

The negotiator should also strive for a positive attitude.
No matter how ominous the union's power and bar-
gaining position may be, the negotiator will do a better

job for management if he assumes a posture of
bargaining for a contract as he wants it, as opposed to
merely bargaining against what the union is attempting
to achieve. Negative negotiating merely puts the
employer in a defensive position, forfeiting the
essential element of control which is so necessary for
successful negotiations.

Maintain Team Discipline

It is fundamental that only the principal negotiator
will speak for the management group, unless it is
previously understood that on specific points other
members of the management team will interject their
observations or statements..Another exception occurs
when the chief negotiator, during a session, requests
one of team members to answer a certain question
or to explore a certain practice or set,of facts.

This does not mean, that the other members of the
-management committee function as mere window
dressing or casual observers. Each member Should be
selected with a specific purpose and role in mind, and
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he should perform it. A common failure in this
connection is for the person with responsibility -

for note-taking to become engrossed in the
discussion and lay down his pencil. Ea' Ch member

an.of the b rgaining team should stay alert and watch
and list closely. The time for communication is
during e breaks and caucuses. If it can't wait,
write notes.

Know Your Union Counter Parti

Prior to negotiations, management negotiators should
prepare or be furnished with a biographical sketch of
each union bargainer. This sketch should include his
work and griveance histories. Rank and file committee-
men frequently bargain from a position of personal or
local self-interest. Although management's negotiator
may be talking to the union's official spokesman, the
real objective is to communicate with the local union
bargainers and through them with the unit employees.

In effect, the management spokesman is building and
selling a package which the union committee in turn
must sell to the rank-and-file. The negotiator should
visualize the union bargaining team standing before
a membership meeting and explaining why they
agreed to withdraw a certain proposal or to accept a
certain counterproposal. At this point, the union
team is in the same position as the management
negotiator was earlier it must sell the logic or
philosophy involved.

Thus, the management negotiator is seeking a
communications rapport with the union bargaining
team through which he can convey effectively
management's views and positions. It is one thing
to state excellent points with a flourish of oratory.
But the question is'whether the other person hears,
understands and is persuaded. Even if he does not
agree with your view, you want to make certain he
understands thoroughly why you hold such a view.

PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES FOR
MANAGEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

Possibly the most important rule of procedure is for
the negotiator not to permit the negotiation process
to become stifled by procedural mechanics. Proce-
dure is no more than an aid to decorum and orderly
progress. It may also serve as a check against over-
sight and unnecessary haste. The following comments
on procedure are made with the above cautions:

The Opening Sessions

Never underestimate the importance of the common
courtesies of introductions and preliminary chit-chat.
This provides the negotiator with valuable information
in formulating his approach to setting and controlling
the emotional tone of negotiation. At the outset, it
is customary to settle such matters as session schedules,
length of sessions, etc., if they have not been specified
in the "ground rules."

After these preliminaries, the first step may be to
review the union proposals in sequence. Normally,
the negotiator avoids indicating the agency's position
on any of the items. (The union usually has a pretty
good idea, anyway.) The purpose is to explore prob-
lems which may have precipitated the proposal, and
the intent and scope of the proposal. Frequently,
such problems can be resolved to the satisfaction of
the rank- and, -file without the necessity of accepting
the union's proposal in whole or in part.

As to the meaning of proposal language, the
negotiator through questioning establishes the infor-
mation base from which to draft counterproposals.
He also establishes a record of intent which will serve
as a valuable aid to interpretation and application in

future grievance and/or arbitration cases. A word
of caution about the questioning technique: Nothing
will sour a coininitteekre quickly than a routine
and boring "who-wha - hen-where-and why" inter-
rogation on proposal after proposal. Similarly, if
some "proposals are ludicrous on their face, the
negotiator should refrain from over-reaction when
he questions them. Somewhere in the background of
the proposals there is probably some very serious
intent. The negotiator's goal is not to display his
superior wit or to engage in ridicule, but rather to
identify and attempt to solve problems.

The Intermediate Sessions

When management submits its response to each union
proposal, it should also submit its own management-
initiated proposals (unless they were submitted pre-
viously) and explain and clarify them. Mother
caution about management proposals relates to
whether they should be initiated in areas where there
are disputes over the meaning of existing contract'
language. If management is not prepared to take an
adamant stand in support of its proposal, it may for-
feit substantial ground In future interpretation of
the existing language;

1.
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Minagement's first response may be in specific
written language. Or it may be an oral response,
covering areas in which it is willing to move. In
the latter case, the partieswill have agreed that if
agreement is reached in principle, specific contract
language will then be submitted in accordance
with the oral statements. Most frequently the
employer's first response is a combination both
oral and written.

The most marked distinction between amateur and
professional negotiators is in the matter of timing.
The professional may have the urge to make an
observation or proposal, but he controls himself
and selects the most appropriate and effective time.
For example, occasionally bilgaining committees
have a "loudmouth." Thecamate,ur jumps on him
at the first opportunity. The professional, knowing
that others on the union committee will also grow
tired of him, waits until this point is reached. His
remarks are then more effective and they do not
engender sympathy for the offender.

The number of issues will eventually narrow to the
point where the negotiators feel the timing is right
to "wrap it up". Thus, patience is an essential
characteristic for the negotiator, and he must care-
fully encourage patience oat the part of the other
members of the management team.

The extent to which the management negotiator
should hold back his economic proposals,'until
the balance of the "non-economic" items have
been resolved, is a matter of timing and "feel".
However, careful analysis should be made as to
whether there are, in fact, such things as "non-
economic" items. From a long-range view a parti-
cular clause which puts no money into the .

employee's pocket may, nevertheless, becostly
to the employer in future years.

The Final Sessions

When it is apparent that the parties are reaching the
final stage of negotiations, it is important that the

' negotiator not permit himself the luxury, of an
"it's all settled" emotional letdown. There are -

essential functions to perform.

Membeii of the negotiating team should review the
language, intent and scope of each of the proposals,
and carefully check each proposal against exist,

provisions in the contract to insure that no new
problems or "sleepers" have, been created.

The chief negotiator should arrange for a full session
of both committees (and with \the mediator, if
applicable) in which the settlethent is reviewed and
the mechanics of ratification avid approval of top
nianagement are clarified. The details of whether
there will be retroactivity, whether such is con-
ditioned upon ratification by a certain date, etc.,
should be spelled but with the utmost clarity.
Finally, assurance should be obtained from the
union committee and union officials thatthey will
not only recommend the package but will exert
their best efforts toward obtaining ratification.

TECHNIQUES FOR FACILITATING
AGREEMENT

There are many techniques utilized by the pro-
fessional negotiator to facilitate the reaching of
a sound, mutually Satisfactory agreement. Some of
the most common of these techniques are the
following:

The "Yes Habit"

Start discussions from areas of common agreement
rather than from an obviously controversial matter.
Secure a basis of agreement on which to build.
Subsequent favorable accommodations may be more
easily reached on disputed issues.

Assume Acceptance
S

Do not indicate a lack of confidence in the reasonable-
ness or acceptability of any management proposal.

Allow for Face- Saving

It never hurts to be gracious. Being a bad winner over
'small victories may Make it very difficult to reach
final settlement. Creating resentment or embarrass-
ment does not contribute to problem solving which is
the hallmark of constructive labor-management
relations.
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BtPrepared to Prove Your Point
:

In the nature of collective bargaining, the union is
usually the moving party submitting its proposals
or challe'nging a management action through the
grievance procedure. Because the union is so often
the moving party, it tends to assume the burden of
proving its case.

Keep in mind, however, that the management team
should also be prepared to explain the reasons for
its proposals and for rejecting any union demand
or proposal.

Explain, Discuss, Persuade Don't Plead

Remember that you are engageckin collective bar-
gaining, not collective begging. Be quick to demon-
strate respect and courtesy; be equally quick to
demand the same consideration.

ate the Advantages of Your Proposal to the Other
Party

While this approach can be easily overdone, it
happens with'some frequency that the management
proposal carries some important advantages for the
union. Where these benefits are signifitant, they
serve as a proper additional fictor in support of
your case.

Keep Discussions Problem-Oriented Rather than
Personality-Centered

" By far the most fruitful atmosphere for re4ing
sound agreements is the recognition by both parties
of mutual interest in solving problems of common
concern. The greater the degree of objectivity that
can be developed, the more constructive the

relationship.

Preparation of Actual Proposals

Two suggested methods:

1. Working up clauses in exact contract language
offers the solution as well as the problem, and
it is possible that devotion to language or to
an exact solution may hinder agreement;

2. Presenting the problem with a-generalized
suggestion'for its solution allows more freedom
for bargaining with less initial bickering on
language. A combination of both methos
might be advisable.

Dealing with Proposals

Both parties have responsibility for giving realistic
c,onsideration.to proposals offered by the other. It
should be assumed that there are sound reasons for
each proposal, however odd tbetpinposals may appear.

While Negotiations Are in Progress

Keep in close touch with the entire management
team through progress reports. This gives other mem-
bers of the management team a feeling of "
participation, and emphasizes the importance of
supporting the management negotiating committee.'
Some ways of keeping in touch include: regular and
special Meetings, talks by committee members, a
'special committee of management representatives
from each departinent and shift io serve as a
reporting,advisory and contact body.

WHO IS THIS NEGOTIATOR

In a recent article in The Journal of Navy Civilian
Manpower Management, Mr. A. DiPasquale, former
Vice President of American Air Lines for Industrial
Relations, and currently Navy's Director of Labor
and Employee Relations, made the following
observations:

". ...With the proliferation of exclusive units
(which give, a union the right to represent those
in the unit and engage in collective bargaining),
a new breed of specialist has come into promin-
ence: His presence has long been felt in private
industry..He is called the negotiator. His forum
is the conference room where the collective,bar-
gaining Scene is,enacted. It is here that
committees for union and management sit across
the conference table eyeball to eyeball.

The Chief negotiator for each side is the man who
plaYs the leading role. His brilliance or ineptitude
spells the difference between success or failure of
the conference mission. He participates in a con-
test where the stakes are high. He does not .
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gamble but exercises judgment and takes a
businessman's risk during the ebb and flow of
contract making.

What kind of a man is he? What need he possess
to be a consummate artist in his chosen profession?

To begin with, he is a specialist by designation but
a generalist in practice. He has a liberal education
in history; social science; economics, as it affects
costs and people needs; management; labor law
and priptices, and oral and written communi;
cation. He is daring, innovative and imaginative.
He is well versed in the operations aspect of the
business at hand; in political as Jell as organi-
zational trends in his industry or agency; per-
sonnel practices, and the meaning and impact
of proposals intended for contract Commitment.

He has maturity. He can conceive of Utopia but
cherishes no dream of attaining its piomises,
for his is a world of harsh realities. He under-, stands management enterprise and the philosophy
underlying the American trade union movement.
He has learned the value of balanced bargaining
strength but recognizes that, in serious confron-
tation, balance may shift:so as to abort the
meeting if either party tends to overreach. He
acts as a stabilizer and tries to.keep the confer-
ence on an even keel.

A good negotiator is both a good talker and a
good listener. He must be articulate when
expciunding his own views, but he.must also
know how to listen not only to be politely
silent, but to hear, understand and interpret all
that is said at the bargaining table. under-
stand not only what the other side says, but
also what they mean and what motivates them to
say it, he must also be a practical behavioral
scientist. He must realize that logic is often subor-
dinated unwittingly to human emotions such as
pride, fear, love, hate, or prejudice. Realizing all
this, he accepts it with tolerance as a reality, and
does not sit at the conference table in the role of
a crusader.

He is also a student, a man who has studied his
discipline and has attained a broad grasp of the
nature of his profession. He has developed his
techniques so as to be able to act either as an

advocate or defender and occasionally, as a
mediator when a stalemate appears imminent. He
has a love for facts and logic but is practical enough
to understand that variables of doubt, creditability,
emotion and fear'often distort the validity of
facts. He is aware of the negative impact of extreme
position-taking.

,
He is a man of, sterling character. The esteem in
which he is held overcomes condemnation which
may otherwise result due to disagreements or
denials he may assert. He believes in maneuver,
tactics or strategy, but never deception. He does
not dabble in chicanery. His reputation rests on
pillars of fairness and firmness, neither of which
implies softness or expediency. He champions a
right and sellsjt on the basis ofmutuality of
interest not might. He stands as a leader.

A negotiator can also be a loner. Through a
disciplined mind, he caps his frustrations and
hides his disappointments, but, outwardly, his
image and portrayals are framed in optimism
and encouragement. When the going gets rough
his metabolism may alter, but the physical or
mental strain he bears alone, seldom visible to
those about him. Diving periods of recess his
retreat is to meditation and thought searching
for elusive solutions he must conjure or fashion.

He has the touch of the diplomat. His arsenal
of weapons includes suggestion and persuasion,
and, strangely enough, disarming techniquesas
distinguished from attack.',, He can be concili-
atory and amendable to compromise even in thd
face of abrasiveness or militancy. He aims for
joint consent and the good of the'organization
and its employees not self-aggrandizement.
He is hh on nioral as well as legal obligations.
He studies proposals and shows a high capa-
bility to counter-propose, thus avoiding the
absolute negative response whenever possible.
He seeks to hold the partie's together to keep
alive the coordinated effort.

Whenever he is a management or union negofiata,
he takes great pride in his work. His'inirpose is to
make a contribution and, accordingly, he, strives for
an agreement arrived at through voluntary consent.
He prefers direct understandings between the:
parties. He recognizes that an agreement is the



alloy forged out of elements each of.the parties
introduced earlier in discussions._ He helps shape
and mold that alloy.

Is there Stich' a man? There must be both in the
public and private sectors for each year
thousands of agreements are negotiated un-

heralded, unpublished, and without fanfare or
strife. The negotiators must .1,e credited inlarge
part for such achievements."

.

CONCLUSION DO's AND DON'TIN
NEGOTIATING THE CONTRACT

Some of the elements contributing to successful
negotiations include: gathering of information
prior to negotiations, evaluation of past experience,
seles.tion of the negotiating team whosNnembers
have skill in negotiating techniques and an under-
standing of the total work situation, and the
examination of every detail in-the formulation of the
Contract. There is no definite formula to follow in
bargaining.. However, here are some do's and don'ts
which could; determine its success or failure,:

,

DO maintain a positive bargaining attitude;
analyze every proposal to determine what

DO

DO

DO
DO-

DO

DO

DO

DO

), -;
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DO make sure the flitattontiact has been
checked to make certain its.proVislons do
not violate law or higheriegulation,...

DO try to negotiate from your old labor
agreement and your own'propOsals. .

DO avoid permitting tfie unjontoialce t
ball away from you by constant refeirail`
to its own proposals.,

DO personalize the things that are soOdand,,
deperSonalizq the things that'ar e 'bad,

DO put the burden of'prOof on the union
negotiators..

DO ask questions that cannot be answeted
with a simple yes or no. .

DO keep negotiatiphs moving and to
point.

4

DON'T relinquish control of the meeting.:
DON'T interrupt the union presentation Of a

proposal, no matter what you think of
it Rersonally.

DON'T bargain solely on.phion demands:
DON'T be misled on nuittftil consent clauses.

(Remember that #bilitytkoperate
effectively and efficientlyisyOur most
important consideratiokand that fie-.
quently mutual conseni claUset give,
to the union authority not originally
intended and a veto-ovwnattagernent
actions) .

make commitments without delilieration.
offer to make major concessions unless
the offer is contingent upon the reaching
of vcomplete agreement,

DON'T, give away in one clause of the agreement -

what you have carefully obtained or
preserved in another. )44'k

DON'T overlook the need to keep abreast of what,'
employees themselves are thinking and
how/they are reacting. . -

DON'T neglect to consider what your agieement
will mean to Others in your agency and/or
community.

DOWT automatically.assume that What is per-
fectly logical to a person with a
management orientation also appears
perfectly logical to a peOon with a
union background.,

DON'T fdrget that the goal Orcollective bar-
gaining negotiations,is problem solving
as embodied in dmutually satisfactory
written agreement. ,

it will Cost now and in the future, and
avoid hidden cost items.
ask for revisions or modifications of your DON'T

-contract to give you gAatet efficiency . DON'T
remember that collective baigaining is
a two-way street - that the union will
often "trade" to get what it wants.

`make effective use of the counterproposal:
state at the beginning that the terms of
the contract become effective on the
date the agreement is signed, hbi retro-
active to the date bargaining begins.
stick by your position with courage when
you know you are fair and right.
make sure you have not relinquished im-
portant rhts.
analyze, digest, review and scrutinize
suggesitd, contract language before
agreeing, to avoid "give-away" clauses
and "sleepers."
renAmbelihVyou have a duty to bargain
in good faith, but that you are free to dis-
agree and, reject any fa-proposal.
understand that unions are political organi-
zations and take into account their need for
face-saving devices.

138
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SUBJECT MATTER OF NEGOTIATIONS

In the private sector, from the statutory language
requiring the parties to "confer in good faith with
respect to wages, hours, and other terms andcondi-
tions of employment," a distinction has evolved be-
tween mandatory, permissive, and prohibited subjects.

Definitions:
. .

Mandatory subjects - those subjects that the two
parties must bargain about; if either party raises
them in negotiation, although they ar under no
obligation to reach agreement. For e ple, in
the private sector, basic rates of pay, paid holi-
days, subcontracting and layoffs would be
mandatory subjects of bargaining. ,

Permissivi sOjects - those subjects about which .
management and the union may bargain if they
choose, but are not required to do so; in such
cases they will not be guilty of a refusal to bar- .

gain in good faith. Examples of permissive
subjects of bargaining in the private sector would
be: union label, settlement of unfair'labor
practices as a condition of agreement, and the
scope of the unit of agreement.

Prohibited subjects - illegal subjects about which
the parties may not bargain. Examples tom the
private sector would be negotiation of a closed
shop or hot cargo clause.

It should be noted that in the private sector, over time,
the scope of bargaining has increased; furthermore,
these three divisions of the subret matter for bargain-
ing have not been static.'

Issue

COMPARISON CHART OF
NEGOTIABILITY OF ISSUES

Private Your
Sector Jurisdiction

1. Wages and Rates of Pay

Basic rates of pay Mandatory

General Wage Adjustments:

A. Wage reopener Mandatory

Issue

138

Private Your
SeCtor Jurisdiction

B. Spec ified de-
ferred increases

C. Cost of living Mandatory
escalators

D. Increases in pay Mandatory
based on in-
creases in pro-

. ductivity

Job evaluation Mandatory
plans as they
relate to wages

Procedures for Mandatory
changing wage
!ties for new or
changed jobs

Individual Wage Adjustments:

A. Automatic Mandatory

B. Merit Increases Mandatory

C. Combined merit, Mandatory
and automatic
increases'

Wage guarantees:

A. Caused by Mandatory
technological
change

B. Caused by Mandatory
new product or
new product mix

Piece Rates and Wage Incentive Systems:

A. Adoption, Mandatory
revision or eli-
mination of
incentive system

RN IV-3
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Issue
Private
Sector

Your
Jurisdiction

I. Wages and Rates of Pay (Cont'd)

B. setting of Mandatory
incentive rates

C. Limitations Mandatory
on incentive
rate changes

D. Time studies Mandatory

E. Minimum guar- Mandatory
antees

F. Spoiled work Mandatory
and failure to
meet standirds

Reporting and Call Back Guarantees:

A. Reporting pay Mandatory

B. Call-back and Mandatory
call-in pay

Wage rates on trans- Mandatory
fer, promotion and
demotion

Wage Differentials:

A. Shift differ- Mandatory .

entials

B. Area differ- Mandatory
entials

.,
C. Handicapped Mandatory

workers differ-
'ential

D. `'seasonal Mandatory
employee differ-
ential

Premium while. 'Mandatory
replacing salaried
employees

.fr

F. Premium for Mandatory
instruction duties

It

Issue

G.

H.

Private
Sector

...
Premium for Mandatory
hazardous duties

Premium for Mandatory
safety Committee
work, etc.

Time and Manner of Wage Payment:

A. Length of Mandatory
pay period

B: Interval be- Mandatory
tween pay period
and pay day

C. Pay day
specified

MandatOry

, b. Time and Mandatory
mgthod of pay-
ment

E. Pay day in Mandatory
holiday week

F. Pay on dis- Mandatory
charge or quit

G. Deductions Mandatory

Change of payment Mandatory
from a salary base to
an hourly base

t

Overtime pay. Mandalpry

Paid Holidays Mandatory,

Paid Vacations Mandatory

Employee Benefits and Services

Bontises, Gratuities, and Subsidies:

'. A. Christmas
' bonus

B. Year end
bonus

139

Mandatory

.
Mandatory
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Private ',Your
Sector. Jurisdiction

IL Employee Benefits andServices (Coned)
-

. Semi-Annual Mandatory
. bonus

D.- Length of
service bonus

E. Meals Mandatory

P. Education fees Mandatory

Mandatory

G., Employer Mandatory
discounts

5,

Discounts on Mandatory
management services

Pensions and other Mandatory
welfare

Hf

Employee expenses:

A. Uniforms

B. Tools

Severance Pay

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Income Mainten;nce:

A. Wegkiy Mandatory
guatintees

B.

C.

D.

III.

Hours

Monthly Mandatory
guarantees

AnMial . Mandatary
guarantees

Supplemental Mandatory
unemployment ,

benefit

Design and Scheduling of Work

Mandatory'

Issue
Private

. Sector
Your .

Jurisdiction,

Work schedules

SCheduling hours
of work

Overtime:.=etal

B.

Mandatory

Mandatory

Daily and Mandatory
weekly overtime

OVertime-
rules

Mandatory

Nonproductive Timef

A. Lunch periods Mandatory

E. Rest pe,riodi Mandatory

C. Clean up and 'Mandatory
work preparation
time

D. 'Waiting, standby 'Mandatory
'and travel time

E. . Injury or illness Mandatory.

F. Holidays Mandatory

G. -Vacations --Mandatory

IV Grievances and Arbitration

Grievance procedures Mandatory

MandatoryArbitration

V. Personnel Policie4Practices, and Procedures

Hiring

A. Notice to
Union

B. Physical
EXaMiniiiOn

"Lay offs,

.:140

Mandatory

Mandatory
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Isstie

Lay off procedures:

A. Consultation
with Union

B. Selection of
employees for
lay off.,

C.

D.

.
Mandatory

Mandatory

r

Exception to Mandatory ,
seniority rules

Notice of Mandatoryt
lay off

E. Lay off pay Mandatory

Bumping and Transfer to avoid lay off:

A. ginployees Mandatory
eniitle-d to
bumpingrihts

. Atea in which Mandatory
-btinniing rights
may be,

,exercised,

C. Restriction to Mandatory
bumping

D. Interplant Mandatory
transfer

Rehiring procedures Mandatory

Leave of Abience:

A. Sick leave Mandatory

B. ,lWilitary" Mandatory
leave

.

j

Issue

C. Trial periods

'Transfers

Seniority

Private Your
Sector Jurisdiction

Discharges:

A. Cause for
discharge

B. Discharge
procedure

C. Appeals
procedure

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory _

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

D. Reinstatement Mandatory
and bick pay

Discipline:

A. Types of Mandatory.
discipline

. procedures

B. Degrees of Mandatory
discipline for
specified offenses

C. Restrictions on Mandatory
the imposition of
discipline

Suspensions

Compulsory
retirement

Mandatory

Mandatory

VI.' Working Conditions

Guarantee against discrimination:

A. Race, creed, Mandatory
color, sex and
national origin

B. Union activity Mandatory

141
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Issue
Private

. Sector
Your
Jurisdiction

VI. Working Conditions (Cont'd)

Management rules:

A. Relationship Mandatory
of rules to
contract

B. Establishment Mandatory
or determination
of department rules

C. Agency rules Mandatory 0.

Working rules:

A: Time clocks Mandatory

L
B. Rules for - Mandatory

special trades

C. Work loads Mandatory

Safety:

A. 'Safety equip- Mandatory
ment

B. Safety. rules Mandatory

C. Meaiures to Mandatory
implement rules

D. Safety commit- Mandatory
- tees

Performance of Mandatory
bargaining work by
supervisor

1,^

Definition of - Mandatory
bargaining unit work

Subcontracting Mandatory

/

VII. Services to Labor Organizations .

Use of bulletin boards Mandatory
by union

s.

I f
Private Your

Issue Sector Jurisdiction

VIII. Relationship With the Union

Arrangements for Mandatory
negotiations .

Internal Union
Affairs:

A. Job classifica-
tions that shop
stewards are to
be chor'fron)

Permissive

B. Whether non- Permissive
union employees
shall have the
tight to vote
upon provisions
of the contradt
negotiated by
the Union

C. Employee rati- Permissive
ficatiqn as a
condition pre:
cadent to
execution of a
collective bar-
gainiiig agreement

D... Contract should Permissive
become void
whenever the
percentage of
employees paying
their dues falls be-
low 50%.

E. Union must Permissive
provide with-
drawal cards to
any employee
who might be
transferred out
of the unit.

...iThe scope of t e unit Permissive
in the, agreeme t

142

Coverage of super-' Permissive
visors by the agreement
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Issue
Private Your Private Your
Sector Jurisdiction Issue ' . Sector Jurisdiction .

VIII. Relationship With the Union (Cont'd).

Settling on the Permissive
parties to a collective
bargaining agreement
(multi -unit)

Posting of per- Permissive
formance bonds

4

Union label Permissive

Settlement of Permissive
unfair lab& practice
charges as ,a condition
of agreement

Proposal which Prohibited
requires a separation
on the basis of race

A rule or regulation Permissive
favoring union
members

Employer right to Prohibited
discharge employees
for union activity

Management rights Mandatory

No-strike clause Mandatory

s.

Union Security: IX. Contract Terms

A. Union shop Mandatory . Duration ofs/ Mandatory
agreement

B. Agency shop Mandatory

C. Closed shop Prohibited

D. Maintenance of Mandatory
membership

E. Penalty for Mandatory
loss of union
membership

F. Dues checkoff Mandatory

Non-disc:minatory Mandatory
hiring hall

Hot cargo
clauses

Prohibited

Union demand of a Prohibited
contract provision
that is inconsistent
with its duty of fair
representation owed
by the union to its
members

143
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GOOD FAITH BARGAINING
PRIVATE SECTOR EXPERIENCE .

Under 8(d) of the Taft-Hartley Act, ". . to bargain
collectively is the performance of the mutual obliga-
tion oT the employer ancl-the-representatie
employees to meet at reasonable times and confer in
good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other
terms and-conditions of employment, or the negotia-
tion of an agreement, or any question arising there-
under, and the execution of a written contract in- .
corporating any agreement reached if requested by
either party, but such obligation does not compel
either party to agree to a proposal or require the
making of a concession."

The most difficult issue in refusaItoliargain cases is
whether a party is negotiating in good faith, since
this requires a subjective evaluation of The party s
attitude as reflected in his course of conduct during
negotiations.

The NLRB and the courts have ruled the following
conduct to be a per se violation of the bargaining
duty.

A refu,sal to discuss a subject within the area
of so-called mandatory bargaining.

The failure to meet a reasonable request for
data necessary to an intelligent discussion of a
mandatory bargaining topic. This is viewed as
removing the subject from the bargaining
table just as effectively as an outright refusal
to discuss the matter.

Insistence to the point of impass,p_upon includ-
ing in a. contract a subject that is ,outside the
scope-of mandatory bargaitting*i*

With the-above exceptions, the inquiry in refusal-to
bargain cases centers upon whether a party's conduct
thioug,hOnt negotiations warrants an inference Ahat he
was bargaining without a sincere desire to reach agree- .
ment. Some employer conduct may strongly support
an inference of bad-faith bargaining such as:

Failing to give negotiators sufficient authority
to bin4 the employer.

Refusing to sign an agreement already reached.

Unilaterally granting wage increases or changing
other benefits without consulting with the
union.

l

Surface bargaining, i.e., merely going through
the motions of bargaining.

Arbitrary scheduling of the day and time of-a
bargaining meeting.

An employer's determined and inflexible posi-
tion toward a union position.

Dilatory tactics with an apparent intent to reach
an impasse, unreasonable prociastination in
executing an agreement, or delay, in scheduling
meeting.

Lack of willingness to compromise.
1,;)

Proposals that are patently so unreasonable as
to frustrate agreement

InjectiOn of numerous new proposals after
several months of bargaining.

Submission of new issues after the parties have
reached agreement.

Proposals for contracts 'Of excessively long or
short duration.

Refusals to accede to and failure to offer counter-
proposals,to union demands for checkoff or
other forms of union security.

Insistence on a*.!`broad" management prerogative
clause that would 'undermine the union's ability
to adequately represent the employees.

Insistence on unilateral control by management
of wages, hours, and terms of employment.

Insistence on unionlwaivipg most of its rights
under the Act, , -

Imposing onerous cdruliAions upOn either bar-
gaining or 'the executiAotthe contract, e.g.,



demanding union waiver of grievances as a condition
for agreement._

Commission /of unfair labor practices during
. negotiations.

Totality of conduct.

Pki
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FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE

PART 1425. MEDIATION ASSISTANCE IN
THE FEDERAL SERVICE'

SEC.
1425,1
1425.2

1425.3
1425.4 Duty of parties
1425.5 t. Use of third-party mediation assistance

AUTHORITY: The provisions of this Part 1425 issued
under secs. 202, 203, 61 Stat. 153, 29 U.S.C. 172, 173; sec.
16, E.O. 11491, 34 F.R. 17605, 3 CFR 1969 Supp.

Definitions
Functions of the Service under Executive
Order. 11491
Notice to Service of agreement negotiations-

SEC. 1425.1 Definitions. As used in this part.
(a) The Service means the Federal Mediation and,..:

Conciliation Service. .
(b) Party or parties means (1) any appropriate

activity, facility, geographical sgOilsion, or com-
bination thereof, of any agency as that term is
defined in section 2(a) of Executive Order 11491, or
(2) a labor organization as that term is defined in
section 2(e) of Executive Order 11491.

(c) Third-party mediation assistance means media-
tion by persons other than Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service commissioners,

(d) Proffer its services means to make the services
and facilities of the Federal Mediation and Concilia-
tion Service available either on its own motion or
up-on the specific request of one or both of the
parties.

SEC. 1425.2 Functions of the Service under
Executive Order 11491. The Service will extend its
full assistance to the Federal Labor-Management
Relations Progra prescribed by Executive Order
11491. The following types of assistance are avail-
able:

(a) Dispute mediation. The Service may proffer its
assistance in any negotiation dispute, except as
provided in section 11(c) of Executive Order 11491,
when earnest efforts by the parties to reach agree-
ment through direct negotiation have failed to resolve
dhe dispute. When the existence of a negotiation
ispute comes to the attention of the Service through

a specific request for mediation from one or both of
the parties, through notification under the provisions
of section 1425.3, or otherwise, the Service will
examine the information concerning the dispute and
if, in its opinion, the need for mediation exists, the

Issued April 21, 1970; revised May 29, 1970.
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Service will use its best efforts to assist the part es to
reach agreement.

(b) Preventive mediation. The,Servi.ce may make
available educational and other preventive mediation
services ift order to build constructive and cooperative
reritionships Between the parties and to handle
specific labor-management problems apart from
formal agreement negotiations.

(c) Arbitration. The Service will, on request,
provide a panel of arbitrators from its roster, under
rules and regulatios_set forth in part 1404 of this
chapter, for the resolution of employee grievances or
disputes involving the interpretation or.application of
an existing agreement. Except in unusual circum-
stances, the Service will not proffer mediation assist-
ance in grievances.

SEC. 1425.3 Notice to Service of agreements
negotiations. In order that the Service may provide
assistance to the parties,.notice of the desire to
amend, modify,or terminate an existing agreement
shall be given to the appropriate regional office of the
Service. This notice shall be filed with the regional
director of the region in which the negotiations will
take place. The notice shall be filed by the party
initiating the negotiations at least thirty (30) days
prior to the expiration of an existing agreement.
Parties entering initial agreement negotiations may
also request the assistance of the Service by filing
such notice. The following form, FMCS Form
F-53,3 has been prepared by the Service for use by
the parties in filing such notice.

SEC. 1425.4 Duty of parties. It shall be the duty
of the parties to participate fully and promptly in any
meetings arranged by the Service for the purpose of
assisting in the settlement of a negotiation dispute.

SEC. 1425.5 Use of third-party mediation assist-
ance. If the parties should mutually agree to third-
party mediation assistance other than that of the
Service, both parties shall immediately inform the .

Service in writing of this agreement. Such written
communication shall be filed with the regional
director of the region in which the negotiation is
scheduled, and shall state What alternate assistance
the parties-have agreed to use.

4

2Filed as part, of the original document. Copies of this
form are available upon request to any office of the Service.
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SEC.
1404.1
1404.2
1404.3
1404.4
1404.5
1404.6
1404.7
1404.8
1404.9
1404.10
1404.11
1404.12

PART 1404. ARBITRATIONi
ye,

Arbitration
Composition of roster maintained by the Service'
Security status
Procedures; how to request arbitration services
ArbitrabilitY
Nominations of arbitrators
Appointment of arbitrators
Status of arbitrators after appointment
Prompt decision
Arbitrator's award and report
Fees of arbitrators
Conduct of hearings

AUTHORITY: The provisions of this Part 1404 issliecl
under sec. 202, 61 Stat. 153, as amended; 29 U.S.C. 172.
Interpret or apply sec. 3, 80 Stat. 250, sec. 203, 61 Stat. 153;
5 U.S.C. 552, 29 U.S.C. 173.

SEC..1404.1 Arbitration. The labor policy of the
U.S. Government is designed to foster and promote
free collective bargaining. Voluntary arbitration is
encourageby public policy and is in fact almost
universally utilized by the parties to resolve disputes
involving the interpretation or application of collec-
tive bargaining agreements. Also, in appropriate cases,
voluntary arbitration or factfinding are tools of free
collective bargaining and may be desirable alternatives
to economic strife in determining terms of a collec-
tive bargaining agreement. The parties assume broad
responsibilities for the success of the private juridical
system they have chosen. The Service will assist the
parties in their selection of arbitrators. or

SEC. 1404.2 Composition of roster maintained
by the 'Service.

(a) It is the policy of the Service to maintain on
its roster only those arbitrators who are qualified and
acceptable, and who adhere to ethical standards.

(b) Applicants for inclusion on its roster must not
only be well-grounded in the field of labor-
management relations but, also, usually possess
experience in the labor arbitration field or its
equivalent. After a careful screening and evaluation of
the applicant's experience, the Service contacts repre-
sentatives of both labor- and management since
arbitrators must be generally acceptable to those who'
utilize its arbitration facilities. The responses to sucholp
inquiries are carefully weighed before an otherwise
qualified arbitrator is included on the Service's roster.
Persons employed full time as <representatives of
management, labor, or the Federal' Government are
not included on the Service's roster.

(c) The arbitrators on the roster are expected to
keep the Service informed of changes in address,

*Issued September 5, 1968.
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occupation or availability, and of any business con-
nections with or of cpncern to laboror management.
The Services reservesiheiright to remove names from
the active roster or to take other appropriate action
where there is good reason to' believe that an
arbitrator -is not adhering to these regulations and
related policy.

SEC. 14043 Security status. The arbitrators on
the Service's roster .are not employees of the Federal
Government, and, because of this status, the
does not investigate their security status. Moreover,
when an arbitrator is selected by, the parties, he is
retained by them and, accordingly, they must assume
complete responsibility for the arbitrator's security
status.

SEC. 1404.4 Procedures; how to requestarbitra-
tion services. The Service prefers to act upon a joInt
request which stiOuld be addressed to the Director of
the Federal Mediation and Conciliatfon Service,
Washington, D.C. 20427. In the event that the
request is made by only one party, the Service may
act if the parties have agreed that either of them may
seek a panel of arbitrators, either by-specific ad hoc
agreement or by specific language in the applicable
collective bargaining agreement. A brief statement of
the nature of the issues in dispute should accompany
the request, to enable the Service to submit the
names of arbitrators qualified for the issues involved.
The request should also include a copy \ of the
collective bargaining agreement or stipulationl In the
event that the entire ,agreement is not available, a
verbatim copy of the provisions relating to arbitration
should accompany the request.

SEC. 1404.5 Arbitrability. Where either party
claims that a dispute is not subject to arbitration, the
Service will not decide the merits of such claim,The
submission of a panel should not be construed as
anything more than compliance with a request.

SEC. 1404.6 Nominations of arbitrators.
(a) When the parties have been unable to agree on

an arbitrator, the Service will stibinit to the parties
the names of seven arbitrators unless the applicable
collective bargaining agreement provides for a dif-
ferent number, or unless the parties themselves
request a different number. Together with the sub-
mission of a panel of suggested arbitrators, the
Service furnishes a short statement of the back-
ground, qualifications, experience and per dieiff fee
of each of the nominees.

(b) In selecting names for inclusion on a panel,
the Service considers many factors, but the desires of -

the parties are, of course, the foremost consideration.
If at' any time both the company and the union
suggest that a name or names be omitted from a,

214



panel, such name or names will be omitted. If one
party only (a company or a union) suggests that a
name or names-be omitted from a panel, such name
or names yin generally be omitted, subject to the
following civalifications: (1) If the suggested omis-
sions are excessive i*number or otherwise appear to
lack careful consideration, they will not be con-
sidered; (2) all such suggested ordissions_should be
reviewed after the passage of a reasonable period of
time. The Service will not place names th a panel at
the request of one party, unless the other party has
knowledge of such request and has no objection
thereto, or unless both parties join in such request. If
the issue described in the requist appears to require
special technical experience or qualifications, arbitra-
tors who 'possess such' qualificatiott's will, where
possib e, be included in the list submitted to the
parties Where the parties expressly request that the
list be mposed entirely of technicians, or that it be
all-local or nonlocal, such request will be honored, if
qualified arbitrators are available.

(c) ,Two possible methods of selection from a
panel are(1) at a joint meeting, altemately'striking
names from the submitted panel until one remains,
and (2) each party separately advising the Service of
its order. of ,preference by numbering each name on
the panel, In alfnosI 'all cases, an arbitrator is chosen
from one panel of ,names. However,`if a request for
another panel is made, the Service will comply with
the request, providing that additional panels are
permissible under tit terms of the agreement or the
parties so stipulate.

(d) Subsequent adjustment of dibutes is not
precluded by the submission of a panel or an
appointment. A substanii4 number of issues are
beihg settled by the parties themselves after the initial
request for a panel and after selection of the
arbitrator. Notice of such settlement should be sent
promptly to the arbitrator and to the Service.

(e) The arbitrator is entitled to be compensated
whenever he receives insufficient notice of settlement
to enable him to rearrange his schedule of arbitration
hearings or working hours. In other situations, when
an arbitrator spends an unusually large amount of
time in arranging or rearranging hearing dates, it may
be appropriate for Mtn to make an administrative
charge to the parties in the event the case is settled
before hearing.

SEC. 1404.7 Appointment of arbitrators.
(a) After the parties notify the Service of their

selection, the arbitrator is appointed by the Director.
If any party fails to notify the Service within 15 days
after the date of mailing the panel, all persons named
therein may be deemed acceptable to such party. The

Service will make a direct appointment of an arbitra-
tor based upon a joint lequest, or upon a'unilateral
request when the applicable eiglective bargain` ing
agreement so authorizes.

(b) The arbitrator, upon appointment notifica-
tion, is 'requested to communicate with the parties
immediately to arrange for preliminary matters such
as date and place of hearing.

SEC! 1404.8 Status-4kt arbitrators after atipoint-
ment. After appointment, the legal relationship of
arbitrators is with the parties rather than the Service,
though the Service does have. a continuing interest in
the ,proceedings. Industrial peace and good labor
relations are enhanced by arbitrators who function
justly, expeditiously and impartially so as to obtain
and retain the respect, esteem and confidence of all
participants in the. arbitration proceedings. The
conduct of the arbitration proceeding is under the
arbitrator's jurisdiction and control, subject to such
rules of procedure as the parties may jointly pre-
scribe. He is to make his own decisions based on the
record in the proceedings. The arbitrator may, unless
prohibited by law, 'proceed in the absence of any
party \Vito, after due notice, fails to be present or to
obtain a postponement. The awardhowever, must be
supported by evidence.

SEC. 1404.9 Prompt decision.
(a) Early hearing and decision of industrial

disputes is desirable in the interest of good labor
relationi. The parties- should inform the Service
whenever a decision is unduly ddlayed. The Service
expects to be notified by the arbitrator if and when
(1) he cannot schedule, hear and determine issues
promptly, and (2) he is advised that a dispute has
been settled by the parties prior to arbitration.

(b) The ard, shall be made not later than 30
days from **date of the closing of the hearing, or
the receipt of a transcript and any posthearingcbriefs,
or if oral hearings have been waived, then from the
date of receipt of the final statements and proof by
to arbitrator, unless otherwise agreed upon by the
parties or specified by law. However, a failure to
make such an award within 30 days shall, not
invalidate an award.

SEC. 1404.10 Arbitrator's award and report.
(a) At the conclusion of the hearing and after the

award has been submitted to the parties, each
arbitrator is required to file a copy with the Service.
The arbitrator is further required to submit a report
showing a breakdown of his-fees and expense charges
so that the Service may be in, a position to ,check
conformance with its fee policies. Cooperation in
filing both award and report within 15 days after,
handing down the award is expected of all arbitrator

100r
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(b) It is the policy of the Service not to release
arbitration' decisions for publication without the
consent Of* both parties. Furthermore, the Service
expects the ,arkitratort it has nominated or appointed
not,to give publicity to awards they may issue, except

° in a manner agreeable to both parties.
SEC. 1404.11 Fees of arbitrators.
(a). No administrative or filing fee is charged by

the Service. 'the current policy of the Service permits
each of its nominees or appointees to charge a per
diem fee for his 'services, the amount of which is
certified in advance by him to the Service. Each
arbitrator's maximum per diem fee is set forth on his
biographical sketch which is sent to the parties at
such 'dine as his name is submitted to them for
consideration. The arbitrator shall not change his per
diem fee without giving at least 90 days advance
notice to the Service of his intention to do so.

(b) In thOse rare instances where arbitrators fix
wages or other important terms of a new contract,
the maximum fee noted above may be exceeded by

the arbitrator after agreement by the parties. COn-
versely, an arbitratoi.may give due consideration to
the financial condition of the parties and charge:less
than his usual fee inappropriate Cases.

SEC. 1404.12 Conduct of hearings. The Service
does not prescribe detailed or specific rules of
procedure for the conduct of an arbitration proceed-
ing because it favors. flexibility in labor relations.
Questions such as hearing rooms; submission of
prehearing or posthearing briefs, and recording of
testimony, are

and toy the
thediscretion of the individual

arbitrator d to e parties. The ServiCe does,
however, expect its arbitrators and flie parties to
conform to applicable laws, and to be guided by
ethical and procedural standards as codified by
appropriate professional organizations and genehliy
accepted by the industrial commu4ity and experi-
enced arbitrators. In cities where the Service main-
tains offices,, the parties are welcome upon request to
the Service to use its conference rooms when they are
available.

44.
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ELEMENTS OF STRIKE CONTINGENCY AND RESOLUTION PLANS

Despite all the positive steps management may take,
the distinct possibility exists that strikes or other
militant group actions may occur. Because of this
possibility management rhust be prepared. Manage-
ment should develop a strike contingency plan in
order to be able to carry ouf the following:

To.rneqt such commitments as:

Providing uninterrupted service to the"Public. .

Assuring availability of supplies And materials, .

Continuing jobs performed by contractors.
Establishing ultimate limits to which the
agency can go, using its own resources, to
assure continual service.

To maintain security (plant, personnel, equip,
ment).

;

To meet maintenance requirements:

:.
To assure that the rights of employers Ato..
work during the strike are maintained... ''',;

ExplOrr.the use of temporary employees.'

Select the communication channels with'
managers and non-striking employers.

Select the means and methodsof _communica
ting with employees prior to the job action,
during the job action, and after the job action.

Determine the extent anct-nature of theinfol......
!nation needed in decision
municationproceises:Thisisexpioratory for
time changes bath the type atid'quantity of
informationdesired_ - ,` .

r

Evaluate the union or corinnunity group and
its leadership. This should:probe financial,
leadership, Wiidr-otg-anizational, strengthi to
analyze the uniinfs,& othei.group's ability to
resist agency demands:-

- Appraise key people in managetial ranks to ;
deterininf.whosan and perfbrin speciBc
taski dkiringjqb action's.:

..

TO maintain.rffectiVe communication through , 4 ' '"
I. ,

out the organization. , --- Determine the availability; of assistance from -
..., ;

TO assure .that appropriate -legal action canbe '' , -..

taken:

. .

nearby cities andagencies.

taketi. - F_-, .
. 't k

. :... ... :.--

'.. ''' c'TQ, maintain -publiC 'protection aocsafety.
Protectioittif ,managers), Ili? riSing employees
and agencf Pioperey. -. ,. ..- .. . . 2 .- :

.7 ....

To establish tritiCaLgreitsand.their priorities.
...

As 't

f.igpAgAT4.)Ns Bykolq;Pig ST#OcE,pcCtiti;.$

pevelopiribilngpragnmslo instrucr key .

people in the techniques needed :to man'produc-
.tion operation14. thejegal lights of the ernployeis.
cluririgStrikes,:an,d other.pertinen't matters.... .

,, Investigate the pO'ssibility-of contracting out:
. to Continue service.

.,.Preparela strike plan showing the Wfisi,.what,
when, where, and Orgapization'ai attiVity:, ;

in the perioa,prior to...the
'

Ditirmine steps.to assure delivery of essential
supPlies ancfmaterials: ,

'
Establish position On continuation of work by

-,-
contractors.

-t .

De p' jvehinitialrelatiotiships with various new

media to fee! out their gerter4l,posilioli
s

-and -;

. ,suggest ways of CiVercoining negative reactions.
., I

the"ifollowirtg metho,dsoicorninitnica-
1454 and hqw-diey might be utilited .during' a
iirikO_direcrf letter's to home's; agendk meetings
with ta'i;payers, press releases press conferericei,

_ :Omni-thy tefephOneliQdine" or "rurrior
...'50.ntkOl. -center.

- ;



.. -
Develop a timetable Cot actions daiing
course of a strike. C

.- .
. -

Announce, in advance, agency pplic:ies.svitit, .
respect- to ittikes,

,40es4re.t 'veriandoMmunitY -

leaders e;,kept "up torate On thestrikei,.

IfITERNAL tOMMUliICAIIONS
..-.

.
Establish . climate for effective- labor relatiosni - Keep the urnanagement-teae. tif2Yructel`
so that strikes-can.be avoided.

THECONtiNGENCY-PLAkiANOTTS
IMPLEMENTATION ,

7.

Carrying On Services

-_- .. Pidi;ide,ineclia'n*s7, for: feedbick.. .

Present a Unifiedrtniti,..,.
. ,

Petermine yhether services should be carried
on or not, depending on the nature of the-
strike:

Determine essential jots and work that hat° be
done.'

-Determine deployment of non-striking employees
and supervisors.

t
4.:;--

- Determine whether negotiations will continue
. during the strike.

.

Initiate procedures for enlistingfoutside
employees if necessary.

TING TEAM

Detennine actions of.negOliation team during the.
strike.

-Determine use of Mediators and faCt finders. ,

tomiioncmlotqs WITH THE PUBLIC OR
PUBLIC RELATIONS..

:let-ermine howmuch and
will be released.

;

t iilformatinn
3

. .

Deiide how to-piesOnt the managementatory
in the best way. ;

Establish public inforthation officer as sole ..r
contact Oil agency .

.
Make all community leaders are aware of
the issues agendY's position, on Ehe

.

.

EMPLOYEECQMItI

_ - Make Sure alternptoyeesknovi.the issues
dispute and marcikement's.sideof the issues.

..
Make s-,; reldf-,employees lin8witheagenert '

_ positron m re d..to.refusal to provide SePtices,:-.
;: .

Malcetur,e all-intployeetknow they, risk
disciplinary action if th_ck-vtgla'te:the-law,,,or-
ag'enak rules or regulations.

3

SECURITY

Provide police piotectionTagainst-poSsible-
violen0 on the lints ofagain
employees croising,picket lines. 1-

Provide protectivnteasiies for workers-and
. ,.

--:,
equipmeht:inhe field.

Provide security for POliee-fire communications.
"i , ,

ADMISSION TO AGENCY PREMISES

Determine Wit° will be ad trod: employees;
newsmen; union

Detentiihe the means of identification to
used.

1.

.
, . '. PAY POLICIES .,

i 7 ,1. *

'. -!' . Determine when pay, pbliciestrelating to the
strike'shouldfie announced.

Determine whether strikers will beallowed, to
charge 'strike tithe to vacation or sick leave.

RN 1V6
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Y POEVJESICont'd)

O..-- .vrgindbfor Raymig.for work done before the
13:,fi r2'
Sot-mpanttholtsfor determining who is sick and

strike.'
-

Ill'::::ipitablishipolicy on non-striking employees
`'..-;440.velltriat-cross a picket line.

'..,._De:teSinine whether there will be overtime or
..egfer.prerriium pay for non-strikers who carry on

I. .

1

-De.tennine what legal steps will be taken, if any.

,Eiplore possible use of injunction and its pos
ramifications.

Determine action relative to strikers who
violae strike orders.`.

Determine penalties, if arty, for strikers.

Make a file'of all statements by employee
organization leaders mentioning withdrawal of
Services, with time, dates, witnesses, and a
,written account of statement.

If a teMporary restraining order is eanted,
notify as many of the striking employees as
possible, especially the employee organization's
leaders, that the strike has been enjoined and .
that they are required to returr. to work. Make
a file of all such employees contacted, setting
forth who was contacted, by whom contact
was made and at what time the contact was
made.

Make a file of all activities which are disruptive
in nature.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

Racial overtones.

Community implications.

Maintaining communications with union leader-

ship.

Variables Impacting on The Resolution of the Job
Action

Intra-Organizational Variables.

To witat extent are management personnel .
available with the skills to operate the facilities
and equipment?

How many employees dailhetiatisferrid from
other departments not affected by the strike?

Is there adequate security from threats,
harassment and violence provided to working
employees, volunteers, and the public?

What is the impact of the strike on non-striking
employees inside and outside the bargaining
unit?

map'.,

Legal Variables

What penalties are available to impose on the
union or striking employees?

What are the procedures for instituting these
legal sanctions?

How enforceable are these penalties?

Or, how do you enforce these penalties?

Labor Market Variables ,

,
What is the availability of replacement labor in

the local labor market?

Is the local replacement labdr willing, to cross

a picket line?

Community Group and Union Variables

What is the union or community group's\
motivation for going to a strike or job action?
For example, :s it to show strength, to achieve
legitimate gains, to save face, etc.?

What is the percentage of union or community
group membership Of support in the total wdrk
force and what impact does this exert on worker
attitudes?
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1 Community Group and Union Variables (Cont'd)

What are the financiarresources of the local
union or the community group involved in the
job action?

What can be the expected support of othei
unions or groups?

What is the ability of the leaders involved in
the jot? action?

What is the overall ability of the organization to
maintain a long-term strike?

What is the ability of the organization to change
the agency's position by community pressure?

Inter-Organizatipnal Variables

Carrreplacement labor be acAuired without
precipitating violence and emotion? ,

Can members of the bargaining unit be induced
to cross the picket line witfiout precipitating
violence and emotion? °

How effective will legal sanctions be on the
union or community group?

. ,

Will the imposition of any combination of the
above three factors have a deleterious effect on
bargaining and resolving the impasse?

What will be the impact of these decisions on the
post strike relationship with the union or com-
munity group?

Resilving Union Job Actions

Secure a firm agreement from the union not to
take action against or discipline those employees
who refuse to participate in the strike or who
returned to work voluntarily.

Be prepared to handle such union demands as:
no reprisals against strikers; return to work with
full seniority and promotion rights; withdrawal
of all employer legal actions; employer full pay
for all welfare benefits such as insurance and
pensions during the period of strike.

Be prepared for taxpayers! suit to fOrce,
management to invoke punitive features of no-
strike law.

Consider possible disciplinarVaction against "

employee organization: withdraWal of check-
off privileges, suit for damages.

Prepare a joint statement :With the union,
announcing the end of Si Strike and containing
brief features of the settlement.

Inforin your clients, customers, suppliers, and
contractors of the end of the strike.

. Prepare a statement explaining the strike settle-
ment, conditions of return which includes the

-possibility of disciplinary action against strikers.

Consider full amnesty or limited amnesty to
strikers who return by a certain date.

Consider holding individual hearings to deter-
mine recommendations for discipline (after
strike is over).

Consider possible disciplinary' actions against
strikers: written warnings, pay freeze, temporary
leave without pay, demotion, termination of
employment.

Deal firmly and promptly, through established
legal procedures, with all forms of threats and
reprisals, directed against employees or agency
property.

Inform the management team that they should -
work to make the transition back to work as
smooth as possible.

P

Reduce bitterness as much as possible.

Intensify upward and downward communica-
tions.

Establish a policy for overtime work resulting
from the loss of work during the strike.

Resolving Non-Union Job Actions

Meet with the group to find out what it is they
want.

1 5 G
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To the extent that demands fall under the
collective bargaining agreepent, direct the non-
union group to union officials.

Make union officials aware of non-union group
demands that fall within the bargaining agree-

_ rnent or possible scope of bargaining.

Attempt to persu ade the union to take into
cqnsideration the non-union group needs that
relate <to it as the collective bargaining .

representatiVe.

To the extent the issues are outside the scope
of bargaining of management and the union,
direct the non-union group,to the appropriate
agent or agency.

Refuse to bargain on those issues that fall under
the bargaining rights of the exclusive representa-
tive.

Give notice of possible disciplinary or legal
action if the non-union group continues their
disruptive activity...

r

1

If necessary, take disciplinary and/or legal action

to stop the job action.

(
5

o .
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A CHECKLIST OF ACTIONS NECESSARY FOR
EFFECTIVE CONTRACT IMPLEMENTATION

SIGNING THE AGREEMENT

Once agreement on the issues is reached by the
respective bargaining teams, the agreement must
be introduced as the "new law" under which the
parties are to live in the work place. Often the
signing of the contract is given no particular signif-
icance,.but is only the hurried end of an often long
and tiring process of negotiation. It is suggested that
both employees and management team members, who
after all were not present during those long hard
sessions, should feel that the signing of a labor-
management agreement is-a-serious, important, and \
distinctive occasion and that both piffles feel that
way. Consideration should be given to a formal
ceremony with appropriate union and management
officials present. Each side should stress the im-
portance of the agreement and pledge mutualsaid
and wholehearted support during its duration. Efforts,
such as these will help impress the importance of
labor Management relations.

PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTING THE
AGREEMENT

Often, arrangements for printing and distributing
the agreement are a part of the formal bargaining
process and details concerning these steps are
negotiated. If not, informal agreement as to
printing and distribution should be worked out by

`the parties immediately following agreement on the
substantive issues. Generally, the parties can agree
as to-format, quantity, printer, etc. Attention
should be given to presenting the agreement in an '

interesting manner)o encourage reading. If possible,
avoid mimeograph format. The contract should be

. readable and, if possible, pocket size so it can .be

ea ily handled and carried.
.

Regarding distribution, management must =Ice sure
that all employees in-the bargaining unit receive
copies of the agreement and that all members of the

management team likewise receive copies. While it

can be assumed that the union will distribute copies
of the agreement to its members, management is
obligated to see that all employees covered by the
agreement receive copies. Consideration should be

given to allowing the union to distribute to non-
memberi. After all, it costs nothing, and may help.
get relations off on a good note. However, manage-
ment should police the situation to make sure that
non-members actually receive copies of the agree-

, ment. Of even greater importance, obviously, is
making sure that every supervisor in the union
receives a copy of the agreement. All supervisors
should be instructed to read the entire agreement
carefully and make notes on any provision on which
they have questions.

159

PREPARING WRITTEN INTERPRETATION

Meanwhile, the management negotiating team should
prepare a clause by clause interpretation of what the
agreement means. It is suggested that adequate space,
be provided so that people will be able to take notes
as well as modify later if changes are dictated by third
party decision or changes in law or regulation.

TRAINING AND ORIENTING THE .

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Within a few days after distributing the agreement to
all members of the management team, schedule con-

ferences at which supervisors can raise questions and

receive explanations of the entire contract. These

conferences should be conducted by members of the

management negotiating team. Among the items that

should be covered by such a meeting are the following.

A brief explanation of the background of the

negotiators, the time and work involved, and

the objective of the agreement

Emphasis on management team with first and

second fine supervisors as essential-part
_

Need to be thoroughly familiar with the agree-
ment, and responsible for its proper admini-

stration

Explanation of each areiclet answer any

questions 4
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Explanation of any oral commitments made
which are not included in the agreement
the written vs. the unwritten contract

. Explanation of procedure's to be taken when
an employee or the union raises a question
regarding the agreement

Emphasize the need for uniformity in admin-
istering the contract

Emphasize the necessity for reviewing the
agreement each time a question-is raised

'Emphasize the need for supervisors to keep
records of each question or grievance raised
by an employee or the union regarding the

,agreement

Emphasize the need for keeping the negotiating
team informed of any special problems created
for supervisors by particular of the agreement

Emphasize the role of the steward and the
grievance procedure

Explore potential areas of misunderstanding

the event any question arises which cannot be
readily and properly answered, temporarily defer
discussion until management's negotiating team can
consider the question and furnish an answer.
Maintain a record of all questions raised and all
answers given. If the union management relations
are such as to make it feasible, the possibility of
some joint supervisory-steward sessions on inter-
pretation of the contract should be considered as a
possible way to avoid costly disagreement later in

, the agreement.

In addition to these contract orientation conferences,
management should plan and execute an ongoing labor
relations training progratn.for the management team
covering indepth all aspects of the collective bar-

'gaining prOttss.
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ADMINISTERING THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

t

Chapter I . . Agreement Administration - General

Chapter 2 . . Consultation' and Communications .

Chapter 3 . . Joint Committees

Chaptex 4 . . Steward System'

Chapter 5 . . . Use of Agene Time and Facilities

Chapter 6 Resolving Rights (Grievance) Disputes

l

...

.
Chapter 7 .

*

Grievance Procedure and Arbitration t

If

Disputes Arbitration Between Union and Employing

Agency

Arbitrability

Past Practices - Case Decisions

Equal Emplpyment Opportunity Complaints

Other Employee Complaint Resolution Systems

Resolving Problems in Agreement Administration;
Agreement Revision

I

.

et
-

/
r
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Administering the Agreement

Chapter I - Agreement Administration - General

Raving negotiated and executed a written agreement
or memorandum of understanding, and following,
ratification by the union membership and approval
by appropriate management levels, the agency,
activity or installation is now faced with the
difficult task of administering the negotiated
agreement for the period spelled out in the contract.

The administration of any collective bargaining agree-
ment fatis.on the shoulders of management. (The
union polices the agreement through the steward
system and the grievance procedure.) The tenor
of that administration- willyeigh heavily on the
type of relationship that develops between the
parties, not only during the terms of the present
agreement, but at future negotiating sessions and
in future agreements.

Too often, the adnlinistration ora collective bar-
gaining agreement gets arrextremely low profile
compared to the energies expended by an activity
in pre-negotiation planning and actual negotiation
strategy. Yet, it is a truism that what happens
during the life of the negotiated agteement will
bear on how well, or how poorly, the installation
accomplishei its mission through the efforts of its
represented employees.

The primary step in administering the negotiated
agreement is for supervisors and management
of the agency to know what has been agreed to
between the parties, and possibly as important,
what has not been agreeed to. Mere reading of
the wordsdot suffice. The activity nego-
fitting team was no doubt composed of very few
people. Unless there is a single individual in the
activity who is ultimately responsible for the
overall administration of the negotiated agreement
and he (Personnel Director, Labor Relations
Officer) was also a constant part of the pre.k
negotiation and negotiation process, the accurate
administration oiSthe agreement can be impaired
even before its Items that were of
major consequence to the activity in negotiations
can be watered-down or lost entirely in the faulty
administration of a labor agreement. Different
members of supervision and management cannot
administer the words and phrases of the contract
as they understand and interpret them. Rather,
they must attempt to give those words and phrases

the meaning and intent that the partiesagreed to'
'in negotiations. y

Activity-wide understanding ,of wharthe contract
callifor is dififcult at best, but it is an essential part
of efficient and effective tion. It must
be recognized that the ontract of cover-every
conceivable situation that will arise during its-
lifetime. Me the Constitution of the United States,
it must be interpreted for new and revised situations,
that occur regarding the working conditions of the

Sployees covered by the agreement. As the
preme Court of the United States interprets

the U.S. Constitution, its decisions are not univer-
sally admired. Likewise, in ,a labor-management
relationship, the parties set up a grieiance procedure
to resolve not only violatidhs of actual contract
provisions but applications and interpretations of the
meaning of the contract. Decisions emanating from
the grievance procedUre will favor the activity in
some cases, the .union in other Cases, and neither
party on occasion. These decisions, whether arrived
at by arbitration or concessions by either party,
become the building blocks of contract admin- ,

istration. In addition, traditional practices
followed by the parties and not specifically covered
in the agreement form an important part of contract
administration "past practices." It is essential
to keep accurate records of all grievance settlements
and arbitrator's decisions.

The possibility third-party determination of
grievance settlements focuses even more importance on
the past practices between the parties. "Past practice"
is defined as, and includes, management practices
not covered in the agreement that have been estab-
lished over a period time, which havegOne unchallenged
by the union, or are followed regardless of -

what is stated in the contract. Past practice will be
used by the union in pursuing a grievance and by
the agency indefending a grievance. Where the
negotiated agreement calls for arbitration, the
activity can be assured tha,t,the impartial arbitrator
will look to past practices to try and determine the
intent of the parties.

Of importance In this regard is whether the negotiated
,agreement is a continuing agreement that has been
renewed upon expiration or whether it is the
activity's first contract with a particular union:

If the agreement is a continuing one, the parties
have already built up in Their administration of
the agreement considerable "past practices" in that

163.
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administration. Depending on an activity's strength of
administration these pasttpractiNe can be helpful or
harmful in the day-to-day relationship between the,
paities. This array of past practices can be significante
as a guide to what the "words meari" and the intent

yof the parties. N. ally when a collective ba'rgaining
agreement is r ewed and the parties have not agreed
to change the guage in a section or article Of the

contract, installation would be or, tenuous ground.
tipihanging the "past practice" of what was done
under that section or article.

When there have been language changes in a continuing
agreewentzit.is paramount that those in the activity
who adnilidster, the agreement know the intent of-
the- parties when they changed the language.
Talking with the manarnent negotiating team,
examining all notes, records and minutes of the
negotiating sessions, researching past grievance and
arbitration decisions bearing on the changes, will
help in the accurate administration of the agreement,
but it will not solve all the problems that arise. There
can and will be genuine differences of opinio%beren

and d the union on what,the contr
changes mean. When that occurs the, solution.
besreached through consultation between the:partiet-
or use ofs.the negotiated grievance procedure over
the application or interpretation of the agreement,
Generally speaking, language changes in a continuing
labor agreement are thrashed out in the negotiation
process and both sides have a meeting -of-the -minds

on what those changes mean at that tile.

When an activity and a union sign their first agree-
ment there is less in the-way of past practice. to

. look-to (except practices that operate under
/activity rules and regulations), and the intent of
the egotiators is even more important. However,

t collective bargaining agreements there is
prey practice on the meanings of certain
words d phrases. In a dispute in this area
management should look to genera* accepted
aeanings. Of course, the activity can explore the
whole range of collective bargaining agreements in
other activities by a particular union and the
meanings given to similar words and phrases in
these agreements.

4 The important relationship between past practices
and the administration of the agreement is that
activities must not allow what will becalm "past

. ,practices" to develop helter skeltr and without
-the appro appropriate management. Decisions

of su , management Answetion grievances,

3

management commitments to unions must be
researched and thought through if management is
to prevent "past practices" from developing into
adverse decisions against the activity in future griev-
ances and arbitration. Generally speaking, one or
two isolated incidents would not bind an activity
to "past practice" but, unless the activity is alert
in monioring its actions, these isolated incidents
can become established past practices over a
period of time.

Whether the negotiated agreement t`a continuation.
ofisn existing one or is a new agreement with a new
union, the task of efficient and effective adminis-
tration of the 'agreement is monumental. While
'few negotiate the agreemehts many administer it.
In the agency, every supervisor and manager has
the authority to commit the activity in the ad-
ministration of the agreement. The supervisors and
managers must either have the knowledge of the
intent of the agreement or be able to secure that
information in a timely fashion from the activity
labor relations personnel. Since solution of
employee problems or grievances at the activity's
lowest level is a hallmark of effective labor relations,
the first-level supervisor must know how far he can
go to settle a problem or resolve a grievance, with-

out surrendering in administration what the
activity would not stprender in negotiions.

The training of supervisors and managers in
labor relations, contract administration and human
relations must be viewed as a continuing education_
process, not just a one day or two day session in
the first week or mondh of the new agreement.
If the contract between the agency and tlunion
is t8 be,a living document rather than a collection .
of words, supervilion, especially at the first level,

will assume a large role in the determination of
whether or not a mature relationship develops

between thi parties. The bilateral relationship
developed between the par s, primarily through

the first-level supervisor, have an impact for
good o' r bad on the role and mission.of the agency.

In the administration of the agreement, the activity

should have a strong labor relations function to
furnish support and guidance to supervisors and
managers in the day-to-day Administrationof
the agreement. The supervisor or manager cannot
be an exRert in all facets of the agreement and he

should be able to call for, and receive, sound tech -'

!Veal advice and guidance as.needed. Overall, the

activity labor relations function must also insure

4
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that the terms and provisions of the negotiated
agreement are being met and lived up to by super-

4r- vision and management. Since the negotiated
agreement is binding on both parties, the activity
labor relations function must insist on compliance
by both parties. The absence of compliance can
only lead to increased demands for mandatory
third-party determination of disputes, which
is clearly less desirable than mutual solutions
to problems, by the parties.

&luminary, the job of the agreement administrator
is to see that the activity does no less or no more
than what the parties intended in negotiations. But
the administrator doNrnot exist in a vacuum. He
must balance cafe...11111y the legitimate right of the
union to discuss working conditions notspecifically
covered in the agreement with attempted union
encroachments on management's inherent rights
to manage the activity and direct the work force
to accomplish the role and mission ofotheigency. He
must do this through the efforts of scores of other
supervisors and managers, all capable of committing
him and the activity to a particular course of action.
He must deal with a union structure which in some
instances will seee conflict situations between the
legitimate needs of the union as viewed by the
steward and the legitimate needs of the activity
as viewed by the supervisor. Through all of this;
he must strive to maintain a relationship between
the activity and the union that meets not only
the requirements.of the contract, but the spirit
of the contract as well.

'Chapter 2 - Consultation and Communications

In the treatment of.consultation and communications
between the activity and union it is prudentto sep-
arate the obligation of the activity to consult, confer
and negotiate and the need, by way of good manage-
ment techniques, to communicate with the union
in the day-to-day administration ofa labor agree-
ment.

Exclusive recognition, requires the activity to offer
the exclusive union the opportunity to be present
at formal discussions between management and
employees or employee representatives concerning
grievances personnel.policies and practices or other
matters a sting general 'Working conditions of
employees i theexcluiive unit.

The concept of good faith requires the activity to meet '
- at reasonable time and confer and negotiate with

the exclusive union.

There are certain items about which management is
generally not required to consult upon. These items
are:

(6)

(7)-

-

the mission of the agency
the budget of the agenc)'
the organization of the agency
the number of employees
numbers, types and grades of positions
or employees assigned to an grganizational
unit, work project or tour of duty
the technology of performing its work
the internal security forces oltea'agency

This does not preclude the parties from negotiating
agreements providing appropriate arrangements for
employees adversely affected by the impact of
realignment of work forces or technological change.

It is an Unfair labor practice for either party to refuse.
to consult, confdr, or negotiate as required by good
faith and state law.

Management Les not have to consult and on with
an exclusive union when it makes.no changes in the
agreement but merely continues established past
practice.

it is important to point out that managers make the
day-to-day decisions in running the activity without
consultation with the Union. Activity managerfient
makes the,decisiOns and takes the actions which unions
may challenge through the negotiated grievance
procedure.

In the area of communications with the union, ac-
tivities should communicate and confer with the
union in furtherance-of attaining-a mature relation-
ship between the parties. The relationship the parties
,have must be given attention in The day -to -day
administration of the agreement if that degree of
maturity is to be reinforced and retained. This
attitude does not imply that the agency is looking for
assistance or co-management in 'running the agency,
but rather is seeking an avenue for soliciting the

-advice and viewsiof its employees whose sole agent
is the exclusive union.

Cbice a union has exclusive representation, it repre-
sents all of the employees,in the unit whether or

RN VI-2
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-not they are filisinheis of the union or paidues to the

union and manageMent is required to. deal with its. . '

employees.in that unit-bilaterally. thic 11A-their -

c,ollectiverepresentative. It may nrilongei-dealnni-
laterally with its employees as ir-may have done in,

the:past.
.

There ,is another imfortanfaspict concerning co01,----.
munications tietween.the aotivity /he,exclusive_

Union and that is the:role of thifirstivel superiiscir.

As lit,011 aspcct/ ixfagreemenradininistration, this
one hic4vidual agenCit'!,to Most Of the.

--,PriPloyeekand hPis "the ageitcY!":fd- rtlost, of the -
;:nni5n'sieRresentatives duo:4001C union's steward
-strtteture.'fi.:it itnperatilre,fhatthiklevel of man,age
:mentknow.Whatthe activity's- polities, TrogSanifs
and:proeedurei are tha"-afpailte,wOrking_con-
ditiontAkthe employees., 00Xemr,hshotlid.
be,consultitthyligher minag ement.for- his views _

fce00,uxtendafionOkhenthose pohciesarui .

proc401-4,:ait'iSubject to Change..
-

;itegaiiitOs 441 activity's. instFacjico in
!,:gelezating atithoiity anal re,ongbility,dowit-ths -

, -leVelSupPrvisorsi,the:gxoWth,of P

exclusgretiniqn,:--rpccigiiition adds new impetus ror
agencusleveview the authonfy-fliey -allow the
firstileVel-Supervisor. In:atypical Siftiation-,-the

pOlidies anitPracticet 'affecting tlfe:COnditioitiof
their pniPloymene to ccinsider setting up joint ' ''
roillirdtteds betiiteen matlage,ment and the union.

'these iiiinteonitniffees"woulci normally be:*,
%I/ital.:specialized:areas aff'ecting the emplOYeei iri

both the activity and thi-finicinhave-an
interest, such as safety, tither joint _

-&-Inmitteeltrliett be_establishpain_1reassigh
as Equal EmploYmerti Opportunity, Employee
incentlie7A0i#4:PrografnAt.qt9.? ' ---

..-

.: .

firohikiorriiiiitees- are established; the adirdri-
igi1tion-of thee-3k-anient will be used if the

, role -and, mis-.07ti of the committees are included

in the negotiated agieeiiiini with attention given

.. to-the number of union represetttatryes on the '11

contnittee, thelength'of their assignment on th e

conimittee,the:rfunibets and frequency 0fcoriiinit-

tee meetings,- attendance requirements; the pay sta-

?pile union representative(s) when engaged-hi'

-Such Meetings both during normal' workinghours.
,and-on,:fireniuin time; anti whether Of
initteei ieportianctreCommendqtions are binding. .",

-,en managementor.ftiPrelY advisory,. = '"'-* . ,

if theagreenient is silent onjoint-eatnniiiteti,e.

S'Apervisorwill face a Union stewar4*Iip--' activitk thouldiciok to, ttiellaiastprictices. If

ha.% beef), giveacpri siderable authority r they 40i-hitt had jolt-if 'dtitiunitteps, the agreement?..

Mist establish telsonablP rules:for;

, , grievances through', the sYstentof Union Mein bers:Of,,the coliunixtePbOnslitenrWith

or withdratv grievances. The su.pervisbewitficiut - ,reaching the goals Of the jointcOnuniffeee.

tfpivop,Xiite atitholity -adton; OW' problern.,-
uiid grievancOs will, of neeessityi.be forced4'6';

'.Buck thein.up-theafe--tb-the
Not: all gritygnch can:hi:solved

in the first 'step,butat- grievariPe gbes the.-,

line sot sobitian,.OunwrouPfliffigs
Menial the,activity costs increasevriloxe--

.pinploYee timeli:devotedtpjlie' griey4liCi, mote:,
fime'is-devote-d 'fix:the grievance

',Ifribint,'cornmitteesare establiihed:b-ettvden
'partieSile,agreementadininisfratOr thOuld-
'that all bars to effective: Workings of the Corn-
..inittee(s):ire-iernoVed andlifitthP committee's
reports and reconiniendatiOns receive 'the 'eon-

,SideratiOn,due thdin W tit appropriate activity

Mitiageinent.

the, eriiployee, the, grielance waits longer4or . -

antujswqr;in4 possibly.:MoitiMpartant; the activity Chaptei - $te4rd,ysteri .

has undermined `7,-y'* in a labrivi';`
minagentent,iPlaitonship the.first-level supervisor. .

,

comolitti-et -;

, , ,
Tile:actp-litr-1.11ak_,ivish, in oXclet to prOvide

pioYees act opportunity to pirticipate'in the
formi4tiOn'andirriplerne0tation of personnel.

,E

the steward sy staii.t.s4 iiitinion What manage--

merit-iito 'the agency; managementinV4Vernerit with

fli-e Steward sYsfeinplaces theraciftityiii one of the

'Most delicate10.d potdntiallyexplosive aspectsoloveli

allic011tra dlOWever,,xioes"not .

lessenthe-ativity'fre; iteMent`to Moniidi the oper

it-loft:Of the -syatetri. It onlY-Oinvc)ints of con-'

trictidMinistration-thatcan be-suhi6tto -greatConflidt.
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TG dlSCOUflt of miimize the possibil1tze conThet

- f
abused will e interpreted by nauy umo eprescVtabethstec1sySthni aid agncy superiision tives as attemptsto deny the1ieir!etiniate rights

th dynamtcpfhuman torepreent th.emp1oyeeinthpit
: üonpiitsu'h-an eimrwijnent ancihe1ong

# history o(conflictin privatnd publiclabox Mnageent uchnegotatcs us ofouficial timemageit1ans Redogiuzmgmdcceptng fo1egitznate unionsprsenioihasthe rigttfact thas There'wifl be onflict thegr.eemeit and lesponsibiity10 monitqrthat ac1vty jc-

-adruiusMor mustaddress lnmselfto see)cmgeso mstr it s in compliance with the aegtiad agree-Jutons.ofJiose confUctin order that the zmre im ment Sti, t must administer in thi area evenly
portantjb pf ovrall contract adininistratsozi cair and wit1 wisdom, so that ts actions caxinofsubjet
onthwe ?or thflfe ofthegreemext CQII1IItS it to a charge o mterfejmgiit t1ie etuflte nghts

concemiftg thteard ystem left aIone oi onIy of uniOn presentativesWhen an-activity, as. '5parftIIy resoh'ed can fester to tho point where little objectively as posib1e, ftnds that use otfficL
S can take pIce'j'n tjie aIea of a Inlateral relationship time is being abed maagementhou1d go to

Clearly. montoing tlie'steward system will test the the edersIup n theumot and requestThat th
inetti of mosi agreement adimnistxtors leadership assishnanagement m npng that it

I- representatives ue offciaI ie only tc thetThe basis for mon1t0on the ste'aId ystm will be amount necessary for pursuing duties oiItlind 5

that part of the ngotatd agreemnt deabag with in tM negotiated agreement
.

the ngihs and dUties øfunion representatives Where
the language in thcontract s broad and enera)on Ifei activity shies away from niofutoring thethe r1gKS axd duties of unionrepresentaiives-, the steward sism because of the ifficuities mvolved
activity nThstiooc to its pat practie nvthls regard and the potentia's for tonfIct between the steward

and the superviox,fl wil!,.yer a period of timeç
Since most collective bargaining agrebTiçnts provide establ1sh soma ppst practical that will be difficult,
that union representatives can jursup.lethia1c - if nçt unposSible, to control in thfuture Lax :repseaf1ona1cbjties On ff1cia1 time, the activity nlolutormg or notle at.11in this vital area wiIl
must mônior that inë and activity to lns'u?e itslf )i1most certainly leacLto increased bflses of ofielalthat use t ouficia time as ibr1egitimate purposès time-by mdrnuai umo,zi representatives 1irthMost union reprsentatives pi a44ijion to thejr an overjearingaction In this area will resUlt in
role diinvestigatin$ problems, processing

gnevancesr constant confiict be1wext the steward and the '

pohcnighe leins of the collective bargaining agree supervisor to the detnnint o the artics' relation
ineit, menting with activity management and ship Agalnfmanagement andupervision must waIt
npgotlating with management have other x,Ie such the iniddie growid otreasoned acjl'sty that allows
as recmlting'newme4ubers coltectixg dues, mfonmn for 1egitimat representaticinf take pacç withotit
workets'on tJ ad'antage of tic union, etc These eacesswe nostso the ageilcy or abuse ç,f the purpose
other rolea &f the Union repe.sentat1ve, generally of ofcza1 time.
aflending4o the internal affairs f the uniorgif

-

zaion,iahouJd be forbidden except during tTieon Fair, objecWie and e enntract admimstition is
duty hours.of the employeesInvolved '- ot a synonym fr anti uniomsmnd installations5

- would be advls.pil to mpres t1at point oxrall mem
Clearlythe activity does not wait to pay for uniOn ber of the máfiagement team
representatives attemthjg to mteznal affairsof the 5

union. on offhial tfne It does want to insWe that
union representatrves are iaofharrasse4 or subject to .Chapter 5 IJseot ency Time ad Faciiit1e
complex and 4ifficuU past procedors In (ismg
official tth&for the leg1tunat tcpresentaional .." As irtentionertin Ihe rev1ous chapteipn the stewaId
duties that the union repreetatiye is.tequired t ys&sn, mnagainent Jtastlia right and.lrtdeed th.
.pxfcsni fo'the emplçfe

responib!L5tyt moistor the use of offlenil time IL
-

'' cOnfletho.1tWtth represeirtatrpnal duties ofumoi
This type of moxiltothig dffftuIt rts each hniOn teprCsetIta1veS Tins same prirtelpie apphesto all
representative Isr art iii4i'tdia1 diffpxmg fxdt ather&Pwliartles have negotiated the UeMf
het't tMion repreirjtatve Efforiniy the ictvy caI tlm.1i then ne&ottated agreement suchas
to murô itself ttatuof oifl It5ni inbeg jm om tessn Chapter Three.(3)and thn

r
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grievance procedure and arbitraffpn in atipter
Six (6).-. -

4.

Without an objeCI. lye attempt to monitor the
,,..use of Ofpcial tiirEe. by unicm rePresentati;ies, the
.-.;#tiiii)/iiillbelaikpressed in' the next negotiation

iessiturtoiiinpoint its cpsts, tadiscuss areas where
it feels theJinion isexoeisively using official time

: otabusing.thepuiposis intended, or to evaluate
ttli.*,1PacOr deman4by the union _forincreased
uie_of official time in ixisttngesPects.of the agree-

.. merit or demands for the use of bflticiaLtirne fdr
other aspects of the agre,einent., 7

Tithe partiesipriot tocontract negotietion,
negotiate'sonipnumbcrpf hours for unionre-presen-
Wives, the eptivity will have to-set up a procedure OP
record,et eaphsession, the:mmee of ;the authorized

- union representatirs,and.tUhours spent in.Rego-

.
patton sessions "in order- that propels paydient may

-follow- Time-spent in negotiations during iegular
workiiigh03gsincludes-the time from preliminary
meetings on ground rules,zif any,,throogl.3- all spccts.
of negotietlon, including mediafipn and iMpasse:
-resolution proces.kes ithenneeded; .

stending:betweenitie:,pertiesli required 4.the.
ccn,itriCt.rnay,niy a pioViiiort,fOr- leope g d

tfie,tiirie shouldtake tis into pr-
ition-44g40"oriOnit negatiagoni between the
partiei; ' -4,1* .

w Rte'

same privileges if the xclusive union uses.that
. time and those fac ies in an election or organizing

campaign: The a- eernentadministrator must insure
that this situati s does not occur without manage-

-rnenapproval.

Ideally, when use of office time or agency facilities
are agreed upon, the partiks sh ld reduce this to
Writing in their basic agreement, c arty outlining
the rights and duties of union repro tatives' and
their responsibility in using official time or activity

facilities in pursuit pf the union's representational
duties.

Most agreements specify that.the use of official time

by union representatives shall be a "reasonable"
'amount of time to perform the duty at hand. The
term "reasonable" is very subjective, meaning differ-

ent things to different people. Appropriate records
should be kept to:provide a basis for reasonable
monitoring These records and management's attempt
tolaitly and evenly measure and monitor this time

t Will point, in time, towards a definition of "reasonable"
They will also highlight individual cases of abuse or
excess which should,be brought to the immediate
attention of the exclusive union leadership for

". solution.

ter 6 - Resolving Rights (Grievance) Disputes

As' little: installer silo ld GPf 9ffic*1 =. neva
vetiridically monitor the'tlie,of.itS;:fac4tiet*',
lahor organizations to insure its*that

", is using facilifieg for thiimirpgie ((),interldedby
eke partlee.,If the.pe4ernegoliate usepl'egency
fiellitiek(iffice434;Mail OrViO, telephone
setvi ;ineeting.fopits, etc.),OUnkuis`tit

n'?;''.1.fabOor..the:13eiiies to haven dear and;,.,27icise :-

uticii#tanditifOrthe pse0*ch the activity
,N,Atiet are to; be.puf byge,imion.

,

Procedure:

The negotiated grievance procedure is in reality

the foundation on which contract administration
revolves. Managatent should take care to see that
theprocedure is responsive to its needs in a bi-

lateral relationship.

"
gemenintutt. keepinnlind, e ;" y, in a ;-

'niltditsetionOf the,agi0Ment, that, there is a ditinct
diffifenee-bet 4eeriikeitte of offidettifne and ;

fictikItyTaellitiet trill hicliffis exclusive
,re09grOgn 0'4,1,4 enjoy,: igeie optteu4se;
e `egUit.,0"ait.,agtisrairit pactiek;'''ind the

`,Iise#,Officirli" ptifeind facliiii# by the same
miltut'when4I fi'ingagediivorganiZetion activities or

c4culu`0,Ceedrigs,Mtkanotherptuon. An ex-
, c of Offidellime.and

actroty-factiltiestiottleprescritation Intiction may
'- fe10derveningunion(s) the

1.68
7

While there is no one ideal grievance procedure, certain

items are recqmmonded to activities for exploration ;
before agreeing to a grievance procedure. -The

following is not meant to be a complete list of items

for inclusion in the cOntraot. The activity may wish

toconsidermany other items:

A. Concerning the Grievance Procedure Itself
'"

1. Asa matter of sound managenlent and

labor relations, the initial step in the -

RN yi-2
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- procedure inould'involve the employee's
.bnmediate supervisor.

2 While most grievance procedures are formal
and the grievance is in writing,theactivity
may want toexplore a.mandatory or
permissive "oral" or informal step between
the employee and his inunediatesupenisor
(and the union -re ntative, if the em-
ployee wishes o be plesent),piior to
proceeding into formal steps of the
procedure.

-3.- As amatter of recOrd-keeping and neces-
sity, the activity will want-to insure, that
in a grievance procedure, the grievance is
in writing and ptoceeds through the steps
of the procedUre in accordance with
agreedupon time limitsineach-slef3:11
is preferable to insert a statement in
the contract- to the effect that both
parties agree to abide by these time
limits.

4. The agency may wish to supply a specifie
'grievance form, uniform in the bargaining
unit; for all steps of the procedure.

The activity may wish the procedure to
provide that the affected employee has
a right to 'be present at all steps of the
grievance procedure (bdth during normal
working houri and on,premium time)
but that overtime or premium time %

will not be paid fOr such attendance.

6. The activity may wish the contract to ,

state that the moving party has the bur-
den of proof in any step of,the
grievance procedure.

7. The activity may wish a provision that
extension of time limits can be agreed
upon only by written consent of the
parties; and that if' a grievance involves
continuing financial liability on the part
of the agency, the period of extension
requested by the unionand agreed to
by the activity. shall not be counted in
determining financial liability.

8. The dontiact should, include a statement
on computation of the time in the
grievance procedUre whether time

a

limits referred to are calendar days or
work days.

It should have a statement that.no matter'
shall be considered under the grievance
procedure pnliss it's filed within somany
days of the occurrence of the event.
on which the grievance is based, unless'
the circumstances of the case make it ,

iinpossible for the employee or the
union to know that grounds exist within
such time period.

10. The agreement shoUld require that all
written grievances will disclose the nature
of the grievance and all the facts on
which it is based; the remedy or correction
sought; the signature of the aggrieved
employee or employees and/or the
union. representative presenting the
greivance; and the specific sections or
clauses of the agreement allegedly
violated.

'11. The agreemean might include a statement
that decisions rendered in eachstep, and
properly signed by appropriate persons,
shall be final and binding upon the
parties, unless appealed tolhe next step
of the procedure in accordance with
agreed-upon time limits.

12. It should have a statement limiting the
retroactive effect of a grievance decision
especially where there is financial
liability to the agency.

13. Management may waist a provision that
if the union allows the time limits to
expire in any step of the procedure, the
grievance shall be considered withdrawn
florn the system; and that if Management
al lows the time limits to expire, the
grievance automatically moves to the ,
next step:

B. Concerning Union Repreientatives
Implementing the Grievance Procedures

1. , The agreement'should have a statement
recognizing union representatives for
representational duties under the agree-
ment.

169
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2. It should'include a provision that requires
appropriate authority within the union
to certify and decertify its representatives
to management in writing.

3. Management 'nay want the contract to
include an affirmation that union repre-
sentatives are full-time productive
employees of the agency, if that is the
case in the instant agreement, subject
only to Item B. 1. above.

4. Management will probably wish a state-
ment that union representatives are only
recognized when they are "clocked in"
and are not entitled to enter or remain
on agency premise; before or after
their shifts without specific agency
approval. .

5. If the numbers of union representatives
are tied to the total population of the
unit, the contract should include a
mechanism to revise union represen-
tationup or down during the term
of the agreement. This mechanism
should act in an expeditious fashion.

fi There should be a rovision that when
union representatives use fficial time
for union business, t y handle com-
plaints, investigatio, s and grievances
promptly with a pr "se by the
union that this will not be abused.

7. The agreement should spell out a
pass procedure for union represen-
tatives going on union business on
official time with specifics on how or
where he obtains a pass; requirements
to show pass to supervision before
talking with that supervisor's em
ployee; what management signatures
are required on the pass; where he
return; the pass upon his return from
union business, etc.

8. The rightsand duties of union
representatives should be spelled out
in the agreement.

9. The contract should inchtde a statement
concerning union representation during

includingncluding the investigation and

presentation of grievances during a
period of premium time.

Arbitration Procedure:

Arbitration may or may not be agreed to depending
solely on negotiations between the parties. Generally,
arbitration, like the grievance procedure, may only
address itself to the application and interpretation
of the negotiated agreement and not other matters.
The arbitration clause, if negotiated, may be in-
voked by the activity or the exclusive union with
or without the concurrence of the aggrieved em-
ployee.

Before agreeing to an arbitration procedure, whether
advisory, binding, or a combination of both, the
activity should explore the following items for
possible inclusion in contract language. Thelist is
not all inclusive and many other items may be
considered by the agency:

4.

170
9

I. The feasibility of having a "pre-
arbitration" step between the last
step of the grievance procedure and
the arrival of the arbitrator to hear the
case. This would give the parties an
additional opportunity to solve the
problem without third-party inter-
vention.

2. The procedure for requesting arbitration;
the mechanics of selecting an arbitrator;
the matter of submitting statements to
the arbitrator either by a joint submission
of the parties of by individual submissions.

3. The time in which an arbitrator must hold
the hearing once selected.

4. A statement indicating that the moving
party has the burden of proof in any
arbitration proceeding.

5. A statement indicating that the affected`
employee and his supervisor shall be
entitled to be present at all times during
an arbitration hearing.

6. A limitation on testimony and argument
during the hearing to relevant and pertin-
ent issues as framed by the joint

fl
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submission of the parties or the indi-
vidual statement of each party's submission.

7. A statement limiting the power of the
arbitrator so that he cannot add to, sub-
tract from or modify the agreement
between the parties.'

8. A provision that either party may at ti
own expense have the arbitration pro-
ceedings reported and transcribed.

9. A statement that the arbitration decision
will be furnished within so-many days of j
the closing date of the hearing; that it
will be in wilting with copies furnished
to the parties; and if binding arbitration
is negotiated, that such decision is final
and binding on the parties.

10. A statement covering the expenses of
arbitration who pays and how much
including who pays for time lost by
employees who are called as,union
witnesses or act as union counseL
during the arbitration hearing.

11. A statement allowing the arbitrator
to investigate, in person, activity
premises relating to the er at
hand with attention to
accompany him during s
gation.

0

h investi-

12. A provision that either p y may cross-
examine any witness of th other party
and the arbitrator can que

ii
:on any

witness at any time.

13. A statement on 'priorities the parties set
up to arbitrate certain types of cases
ahead of other types of cases. Also the
method by which cases are scheduled
to be heard once signed into the arbi-
tration procedure. The activity should
oppose any union attempt to pick a
specific cat first, then choole a
specific arbitrator to hear that case.

It

A

r
Dispuf Arliitration'Behye,en Union and
EmiiloyuikAttivity:

When disputes arise between the exchisive union
and the employing activity ovethe application or
interpretation of the ageemerit,The avenue for
solution is either consultation between the parties .

or the negotfited grievance procedure. In this
regard, there is some difference between this
type of dispute and a dispute between an indi-
vidual employee of the activity who is represedted

y the union and the activity. Since the same
procedure is to be used for disputes between the
union and the activity and between an employee
andahe activity,The activity may wish to consider
searate treatment in its grievance procedure for
"employee grievances" as discussed earlier and
"union grievances." Normally a "union griev-
ance" over the application or interpretation of
the agreement would have fewer steps in tre
procedure and would revolve around broad
general questions, while an "employee grievance"
would seek a specific remedy or solution for a
problem of an individual employee or group of
employees.

If separate treatment grievance language is
negotiated, the activity must be cautious against
being faced with "double jeopardy" on the same
issue. For example, if a union files a broad gener-
al grievance on a matter and at the same time,
earlier or later, five employees file individual
grievances on the same matter, the activity
would be in double jeopardy. Language would
be required in the agreement which would
preclude procesling individual "employee
grievances" if a "union grievance" had already
been filed on the same matter or vice versa.
If administered correctly, the "union grievance"
would be filed when there is genuine broad general
disagreement over the application or interpretation
of the agreement or parts thereof between the
exclusive union leadership (Union President,
Business Agent) and activity management
(Activity Head, Personnel Director, Chief Labor
Relations Officer). The goal of the grievance would
be should it arise again in the administration of the
agreement and with no view towards an individual
remedy-or solution for an employee or a group of
employees. Conversely, employees or groups of
employees should not be filing broad general
union grievances but only grievances that seek speci-
fied individual or group remedies or solutions to
items of dispute.
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The significance of two procedures would
revolve around the use of arbitration as a culmi-
nation of the grievance proCedure. If arbitration
should include binding third-party determination,
the activity would want to have written ground-
rules, time limits, etc. relating to these "union
grievances" as it has for "employee grievances."
Such provisions would be against the arbitrator
interpreting the intent of the parties in the
absence of specific contract language.

Arbitrability

If the parties have negotiated a binding arbitration
clause in their agreement, and a matter arises which
is clearly arbitrable under the agreement, the
activity would be prudent to carefully analyze
whether it could lose more by an adverse decision
of a third-party than it could gain by a favorable
decision of an arbitrator. Third-party decision
carries risks regardless of how well researched
and deliberate the activity is in preparing its case
for arbitration and regardless of how high the
activity's level of confidence in winning a decision
in arbitration. Arbitration' should not and cannot
be avoided in many cases. However, wherever
possible, both parties would be urged to explore
all avenues of compromise and solution prior to
allowing a case to go to binding arbitration.

i
Past Practices - Case Decisions

Past ctices -

As discussed in Chapter One, past practices between
the parties will bear on the outcome of resolving
rights (grievance) disputes and arbitration awards.
Each side will use past practices as an offense or
defense in the grievance and arbitration procedure.
Generally, past practice includes all items specifically
not covered in the agreement but followed by both
parties or followed by one party and not challenged
the other party over time; but it also includes the
actual practice(s) being followed regardless of the
contractual words in the agreement. it is not
uncommon to find parties to an agreement jointly
practicing items directly opposite to the words
those parties agreed to in their contract and
continuing to follow those practices from one
agreement to the next without attempting to

change the language of their agreement to reflect
that practice.

Activities would be advised to periodically compare
their negotiated agreements, item by item and clause

. by clause, against their actual administrative prac-
tices under those items and clauses. This would
be particularly recommended in the pre-negotiation
period in order that during the forthcoming nego-
tiations, attempts might be made to revise the
written agreement to reflect the intent of the parties
and have that intent reinforced by the written
agreement;

4
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Case Decisions

As there is resolution through the grievance procedure
and arbitration, the parties collect a series of decisions
which aid in overall contract admthistration. Since
these "case decisiong" all arise out of the application
and interpretation of the agreement, both parties can
be expected to use them to guide their future actions
when issues arise that are similar or the same as a
particular grievance decision pr arbitration award.

The effect of grievance decisions and arbitration
awards stemming from "employee grievances" and
those stemming from `union grievances" require
separate treatment. Grievance decisions or arbitra-
tion aWards stemming from it grievance of an.individual
employee or group of employees technically
concern only the affected employees who instituted
the grievance and not other employees. While any
decision aids in overall contract administration, the
activity is not bound to apply the results of a partic-
ular decision affecting one employee to all other
employees in similar situations unless it makes
a conscious decision to do so. For example, a
similar "employee grievance" carried through to
arbitration may result in an entirely opposite decision
by another arbitrator as arbitrators are not bound
by decisions of their colleagues.

Quite a different approach is recommended on the
results of "union grievances" where the parties
receive a decision that goes to broad general issues _
on the application and interpretation of the agree-
ment. Here, a decision once received, should nor-
mally be followed for the remainder of the agree-
ment. This is evidence that on broad general issues
affecting, in general, all the employees in the unit,
the parties, at the highest level of the union and the
activity, can resolve significant differences between

RN VI-2"
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themselves. Decisions on these broad general
issues should not have retroactive features attached
to them. Since # change in activity or union direction
may be required over what was dope previously, the
decisions should be effective as of the receipt of
the decision or award and applied only in future
relations between the parties during the remainder
of the term of the agreement.

Certainly it could be argued that if either party
were not satisfied with the results stemming from
a "union grievance,"-that party could carry a
similar case to arbitration hoping for an opposite
decision by another arbitrator. The net result of
such action would be that during the term of the
agreement, the parties would not be able to
effectively resolve broad general issues between
them. If the two organizations union
and management can't resolve broad issues
arising out of the application or interpretation
of the agreement, they obscure the very poncept
of bilateralism in a collective bargaining atmos-
phere.

Chapter 7 - Resolving Problems in Agreement
Administiation; Agreement Revision

The negotiated grievance procedure discussed
in Chapter Six will be the primary vehicle by
which problems are resolved in agreement ad-
ministration. Ovei and above this formal
mechanism, the personal and professional
relatiOnslupraVelived between the parties,
especially between the leadership of nion
and activity management charged with The
responsibility of labor-management relations;
will be instrumental in resolving day-to-day
problems. The importance of this personal
relationship cannot be overemphasized in
promoting a harmonious labor- management
relationship.

Most agreements provide for a mechanism
to revise the agreement during its term. If
such a mechanism is negotiated, the activity
Will want to consider the following items in
its duration,clause. This list is not meant
to 6c all-inclusive:

1. A statement that the contract is
in full force and ef&ct for a specified
period of time.

1 'I
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2. A statement that the agreement will termin-
ate if the union is no longer entitled to
exclusive recognition.

3. A requirement for written notice by either
party to commence negotiations on a new
agreement.

4. A statement requiring the opening of
negotiations if changes are made in law
after the effective date of the agreement,
or statement that affected provision's' are
considered null and void upon} enactment
of law.

5. A provision that the contract nfay be re-
opened at any time if both parties agree.

_ -

6. A statement that if both parties don't desire
to renegotiate the agreement on expiration,
they will affix new signatures and dates.

7. A statement that the provisions of the new
,agreement take precedence over all prior
agreements and understandings between
the parties.

5-
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AREAS OF MANAGEMENT CONCERN FOR EFFECTIVE CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

THE NEED FOR A TRAINED MANAGEMENT
TEAM -

Effective contract administration requires that the
entire management teaiii understands and accepts
bilateralism as an effective. and productive problem-

solving device which will benefit both employee well
being and agency effectiveness and efficiency. Agency
management should strive for adequate Labor
Management Relations Training on a continuous basis
for its management team. Among those "subjects"
which should be covered are the following:

The collective bargaining process and its im-
plications for management

Specifics of the agreement

The grievance procedure and arbitration

Supervisor-Steward relations

Labor history and structure

Human relations

Communication skills

Effective record keeping

Uniform contract administration

Third party processes

Avoiding unfair labor practices

THE NEED FOR A MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK

Training alone is not enough. For effective day to
day dealing with the union, supervisors need a handy
reference guide. Almost always, unions provide their
local officers and stewards with handbooks in order
to assistAiem in fulfilling their duties. Many private
and public employers ale beginning to recognize,the
same need for their day to day representatives in

.' labor-management relations.

THE NEED FOR RECORD KEEPING AND AN.
INFORMATION STOREHOUSE

It is important that management maintain a central
bargaining book of all information jcessary for
effective contract administration and future
negotiations. This central record keeping system
should contain copies of written grievances and their
disposition, arbitration awards and briefs under the'
current and also past agreements as well as copies of
awards under similar contracts in the same agency,
other agencies, or the non-public sector. Decision
of third parties should be maintained. Labor re- .

lations resource services such as the Labor Relations
Expediter or the Government Employee Relation,
Report should be obtained as well as copies of '''
union publications, industrial relations and personnel
journals. Finally a systematic method of obtaining,
evaluation, and recording feedback froth members
of the total management team should be maintained.

THE NEED FOR CONTINUOUS PREPARATION
FOR THE NEXT NEGOTIATIONS i

As soon as the agreement is signed and implemented,
management should begin preparing for the

\next-

negotiations. Keeping adequate and up to date records
are a part,of the process. The basic goal should be
management's ability to anticipate the union's de-
mands next time: This ability_ can be improved by
studying grievance patterns, other labor management
agreements, union newspapers and publications,
analyzing feedback from supervisors, etc. A second
goal of management's preparations should be to
identify those areas management wishes to change
in the existing contract and being preparing its case.
One possible way this can be carried on is assuring
that management has a staff of professionals of
adequate size and ability who communicate
regularly with the total managerirent team.

Remember, a successful labor management effort
never ends, Prepare .. Prepare . Prepare!
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SAMPLE GRIEVANCE FORM

Employee's Name Date

. Classification Pay or Badge No. Shop or Office

Date Grievance Occurred

Date Grievance Submitted t,9 Immediate Supervisor

Inunedike Supervisors Name Date of Reply

NATURE OF GRIEVANCE: On the date indicated above, a
grievance occurred which I presented to my supervisor.
His reply was not satisfactory to me and I, therefore,
irrevocably elect to pursue my grievance through the
Negotiated Grievance Procedure. The following specific
action or administrative decision is appealed (give names,
date, place, etc.):

The following corrective action is desired:

Signature of Employee Signature of Steward
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